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Abstract
Ontology mappings are o f critical importance for the Linked Data and the Semantic Web
communities as they can help to mitigate the effects o f heterogeneities, which are a major
obstacle to the promise o f interoperability o f knowledge. To reduce creation costs and
enable automated runtime integration, the description, discovery and most o f all re-use of
existing ontology mappings are needed. M eta-data can help to retrieve ontology
mappings, to apply them and to manage them over time.
The research question posed in this thesis is: To what extent can a meta-data model aid an
ontology engineer in the creation o f consistent and relevant documentation o f ontology
mappings, for applications such as those supporting ontology mapping reuse? To address
this question the ontology based 0M 2R model for documenting ontology mappings was
designed. Experiments show that the 0 M 2 R model can help to improve mapping
discovery and that the model is relevant for mapping reuse. Furthermore, the evaluation
showed that the 0M 2R model can support the creation o f consistent meta-data.
In summary, the 0 M 2R model developed supports ontology engineers in the creation of
relevant and consistent ontology mapping documentation which will be vital to address
the ongoing need for mapping retrieval and reuse in the Semantic Web and Linked Data
community.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

Ontology m appings' are o f critical importance for both the dynamic web o f Linked Data
[ H e ll, PrlO] and the Semantic W eb [ B e ll, Shl2], The importance stems from the fact
•

2

•

that mappings can help to mitigate the effects o f heterogeneities [Eu07] in ontologies.
These heterogeneities represent a major obstacle to the promise o f interoperability [Gr94]
o f knowledge [La08] within Linked Data datasets and within the Semantic Web.
The database community has long experience with mappings^ [B e lle ], Their work has
shown that creation o f mappings is a complex and time-consuming task [Ka03, Do05].
To reduce creation costs and enable automated runtime integration, the description
[Ro06, Je09], discovery and, most o f all, re-use o f existing ontology mappings is needed
[We 10, S h i2].
The database and library research communities have shown that retrieval and reuse o f
information in general requires suitable meta-data about the information itself [Be05,
Ed07, No08], The ISO standard ISO/IEC 11179-1 defines meta-data as “data that
defines and describes other data” [IS04], commonly summarized as “data about data”
[Ni04]. The generation and application of m eta-data poses significant challenges. For
example, a key challenge is that m eta-data creation is time-consuming [Ed07, T el 1], This
requires m eta-data to be relevant for its application purpose, as users are more likely to
document information which they deem relevant [Fu93, Du02]. For example the name of
the author can be vital to judge the impact and validity o f claims made in a research
paper. Another challenge is that meta-data can only be used to its full potential if it is
created consistently [DulO, 1S04], in other words that it is complete and free o f

' Ontology mappings are defined as a process o f relating the vocabulary o f two ontologies sharing a domain in such a
way that the structure o f ontological signatures and their intended interpretations are respected [Ka03].
^ Heterogeneities between ontologies can be found on the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic levels [Pe97],
’ The database comm unity refers not specifically to mapping but rather to so called schema matchings. This is defined
as the problem o f generating correspondences between elements o f two schemas. The involved challenges are very
sim ilar to those o f ontology mappings [Mo09].
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contradiction. For example, retrieval could fail to return suitable mappings because the
purpose o f a meta-data field has been interpreted differently by users.
Meta-data can help to retrieve ontology mappings, to apply them and to manage them
over time. Jerome Euzenat, one o f the leading researchers in the area o f ontology
interoperability, stated that mappings “must be complemented with rich metadata” [Sh08]
to support their retrieval and management [Tel 1, Shl2],
The ISO standard ISO/IEC 11179-1 defines a meta-data model as a “representation o f
data, specifying their properties, structure and inter-relationships” [IS04], for example the
Learning Object Model (LOM) [Lo09]. M eta-data models can help users create
consistent documentation as they provide a template with ready-to-use model content
[Ni04, T e ll] , Models also can assist users in understanding the intended meaning [Fu93]
and reduce creation efforts by guiding to application relevant aspects.
However, the current meta-data used to document ontology mappings is heterogeneous"*
[Eul la], scarcely documented and where meta-data models do exist they focus primarily
on representing specific alignments^ [S h i2].^
In the opinion o f the author o f this thesis, a consequence o f this situation is that
requirements o f applications, such as mapping retrieval and mapping reuse, are not
addressed sufficiently.

This may result for example, in insufficient meta-data for

unambiguous identification o f addressed ontologies and no guidelines exist as to how to
create consistent documentation for mappings. These limitations present a major obstacle
for the further development o f applications that utilise mappings, such as those in the
Linked Data area concerned with interlinking [Bi09, C h i3] or those in the integration
area concerned with information uplift^.

'' In terms o f expressiveness, language and scope [Th09]
^ “Alignment is a set o f correspondences between two or more (in case o f multiple matching) ontologies (by analogy
with molecular sequence alignment). The alignment is the output o f the matching process.” [Eu07]
* Please see chapter 2 for farther details on the state o f the art sfady on ontology mapping documentation.
’ Semantic uplift is defined as the process o f converting non-RDF data into an RDF based knowledge representation.
[B rl3]
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1.2

Research Question

The research question posed in this thesis is:

To what extent can a meta-data model aid an ontology engineer in the creation o f
consistent and relevant documentation o f ontology mappings fo r applications such as
those supporting ontology mapping reuse?
The task o f ontology mapping is defined as a process o f relating the vocabulary o f two
ontologies sharing a domain in such a way that the structure o f ontological signatures and
their intended interpretations are respected [Ka03], resulting in a set o f ontology
mappings. An ontology engineer is defined as human with some experience in Semantic
Web technologies. Ontology mapping reuse is defined as an activity where an existing
ontology mapping is utilised to relate ontologies in another application context.
The meta-data model proposed in this thesis itself is designed as an ontology [An04].
This allows expressive representation to reduce ambiguity o f the intended meaning o f the
meta-data fields [Gr94, M ai 1], Furthermore, it supports a flexible extension o f the model
to accommodate new developments in the dynamic field o f mapping tools [Eul la]. The
m eta-data model is designed as an additional documentation layer so it can be used
independently from any specific mapping representation [Eu06] (see section 3.3).*
This thesis will focus on the activities that can be found in the ontology mapping
lifecycle’ as defined in [Su07] in order to help identify the meta-data aspects. The
application areas o f mapping reuse and retrieval have been chosen as the driving force to
identify the relevance o f these meta-data fields. Mapping retrieval is the key activity in
mapping reuse and will therefore be a focus o f this thesis (see section 3.4.4).'®

* An example for representation o f mappings are OWL [An04] or the Ontology Alignment Format [Eu07],
’ The ontology mapping lifecycle describes the activities involved in creating a ontology mapping including
identification o f the address ontology, matching o f ontologies, generating mappings from m atches, leading to
deployment o f mappings and subsequent management activities including the application o f and the reuse of
mappings.
The rationale is that information is required for an activity in the ontology mapping lifecycle or which are a result of
such an activity are potentially relevant for an application such as mapping reuse and needs to be documented in the
meta-data model.
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The aspect that is o f interest in the research question is that the meta-data model will aid
creation of documentation that is consistent. In the American heritage dictionary
consistency is defined as: “Agreement or logical coherence among things or parts [...],
correspondence among related aspects.” [DiOO]. As the meta-data model proposed in this
thesis is designed as an ontology, in this thesis consistency of the meta-data model is
designed as a combination of two dimensions: logical and application consistency [Ha05]
’'. The first dimension is logical consistency where the meta-data model is viewed as a
logical theory, and so is considered consistent if it does not contain contradictory
information. In this context the model contains explicit relations to highlight
contradiction-free meta-data field combinations. For example a child might be described
by meta-data fields for age and height. However, it would be contradictory if the age was
set to 3 years and the height to 2 meters as this is impossible.'^ The second dimension is
application consistency, which addresses the specific conditions defined by the
application [Ha05]. In this thesis, the meta-data will aid in the creation of application
consistent documentation, if it contains the relevant meta-data fields. The activities in the
ontology mapping lifecycle (see section 2.2.2 for details) provide the basis for the
identification o f relevant meta-data fields. Through reference to the lifecycle it will be
determined if an individual mapping is documented correctly and completely.
The second aspect in the research question that is of interest is that the meta-data model
will aid creation of documentation that is relevant. Relevance is a generic attribute and to
justify the state of relevance depends on the individual domain and the object o f interest.
For example in the American heritage dictionary, the term relevance is defined as:
“Having a bearing on or connection with the matter at hand.” [DiOO]. Thus, the meta-data
model is considered relevant if it increases the likelihood of accomplishing the goals.

'' Please note Haase defines sU-uctural consistency as a third dimension which ensures that the ontology “obeys the
constraints o f the ontology language with respect to how the constructs of the ontology language are used.” [Ha05].
This aspect is tightly coupled to the toolset question, as a tool can help to enforce structural consistency. In this thesis
the users always experience the 0M 2R meta-data model through a tool (see section 4.4.2 OM2R Editor) and as such
the structural consistency can be guaranteed and will not be analysed further.
In the open world scenario it is not possible to document every single possible compatible and incompatible relation
between each meta-data field. As a result in this thesis two documentation instances are considered logically
consistent, if they both contain only meta-data relations, where a compatible relation is expressed in the 0M 2R
model.
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which are implied by the task'^ [Ho02], which in this thesis is documentation that will
support applications such as mapping reuse.

1.3

Research Objectives

To address the research question, the following research objectives have been derived:
R esearch O bjective 1; Identify the requirements for m eta-data documentation for
applications such as mapping reuse. Additionally, identify the characteristics o f meta-data
support in current mapping tools and mapping representations (notations and formal
languages).
R esearch O bjective 2: Design a meta-data model for ontology mapping documentation
that can support the creation o f consistent and relevant ontology mapping documentation.
R esearch O bjective 3: Evaluate if the meta-data model is able to support the creation of
consistent and relevant documentation for ontology mappings in support o f applications
such as mapping reuse.

1.4

Technical Approach

This section outlines the activities undertaken in this thesis to answer the stated research
question, including a state o f the art study, three experiments and two case-studies.
A study o f 22 common mapping representations used in 13 mapping and m atching tools
was carried out [Th09]. The objective was to identify the supported m eta-data fields and
their characteristics. More specifically, the extent was analysed to which ontology
mapping lifecycle aspects can be documented with m eta-data available in each mapping
representation. Overall the study showed that the currently supported m eta-data for
mappings is heterogeneous and poorly documented. The focus instead was found to be
primarily on design o f the representations themselves. Furthermore, in 2013 a further
evaluation o f five tools and four common matching languages were conducted (see
section 2.3). The result shows that the coverage o f ontology mapping lifecycle aspects is

Please note more specific definitions are available for various applications, e.g. in information retrieval relevance is
the result o f a match between the subject descriptors o f a query and the descriptors assigned to a document. [Co97]
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still limited; with for example, often no details about the mapping process being
documented.
Based on the study, it was confirmed that the current approaches to m eta-data for
mappings do not support the creation o f consistent and relevant documentation for
ontology mappings. In addition, the result o f this study provided the basis to identify the
key m eta-data model requirements that would aid the creation o f consistent and relevant
documentation for ontology mappings.
The design o f the 0M 2R model is based on a requirement analysis that includes a
literature review o f common meta-data challenges (see section 3.2). Based on the
identified challenges the library domain was evaluated as a common domain for meta
data use. The objective was to identify how commonly relevance and consistency is
supported in meta-data models. In addition, the insights gained in the state o f the art
study (see section 2.7 and 3.3) were used to identify requirements for the 0 M 2R model,
particularly in relation to the current manner in which meta-data for mappings are
supported. Furthermore, a domain analysis (see section 3.4) was conducted. More
specifically, the impact o f the extended ontology mapping lifecycle on mapping retrieval
and as such on the requirements o f the model to support mapping reuse is discussed.
These evaluations helped to identify o f the following key requirements for the OM2R
model: an explicit semantic representation, explicit documentation o f the model, design
o f meaningful relations between the meta-data fields and the ability to document the
ontology mapping lifecycle to support retrieval and as such mapping reuse.
These identified requirements are addressed with six design features that constitute the
design o f the 0 M 2 R model. The implementation o f the 0M 2R model as an OWL DL
based ontology [Br05] provides a ready-to use model for meta-data documentation o f
ontology mappings (see section 4.1).
The 0 M 2 R model was evaluated in a series o f three experiments. The first experiment
evaluated the benefits o f an ontology-based model structure for documenting
ontology mappings. This experiment was designed as an automated retrieval test in a lab
environment. It was based on a set o f common mapping discovery tasks which were
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applied to sample mappings in two custom-built mapping retrieval tools.'"' The
experiment showed that the ontology-based 0 M 2 R model approach has benefits for
mapping discovery in terms o f better retrieval efficiency and effectiveness.
M apping reuse depends on many external factors which cannot be quantified fully for a
valid automated evaluation. Feedback from a diverse group o f participants is needed to
m itigate the impact o f the heterogeneity o f the mapping reuse-cases [Eu06] which exist.
The second experiment was designed to create a relevance ranking o f the proposed
meta-data fields in the OM2R model by ontology engineers. The aim was to rank an
identified list o f m eta-data fields based on the lifecycle analysis. These were ranked by
their relevance for mapping reuse as application, in order to reduce the effort needed to
populate the meta-data model. Mapping reuse was chosen as the application as it is a high
level task and incorporates more specific applications such as mapping retrieval.
The experiment was conducted in a lab environment. The participants were recruited
online from the W3C Linked Open Data Project Mailing List’^ and universities with a
known publication record on ontology matching, mapping experience and the Semantic
Web. 49 participants were given two specific mapping reuse scenarios. The users were
asked to rate the relevance for each of the 0 M 2R meta-data fields, this is considered a
task-oriented relevant rating in an online tool. In addition, the users had to select the most
useful and least useful meta-data field for mapping reuse. This is considered a subjective
rating as it is independent from a specific application task. These relevance ratings
provided evidence for the creation o f a relevance ranking among the proposed 0M 2R
meta-data fields.'® The specific metrics used are defined in table 1.

''' One tool was based on the 0 M 2 R model version 1 and the other on the Ontology Alignment Format [Eul 2].
The public-lod@ w3.org m ailing list provides a discussion forum for members o f the Linking Open Data project and
the broader Linked Data community. The Linking Open Data project is a grassroots community effort founded in
February 2007 as a W3C Semantic Web Education and Outreach Interest Group Community Project.
Please note the relevance rating can be different depending if the user is asked to rate the relevance o f a field in
general (e.g. if presented only with the field name and definition) or if he/she is given the field and a specific field
content for a given specific scenario.
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Table 1 Metrics fo r relevance
Metric

Formula

T ask-oriented - average relevance
rating per m eta-data field
Subjective - average relevance
rating per m eta-data field

Sum o f the individual relevance rating entered by each participants
/ total num ber o f participants
+ 1 for every tim e a user’s rated this field as m ost relevant;
-1 for every time a user rated this field as least relevant /
total num ber o f participants w ho rated this field

The results showed that fields related to the identification o f the addressed ontologies,
and those related to the matching and mapping process was considered most relevant.
However, all proposed fields were considered relevant for mapping reuse to some degree
by the participating ontology engineers.
The third experiment focussed on the support that the OM 2R model can offer a user
for the creation o f consistent documentation for ontology mappings. More
specifically, the experiment investigated if the 0 M 2 R model can be more supportive
towards users if the m eta-data model was expressed in an ontology rather than as an
index-based structure. The index-based structure is used as a proxy for the current
manner in which mapping meta-data is represented. For example, the Ontology
Alignment Format, which is expressed as an RDF(S) file, only provides key-value m eta
data fields which are typical for index-based meta-data structures. This provided a
baseline to evaluate the contribution o f the ontology-based 0M 2R model.
In this experiment, participants with a known track record in Semantic Web technologies
were recruited from three international universities'^ and W3C Linked Open Data Project
Mailing List'*. The participants were asked to document two given mapping lifecycle
steps based on textual instructions in an online lab environment in two stages. 48
participants completed the first stage o f the experiment based on the ontology-based

More specifically participant were invited from the Knowledge and Data Engineering group Trinity College (Ireland)
, Information and Knowledge group. Technical University o f Ilmenau (G erm any), Com puter science group, M assey
University o f Auckland (New Zealand).
'* The public-lod@ w3.org mailing list provides a discussion forum for members o f the Linking Open Data project and
the broader Linked Data community. The Linking Open Data project is a grassroots community effort founded in
February 2007 as a W3C Semantic Web Education and Outreach Interest Group Community Project.
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0M 2R editor.'^ 24 participants completed the second stage o f the experiment with indexbased 0M 2R editor.^'*
To measure the consistency o f ontology mapping documentation (see section 1.4 for a
detailed definition o f consistency in this context) the common information retrieval
metrics precision^’ and recalP^ were used [Eu07], Generally these metrics are based on
the comparison o f an expected result with the effective result o f the evaluated system.
These results are considered as a set o f items and in this case either the presence o f a
selected meta-data field or meta-data field combination in a gold standard^^ Such
measures are commonly used, well understood [ Be l l ] and have been used for similar
applications in ontology mapping evaluations in the past [Do02, Eu07]. The specific
metrics for the logical and application dimension o f consistency are defined in table 2.
Table 2 Metrics fo r consistency
M etric
R ecall (application*'’)

F orm u la
= number o f expected m eta-data field section s in the docum entation instance
/ total num ber o f expected m eta-data field section in gold standard

R ecall (logical"^)

= number o f expected meta-data field com binations in the docum entation
instance / total number o f expected m eta-data field com binations in the gold
standard
= number o f expected m eta-data field section s in the docum entation instance
/ total number o f meta-data field section s in the docum entation instance

precision (application)
precision (logical)

= num ber o f expected m eta-data field com binations in the docum entation
instance / total number o f m eta-data field com binations in the docum entation
instance

According to log files the experiment system was accessed 61 times. Five o f these accesses are linked to a test user to
check if the experiment was accessible. These entries have been excluded from the result set.
Please note 26 users accessed the experiment web page and approved the experiment participation form. However,
they did not proceed beyond the tutorial page and provided no relevant experiment data. This means 92.3% o f the
users who accessed the experiment page actually documented some or all o f the experiment tasks. According to log
files one additional access was registered which is linked to a test account used to check if the experiment was
accessible. This entry is excluded from the result set.
Recall: Generally this metric is a measure o f the ability o f system to present all relevant items [Sa83].
Precision: A measure o f the ability o f a system to present only relevant items [S a83].
In experiment three, the users are presented with a textual description o f a specific mapping lifecycle. They are asked
to document this information by using the 0 M 2 R model. Based on the provided instructions the author o f the thesis
defined the relevant information and translated them into an instance o f the 0 M 2 R model which is complete, correct
and contains no inconsistent statements. This 0 M 2R instance is 100 % application and logical consistent and is used
as a gold standard.
A meta-data model for ontology mapping documentation is application consistent if it contains the relevant meta-data
fields and content for a given lifecycle scenario as defined in a gold standard.
In this context this relates to the fact that compatible relations exist between individual meta-data content options in
the 0 M 2R e.g. an ontology was expressed in the notation RDF/XML and in the formal language RDF(S) which
reflect a compatible relation between this notion option and formal language.
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The potential users o f the 0 M 2 R model will most likely have diverse backgrounds.
Combined with the fact that Ontology mapping is still a highly specialised topic [Eul la]
it is likely that some users will not be very familiar with mapping related concepts or the
Semantic Web in general.

Users with less experience in these two topics potentially

create less consistent and relevant documentation. To investigate if the 0M 2R model can
provide a similar level o f support, to both those without experience and those with
experience, the participants in stage 1 o f experiment 3 were split into two groups

26

based

on their ontology mapping experience level.
The results showed that the ontology-based representation for the 0M 2R model can offer
a higher level o f support compared to an index-based representation o f the meta-data.
Also, the results indicate that the 0M 2R model can offer a similar level o f support for
experienced and novice users.
Additionally, to investigate if the OM2R model can be applied beneficially for mapping
reuse in real life scenarios, two case studies have been undertaken. The first case-study
focusses on the application of the OM 2R model to support the documentation of
alignment challenges for the “Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative” (OAEI)
[Eul la]. This initiative conducts annual campaigns to assess ontology matching
techniques. It is one o f the few public matching repositories, and so requires support for
management o f reference alignments and interpretation support for users and researchers
over time. This case-study was chosen as this community focusses on the interlinking
challenge o f heterogeneous sources, such as the Linked Data community [C hl3]. The
case study shows how the OM 2R model can help to create more consistent
documentation in terms o f higher correctness and less inconsistency for the OAEI.
Furthermore, the 0 M 2 R can improve the relevance o f mappings for the OAEI
stakeholders as it provides more detailed lifecycle focus documentation, which is more
useful for analysis o f ontology matching trends and results over time. The case study also
showed how the 0 M 2 R model can support third party researchers with more explicit,
detailed, predictable and easy to interpret documentation.
One group contained users with experience in ontologies and mappings (so called experts) and the other those
without such exfKJrience (so called novices).
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The second case study focusses on a federation system which aims to support data
consumption from heterogeneous sources with a minimum o f re-integration effort.
The case study evaluates how the 0 M 2R model can support activities o f the Federal
Relationship M anager (FRM) [FelO, R ol2], This includes mapping discovery, mapping
evaluation, and change notification which contribute to a better support for mapping
reuse. This case-study was chosen as this community addresses the issues o f integration
o f information, application and services on a semantic level and as such goes beyond the
matching focus o f the OAEI. The case study shows that the OM 2R model can satisfy the
meta-data requirements o f the FRM which has a focus on flexible extension and explicit
documentation. In particular the ability to support consistent documentation is vital for
the dynamic and reuse focus o f such federations over time.
Table 3 summarises the conducted evaluations and their individual analysis focus.
Table 3 Summary o f all conducted evaluations in this thesis
A ctivity
Experim ent 1 Evaluation o f the 0 M 2 R
for ontology m apping retrieval
Experim ent 2 U ser based relevance
ranking o f the 0 M 2 R
Experim ent 3 - U ser based evaluation
o f the 0 M 2 R m odel to support
application and logical consistency
U se-C ase
O ntology
alignm ent
evaluation Initiative
U se-C ase - Federation

1.5

F ocus
Focus on ontology m apping discovery and benefits for retrieval
efficiency and effectiveness
Focus on relevance for m apping reuse
R elevance ranking o f proposed m eta-data fields
Focus on application and logical consistency
D ifference o f the consistency support for novice and experts
Focus on application o f the 0 M 2 R in a real life scenario for
docum entation o f ontology m atching
Focus on application o f the 0 M 2 R in a real life scenario for or
docum entation o f ontology m appings

Contribution

The major contribution o f this thesis is the development o f a m eta-data model, 0M 2R
model, for documentation o f ontology mappings for applications such as ontology
mapping reuse. Evidence indicates that the 0 M 2 R model will support the creation of both
consistent and relevant ontology mapping documentation. There are also indications that
the meta-data model proposed will support users who intend to reuse mappings with
more explicit, detailed, predictable and easy to interpret m eta-data about the mapping
creation lifecycle.
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The 0M 2R model is designed as an independent m eta-data layer and can therefore be
used in parallel with existing tools and mapping representations. The 0M 2R model can
simplify the documentation process as it provides users with meta-data fields, field
contents and structures relevant for mapping reuse. Thanks to the ontology-based
structure o f the 0 M 2 R model, the model can be extended flexibly to address new
developments and individual mapping reuse scenarios. The 0M 2R model can support
third party researchers and integration specialists that engage in mapping reuse in
understanding the

intended meaning o f a mapping through its documentation.

Experiments have shown the 0 M 2 R model can support domain experts and novice users
on a similar level, which again will contribute to more consistent documentation creation.
This research will be o f benefit for the fast growing Linked Data community [UmlO].
The current growth o f Linked Datasets increases the need for better interoperability
support to allow easy and flexible consumption o f data from heterogeneous sources
[H e ll], The 0M 2R model can assist data providers to document mappings more
consistently and in more detail. This will assist m apping reuse and maximize network
effects by making data consumption and linkages to other repositories easier. In addition,
this work will also benefit the Semantic Web community efforts as the OM 2R model can
assist the reuse o f mapping needed to bridge the gap between unstructured and
semantically uplifted knowledge sources.
A minor contribution o f this thesis is the practical instantiation o f the meta-data model
that can be used to improve the documentation for the “Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative” (OAEI) [E u lla].^’ The 0 M 2 R model, first presented in [T hl2], can help
participants to document the com m unity’s matching submissions by providing a standard
template. It will also help third party researchers to understand the meaning o f the
documentation fields due to its more rigorous approach. Most o f all, it will benefit the
OAEI organisers to manage changes to reference alignments and to track submissions
over time to identify trends. The author o f this thesis argues that an improved m eta-data
model can help to leverage the experience gained in the OAEI to extend its focus from a

OAEI is the world leading iniriative for evaluation o f alignment/matching systems [Eu06].
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pure test platform [E u lla ] to an alignments repository [E u llb ]. Thus the OAEI can
showcase how alignments can be managed and reused on a large scale over time.
Table 4 provides an overview o f the publications created by the author o f this thesis in
relation to the developed OM 2R model. The listing is by publication year.
Table 4 Literature Overview o f Hendrik Thomas in relation to the 0M 2R model
2008

Hendrik Thomas. Bemd Markscheffel, Tobias Redmann, From Subjects to Concept Clouds - Why
semantic mapping is necessary, 1st In tern a tio n a l C onference on Know ledge F ederation, Inter
University Centre Dubrovnik, Croatia, October 20-22,2008, 2008.

2009

Bemd Markscheffel, Hendrik Thomas, Tobias Redmann, Developing Topic Maps Applications: Lessons
Learned from a Digital Library Project, lADIS In tern a tio n a l C onference e-Society 2009, Barcelona,
Spain. February 25-28, 2009,2009, pp. 51 - 59.

2009

Thomas, H., O'Sullivan, D., Brennan, R.: Evaluation o f Ontology Mapping Representations. In:
W orkshop on M atching and M eaning. Part o f the as part o f the AISB 2009 Convention, April 9th
2009. Edinburgh, Scotland 2009,

2009

Thomas, H., O'Sullivan, D., Brennan, R.: Ontology Mapping Representations: a Pragmatic Evaluation.
In: 21st In tern a tio n a l C onference on Softw are E ngineering and K now ledge E ngineering. SEK£
2009, 1 - 3 July 3, Boston, 2009, pp. 228 - 232,

2009

Thomas, Hendrik: Ontology Mapping M anagement, E u ro p ean S u m m er School on O ntological
E ngineering and the Sem antic W eb 2009, Cercedilla, Spain, 5th - 12th June 2009,

2010

Kevin Feeney, Rob Brennan, John Keeney, Hendrik Thomas, Dave Lewis, Aidan Boran, Declan
O'Sullivan, Enabling decentralised management through federation. C o m p u ter N etw orks Jo u rn a l
(Elsevier), 54, (16), 2010, pp. 2825-2839.

2011

Thomas, H., Brennan. R. O'Sullivan, D,: MooM - a Prototype Framework for Management o f Ontology
Mappings. In: Proceedings o f the 25th IE E E In tern a tio n a l C onference on A dvanced in fo rm atio n
N etw orking and A pplications, Singapore, 22-25 March, 2011, IEEE, pp. 548 - 555.

2011

Brennan. Feeney, K., Walshe, B., Thomas, H., O'Sullivan, D.: Explicit Federal Relationship
Management to Support Semantic Integration, 1st IF IP /IE E E W orkshop on M anaging Federations
and C ooperative M anagem ent, Dublin, May 2011, IEEE, 2011, pp. 1148-1156.

2012

Thomas, H., Brennan, R., O'Sullivan, D.: Using the OM 2R meta-data model for ontology mapping reuse
for the ontology alignment challenge - a case study. In proceedings o f the 7th In tern a tio n a l W orkshop
on O ntology M atching (OM -2012) collocated with the 1 Ith In tern a tio n a l Sem antic W eb C onference
(ISW C-2012) Volume 946, http,7/ceur-ws.orBA'ol-946/ Boston, MA, USA, November 11, 2012.

1.6

Thesis overview

This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 State o f the Art: defines the meta-data model and ontology mappings which
are the core subject o f interest in this thesis. In addition, the ontology mapping lifecycle
is introduced which will be used as a basis for the 0 M 2R model design. Furthermore, the
chapter provides a state o f the art study o f mapping and matching tools and
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representations (notations and formal languages) to identify the characteristics of current
meta-data support for ontology mapping documentation.
Chapter 3 Design of the OM2R model; Based on an analysis of common meta-data
challenges, the result o f the state o f the art study and a domain analysis, the requirements
for a meta-data model for documenting ontology mappings are derived. Furthermore, the
extended ontology mapping lifecycle is discussed in detail as it provides the basis for the
meta-data in the 0M 2R model. More specifically, an overview is given as to how the
four identified requirements are addressed with the six design features of the OM2R
model. The chapter includes a full example of the model and an overview of the
evolution of the 0M 2R model.
Chapter 4 Implementation of the OM2R model: The first section describes how the
0M 2R model was implemented in a specific OWL-based ontology. Afterwards, the
0M 2R evaluation framework is discussed, starting with the research on model editors.
This includes the prototype of a web based editor generated from the model and MooM
as a proof o f concept prototype for a UI based model editor.
In the following three chapters, the experiments that evaluate the 0M 2R model are
presented.
Chapter 5 Evaluation of the OM2R model for ontology mapping retrieval: The first
experiment evaluates the benefits of an ontology-based meta-data model structure based
on an automated mapping retrieval hypothesis. The hypothesis for this experiment is: The
retrieval effectiveness and efficiency o f ontology mapping discovery can be improved by
using an ontology-based meta-data model describing the ontology, the mapping features
and life-cycle information.
Chapter 6 Participant-based Relevance Ranking of OM2R: The second experiment is
a user-based relevance rating o f the 0M 2R meta-data fields. The hypothesis for this
experiment is: The proposed meta-data fields and their structure are considered relevant
fo r a mapping reuse decision.
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Chapter 7 User-based evaluation of the OM2R model to support application and
logical consistency. The third experiment evaluates the support the 0M 2R model can
provide to users in to the production o f consistent documentation o f ontology mappings.
For this purpose the first hypothesis is defined as: The OM2R m odel can support users in
the creation o f more application and logically consistent documentation fo r ontology
mapping i f the model is structured as an ontology rather than an index-based structure.
In addition, a second hypothesis is defined as: The 0M 2R model can offer sim ilar support
in the creation o f application and logically consistent documentation fo r ontology
mappings fo r users with high ontology mapping experience, as f o r those with limited
ontology mapping experience.
The following two chapters presents two case studies on the application o f the 0M 2R
model in real life domains and were chosen based on an explicit need for investigating
0 M 2 R ’s support for mapping reuse.
Chapter 8 Case Study - OM2R for OAEl: The first study shows how the OM2R model
can be used to document ontology matching for the “Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative” (OAEI) [B u lla].
Chapter 9 Case Study - OM2R for Federation; The second case study focusses on
application o f the OM2R model to document ontology m appings in the Federal
Relationship Manager (FRM) [Br06].
Chapter 10 Conclusion: This chapter reflects upon: to what extent the research
objectives have been met, discusses the contributions m ade, presents suggestions for
future work, and concludes with some final remarks.
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2

State of the Art

This chapter provides an introduction to meta-data and meta-data models in general.
Furthermore, the ontology mappings are defined and the ontology mapping lifecycle is
presented. The core o f this chapter is a state o f the art study on meta-data which is used to
document ontology mappings. The emphasis is placed on the nature of the meta-data and
the support they offer for the creation o f relevant and consistent documentation of
ontology mappings. For this purpose, selected ontology mapping representations and
match candidate generation tools are evaluated.^^

2.1

Meta-Data and Meta-Data Models

Commonly, meta-data is characterised as “data about data” [Ni04]. In this thesis a more
specific definition is used which is provided by the ISO standard ISO/IEC 11179: “data
that defines and describes other data” [IS04]. This definition is more appropriate for this
thesis as it highlights the descriptive nature o f meta-data.
The use o f the term meta-data differs between research communities. For example in
computer science meta-data refers commonly to information which can be processed
automatically [Sa83, Ga06]. In the librarian community it refers to any formal scheme for
resource description [Ku98, Ra04]. Meta-data can facilitate the discovery and exchange
o f relevant information and is vital for interoperability^^ challenges [BeOS,We 10], Meta
data can be classified according to National Information Standards Organization (NISO)
[Ni04] using three categories: descriptive, administrative and structural.
Meta-data can be organized in meta-data models which are defined by ISO/IEC 11179-1
as “representations of data, specifying their properties, structure and inter-relationships”
[IS04]. This definition will be used for this thesis as it focusses on properties but also on
the relationships between the properties. The focus on relationship corresponds to the
It is worth noting that no dedicated mapping tools or infrastructure systems are included in this analysis, as no
dedicated comprehensive mapping tools or infrastructure currently exist. Instead the focus is placed on matching
generation, which are a process step towards ontology mappings creation according to chapter 2.2.2 o f the ontology
mapping lifecycle. An analysis o f matching tools can therefore provide insight regarding the current meta-data
support.
Interoperability can be defined as the ability o f multiple systems with different characteristics such as software
platform s, data structures, and interfaces to exchange data with minimal loss o f content and functionality [Ni04].
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network focus o f the Semantic Web. M eta-data models are designed for a specific
purpose, such as describing a particular type o f information resource [Ni04]. A m eta-data
model specifies how a resource can be enriched with the provided collection o f m eta-data
fields and semantics.
Meta-data models have been developed to describe a wide range o f resources (textual and
non-textual) and can be encoded in various syntaxes [IS04]^®. Common m eta-data models
are for example: the Dublin Core M eta-Data Set to describe W eb-based documents
[Du09, T hl2], OMV an Ontology M eta-Data Vocabulary [0M 12] for ontology
development details such as language^'. Learning Object M eta-Data (LOM) a meta-data
scheme for technology-supported learning resources [Lo09], MARC 21 Format for
Bibliographic Data used for encoding electronic bibliographic catalogue records [M a i2]
or Friend o f a Friend (FOAF) for annotation o f contact details for people [Frl2].
The importance o f meta-data to describe ontology mappings has been recognised in
[Shl2]. Shvaiko states that the key challenges for m eta-data in the context o f ontology
mappings “is to provide convenient and interoperable support, on which tools and, more
importantly, on which applications, can rely in order to store and share alignments. This
involves using standard ways to communicate alignments and retrieve them. Hence,
alignment metadata and annotations should be properly taken into account” [S h i2].
The aim o f this thesis is the creation o f a meta-data model for documenting ontology
mappings. The design o f the meta-data model is guided by the objective stated in the
research question o f this thesis, i.e. the meta-data model needs to support the creation o f
consistent and relevant documentation o f ontology mappings.
The definition o f a meta-data model provided by ISO/IEC 11179-1 [IS04] assists the
actual design o f the 0M 2R model by providing a clear list o f all aspects o f the model
which need to be considered and can be used to offer support for consistency and

Current meta-data models are often expressed in the Extensible Mark-up Language (XM L) or the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [Be04],
For example the OMV framework is used to document large-scale semantic applications in the distributed
organizations
in
the
NeOn
project.
Please
find
more
information
here:
http://www.neonproject.org/nw/W elcome_to_the_NeOn_Project
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relevance. More specifically, it relates to the representation structure which in this case is
defined as an ontology based approach. Besides the selection o f meta-data fields and their
properties, the ISO definition is valuable as it highlights the importance o f inter
relationships between the model components. In order to identify the needed meta-data to
document ontology mappings it is necessary to understand the nature o f ontology
mappings and the activities involved in their lifecycle.

2.2

Ontology Mapping

In this section ontology mapping is defined and the ontology mapping lifecycle is
presented.

2.2.1

Definition of ontology mapping

Different representations o f similar information or different notations can lead to a
mapping problem if such information is to be searched, exchanged or integrated across
information systems. This is a well-known problem for the Linked Data community
[Hel 1, PrlO] and the Semantic Web [Bel 1] whose main purpose is to exchange explicitly
represented knowledge across diverse environments. A common approach to mitigate the
negative effects o f potential heterogeneity o f information models is to identify the
specific correspondences between the different ontologies and to document these
correspondences using an appropriate ontology mapping expression [Sh08].
Euzenat describes the ontology mapping task as follows: “Given two ontologies each
describing a set o f discrete entities (which can be classes, properties, rules, predicates,
etc.), find the relationships (e.g., equivalence or consumption) holding between these
entities.”[Eu07]. In a more recent publication he defines ontology mapping as a task that
“finds correspondences between semantically related entities o f ontologies” [S h i2].
Bouquet provided in 2003 a more formal definition for ontology mapping [Bo03]. Given
two ontologies A and B, ontology mappings are composed o f a set o f correspondences
between pairs o f simple or complex entities (e.g., terms, classes, individuals) Xa and Yb,
belonging to A and B respectively. A mapping is described as the quadruple: [Xa, Yb, R,
n]. The assigned correspondence R can be any suitable relation, such as a simple
equivalence relation, or a complex set o f relations. The degree o f confidence in that
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correspondence is represented by n and represents an abstract level of trust in the fact that
the correspondence is appropriate.
In this thesis, the following definition for ontology mapping is used which is derived
from a definition provided by Kalfoglou: Ontology mapping is defined as the task of
relating the vocabulary of two ontologies sharing a domain in such a way that the
structure of ontological signatures and their intended interpretations are respected
[Ka03].^^ The definition focusses on the activities involved and highlights the objective
of ontology mapping. This definition is more suitable for this thesis as the meta-data
model which is developed in this thesis will support the mapping activity rather than a
specific mapping representation.
In the Semantic Web literature, it can be observed that different terms are used within the
problem domain, for example ontology mapping vs. ontology matching. Both terms relate
to the problem described by Y. Kalfoglou but focus on different stages of the process. To
provide a consistent terminology within this thesis, ontology matching is defined as the
process o f identifying equivalence candidate correspondences between ontology elements
(such as class, properties) based on an automated algorithm or manual evaluation as
defined in [Eu04]. In contrast ontology mapping builds upon matching and covers the
identification of correspondences using any correspondences types and that is manually
confirmed [Su07]. Thus, ontology matching can be seen as a sub task o f the ontology
mapping process. In other words ontology matching identifies mapping candidates which
consists of a number of individual alignments between ontology elements. Those
alignments are later confirmed or used in the ontology mappings creation process.^^

Note that in the original wording o f the definition he defined “ ontology mapping as the task o f relating the
vocabulary o f two ontologies that share the same domain o f discourse in such a way that the m athematical structure
o f ontological signatures and their intended interpretations, as specified by the ontological axioms, are respected”
[Ka03],
This process can result in a full or complete mapping o f ontologies, where for every ontology elem ent in a source and
in a target ontology an appropriate mapping correspondence is defined [Su07]. Alternatively partial mapping can
contain any subset o f mapping correspondence between two or more ontologies.
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2.2.2

Ontology Mapping Lifecycle

Ontology mapping is a complex and time-consuming process [Ka03, Eu07]. The
individual stages of the creation of an ontology mapping are described in the ontology
mapping lifecycle. The lifecycle provides details about the involved activities. These are
vital for the design o f the ontology mapping meta-data model, as the activities indicate
what information and decisions need to be documented in the model. So far no common
agreement has emerged on the lifecycle phases [Su07, S h i2].
In the following, a lifecycle is presented based on that proposed by O ’Sullivan [Su07].
This process was chosen as it focusses explicitly on ontology mapping creation.
According to literature research no other ontology mapping lifecycle exist or is limited to
ontology matching only.^"*
1. Identification phase: The first task is the discovery of the ontologies which will be the
subject of the mappings in terms o f the identification of the target and source
ontologies. A second task is the characterisation o f those ontologies with respect to
their amenability for being mapped. The goal of this task is to identify difficulties that
may be involved in undertaking a mapping, e.g. based on the form and quality of the
ontology.
2. Matching phase: The objective of this phase is the identification o f mapping
candidates, either identified by manual selection or by automated matching processes
[Eu04, Eu06]. This phase covers the planning of the matching process which involves
making the decision as to whether a match should be attempted between two
ontologies, e.g. based on individual matching policies [Be04a]. Also relevant is the
selection and execution of matching algorithms because there is a wide range of
matching algorithms that can be applied depending on the requirements o f the
individual use-case [Eu04],

Note that Pavel Shvaiko and Jerome Euzenat discuss lifecycle activities that lead to the creation o f ontology
mappings. However, these are not explicitly structured as a lifecycle and are limited to m atchings and as such arc too
narrow for the scope o f this w ork [S h i2].
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3. Mapping phase: The third stage involves the generation o f information necessary for
the execution o f mappings as well as the creation of mappings that are relevant for the
context o f usage. Particularly relevant is the planning o f the mapping approach and
the selection of an appropriate mapping correspondence from the generated list of
possible mapping candidates. The identified committed and approved mappings can
then be rendered into different mapping formats in order to enable processing and
sharing. This phase also includes the actual interpretation o f the ontology mappings in
order to enable semantic interoperability between the addressed ontology in the
individual application scenario, e.g. merging or alignment.
4. Management phase: Ontology mappings generated in the previous phases need to be
managed and maintained until their withdrawal. This includes the sharing of mapping
information with third parties, the integration o f mapping into other mapping
applications and can include a conflict or consistency check as well as the altering of
mappings if basic preconditions have changed.
This lifecycle proposal focusses only on the initial creation matching and mapping
phases. This thesis uses ontology mapping reuse as the application domain for the meta
data model. To address this scope the author of this thesis has extended the lifecycle
proposed by O ’Sullivan [Su07]. More specifically, the management phase has been
extended with activities related to mapping reuse and meta-data creation. These activities
are described in more detail in chapter 3.4.2 but in the meantime figure 1 provides an
overview of this ontology mapping lifecycle including the added mapping reuse related
activities which are displayed as grey ellipses.
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2.3

Methodology for evaluation of current ontology mapping
meta-data

Pavel Shvaiko and Jerome Euzenat stated that “A first step in promoting sharing,
manipulating and reusing alignments is to be able to use a standard for [expressing]
alignments. No such standard exists at the moment.” [Shl2], This deficiency creates the
need for a review of the diverse meta-data currently used to document ontology
mappings. In this thesis an emphasis is placed on reuse o f ontology mappings. As support
for consistent mapping documentation is vital for reuse, particular emphasis on the ability
to support consistency was placed in the review.
Publications which address meta-data issues for ontology mappings are rare^^ compared
to the high number related to ontology matching, e.g. matching algorithms to identify
mapping candidates [Sh04]. Previous studies on ontology matching and mapping systems
have focussed on technical capabilities and matching effectiveness [Ka03, Eu04, Mo09,
S h i2], A related evaluation of ontology mapping representation information was
published by the author of this thesis in 2009 [Th09]. In that study 13 different mapping
and matching applications were evaluated. This state of the art study is based on the
previous study but was updated and extended with additional aspects focusing on
consistency.
The first objective of the review is to analyse the current use of meta-data for ontology
mapping. In this thesis the following metrics are applied, which are based on a proposed
metric collection by Zaveri and Maurino in their systematic review of data quality aspects
of Linked Open Data in [ZaI2]. All metrics are highlighted in italics.
The metric number o f supported meta-data fields provides an indication of the
complexity of the model and the amount of detail that can be documented for ontology
mapping. Furthermore, the metric level o f relationship between the meta-data elements
This statem ent is based on the evaluation o f the publication in the International W orkshop on Ontology Matching one
o f the most renowned community events for ontology mapping / matching researchers. If the workshops in 2013,
2012 and 2011 are considered in total 76 OAEI papcrsrs and technical papers were accepted. O f these only one paper
addresses the ontology mapping meta-data question [T hl2]. Please note this paper presented a case study for the
OAEI and was written by the author o f this thesis.
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provides an indication o f the expressiveness of the meta-data model. The following
categories are used: index relations^^, thesaurus relations^^ and ontology relations. This
range of categories was chosen to cover the most common spectrum of relationships in
the Semantic Web [T ell] starting from no explicit relations between fields (index) to
meaningful typed relations (ontologies). In addition, the metric ontology mapping
lifecycle completeness offers details on the kind of information that the meta-data fields
are designed to document, in the specific context of ontology mapping. The completeness
is defined as “the degree to which information is not missing” [Zal2], More specifically,
the metric indicates which ontology mapping lifecycle stages are documented by the
meta-data model: identification, characterisation, matching, mapping, management,
reuse, meta-data documentation.
The second objective is to provide an overview of the current consistency support that the
meta-data model can offer. According to the definition of consistency the first aspect is
support for application consistency that relates to the correctness and completeness of the
documentation. The actual offered support of a model is difficult to measure and to
compare as it can be conceptual, tool or process based. In order to provide an objective
metric, the focus is given to the number o f satisfied application consistency aspects
supported per evaluation. Based on a review of literature ft'om the linked data community
and librarian community, the author of this thesis has selected the following consistency
aspects listed in figure 2 that can contribute to support application consistency.

Traditionally used in libraries where the meta-data field consists o f key value pairs, e.g. back o f book indexes. No
explicit relation types can be found between the fields. Even if the model uses a semantic language such as RDF(S)
the information stored in key value structures. In other words the m eta-data information are contained in single string
values per field rather than explicit relations between objects. For example the Ontology Alignment Format can be
classified as this type as it is commonly expressed in RDF(S) but contains only key-value pairs, e.g.
<method>org.StringDistAlignment</method>
For this level the meta-data model needs to support hierarchical relationships consisting o f the relations such as
broader term (hypemym ) or narrower term (hyponym). These can be interpreted as class relationships or part-whole
relationships.
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1. Explicit documentation o f the meta-data model which help users to understand the intended meaning,
and therefore can support a homogenous application o f the model in the community.^*
2. Documentation is embedded in the mapping meta-data model so as to make access easier, it is
available at all times during the documentation task.
3. Meta-data fields have unique identifier in terms o f a URI which is essential during the evaluation of
the model and helps with documentation exchange
4. Meta-data model offers versioning information which again supports the evaluation o f the model.
5. Availability o f examples o f annotated mapping representations. An example which focusses on the
meta-data can help explain the intended application of the meta-data fields.'"’
6. Availability o f a specialised meta-data editor tool can assist users in the creation o f consistent
documentation in order to help to avoid inconsistent field use and to be more convenient then a text
based notation.'"
7. Support offered fo r automated population o f model. Manual meta-data creation is time-consuming
and automated processing o f existing meta-data fields can speed up the process and avoid
inconsistencies between the meta-data and the mapping representation [D el2].
8. Model provides meta-data content options fo r their fields. A controlled list o f options per field or a
list o f suggestions can support the consistent application of the model in the community.____________

Figure 2 A pplication consistency aspects
The other part o f consistency is the support for logical consistency that focusses on the
avoidance o f inconsistent statements within documentation. In a similar manner as above,
the number o f sa tisfied logical consistency aspects per item is evaluated. Based on the
same literature review, the author o f this thesis has selected the follow ing aspects listed in
figure 3 o f a model in order to support logical consistency.
1.

2.

3.
4.

Meta-data model contains embedded information on compatible fie ld content combinations. If the
model provides compatible combinations then these can be used by the users and for consistency
checks.
Documentation o f the meta-data model does provide information on compatible fie ld content
combinations. If not embedded in the model such information can be provided in the documentation
and be helpful as well.''^
Support o f automated consistency verification services. This can be a great help for users to check
their own documentation but also the creation o f other documentation for logical consistency.
Support o f reasoning which can help to identify inconsistencies in an ontology-based documentation
[Xi081___________________________________

Figure 3 L ogical consistency aspects

An example for such an extensive documentation o f a meta-data model can be found in the library o f congress
classification system on http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/
For example the version and recent changes to Marc21 can be found on http://w ww.loc.gov/m arc/bibliographic/.
For example the library o f congress offers an online tutorial on how to use and interpret their classification system on
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/classwebtutorial/lintro.htmI
For example http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/tools offers an overview to dedicated tools to create meta-data in the
SKOS format to support consistency.
An example is the m ulti-facet classification system proposed by Fugman [Fu89] in which index terms are related to
specific activities, e.g. Knife (Tool) vs. Knife (Weapon).
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2.4

Selection and overview o f evaluated systems

To get a better understanding o f current m eta-data for ontology mappings it is helpful to
analyse; (i) existing representation for ontology mappings and (ii) match candidate
generation tools in the way that they support specific m eta-data fields. This classification
is based on a proposal provided in [Eh07].
One o f the most popular tools for match candidate generation is the Ontology Alignment
API

[E u lla ]. This tool supports the export o f alignments into the following

representations: Ontology Alignment Format (INRIA), Expressive and Declarative
Ontology Alignment Language (EDOAL), OW L (Version 1 and 2) [Br05] and Simple
Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS) [Mi09], Other tools support those export
formats as well, for example [Ha08], Thus those representation vocabularies will be
considered as popular and be evaluated here.
The selection o f match candidate generation tools is based on the Ontology Alignment
Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) [Eul la, Eul lb] that organizes annual campaigns to evaluate
matching methods. Similar to the selection process used in [S h i2], the author o f this
thesis selected three tools that have repeatedly participated in the last three OAEI
campaigns and have archival publications. In addition, two well-known matching systems
are evaluated which focus more on matching mapping infrastructure [Eh07]: Ontology
Alignment API [J e ll] and NeOn [Pe08]. Please note these tools were selected as they
provide sophisticated matching functions, have a considerable publication history and are
considered important matching tools in current publications [Shl2]. These two tools
focus more on infrastructure functions rather than a particular matching algorithm and
can as such provide a view on meta-data support outside the limited scope o f the OAEI.
Table 5 lists the ontology mapping representations and tools, the five evaluation metrics
used (described in section 2.3) and the evaluation results. Please note the details and
rationale for the individual scores listed are discussed for the individual languages or
systems in the following sections 2.5 to 2.6.
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Table 5 Meta-data m odel evaluation overview
T a rg e t

N um ber of
supported
m eta-d ata
fields

O ntoloev M appine Representation Laneuaees
Ontology Alignment Format
23
(INRIA) rEu041,
Expressive and Declarative
23
Ontology Alignment
Language (EDOAL) fEuO?]
OW L Version 1 [Br05].
8
OW L Version 2 [OW 12]

8

Sim ple Knowledge
7
Organisation System (SKOS)
rAs061.
M atch Candidate Generation Tools
Falcon 4.2 [Hu08]
4
Anchor-Flood [Ha09]

4

Agreem entM aker [Cr09]

6

Ontology Alignment API
[J e ll]
NeOn toolkit [Pe08].

23
5

Level of
relationship
between
m eta-data
elem ents

O ntology
m apping
lifecycle
com pleteness

N u m b er of
satisfied
application
consistency
aspects

N um ber of
satisfied
logical
consistency
aspects

Index

Identification,
Matching
Identification,
Matching

3 of 8

O of 4

3 of 8

O of 4

Identification,
Management
Identification,
Management
Management

5 of 8

2 of 4

5 of 8

2 of 4

4 of 8

O of 4

Identification

3 of 8

O of 4

Identification

3 of 8

O of 4

Identification
Matching
Identification,
Matching
Identification,
Matching

3 of 8

O of 4

3 of 8

O of 4

3 of 8

O of 4

Index
Relations
Index
Index
Relations
Index
Relations

Index
Relations
Index
Relations
Index
Relations
Index
Relations
Index
Relations

Each evaluated tool or representation is discussed in more detail in the following
sections. This table shows that INRIA and EDOAL enables the most detailed
documentation o f ontology mappings. Both offer the highest number o f meta-data fields
(23) and cover two stages o f the lifecycle. OWL offers the most support for application
consistency and it is the only item which offers some support for logical consistency.

2.5

Meta-data support in Ontology Mapping Representation
Languages

In this section the representation languages are evaluated with regards to the meta-data
fields that they offer to document ontology mappings. Firstly SKOS [Mi09] and OWLl
are presented which are common Semantic Web representations and can be used to
represent mappings. Secondly those representations which were explicitly designed to
document ontology matching and ontology mappings are presented, that is the Ontology
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Alignment Format (INRIA) [Eh04] and EDOAL [Eh07], Note that non-standard
extensions o f OWL are not considered here.'*^

2.5.1

Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS) [MI09]

The Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) is a common m eta-data model for
sharing and linking knowledge organization systems in the Semantic Web. It refers to a
formal language developed within the W orld Wide Web Consortium (W 3C) designed for
representation o f thesauri, classification schemes, taxonomies and other controlled
vocabularies. SKOS defines semantic relationships that can be used to express a variety
o f mapping relations between concepts, in particular equal, broader or narrower. [As06].
The availability o f this range o f relation concepts has the advantage o f being very general
but offer only limited formal semantics [As06].
SKOS offers seven dedicated m eta-data concepts for documentation which can be used to
provide details about the m apping relations, for example skos.editorialNote. The m eta
data coverage o f the life-cycle is low as only the ontology mapping m anagement stage is
covered. More specifically, SKOS is able to document changes to a m apping over time,
for example skos:changeNote or skos.historyNote. There are no typed relationships
defined in the SKOS specification between these fields and therefore the level of
relationship is considered as index-based. An explicit documentation o f each meta-data
field is available.'*'* M eta-data fields have a unique identifier using the namespace in the
RDF(S) version. The W3C offers an overview o f the various editing tools available for
SKOS."*^ So far no automated tool for population o f SKOS m eta-data for ontology
mapping is available. SKOS is expressed in RDF(S) and does not contain any relations
that would support reasoning such as OW L DL. W3C offers a consistency check for
SKOS files'*^ but it checks only for compliance with the SKOS technical specification
and does not support any logical consistency checks between field content selections.
Overall the meta-data model with regard to ontology mapping documentation can be

**

T he reason for this d ecision is that the focus is placed on w ell-know n and standardized m eta-d ata support, w hich is
cu rren tly available. I f the m eta-data support is provided in the standard it can be assum ed it is w ell know n and
su pported by m ost tools.
F o r fu rth er details see http://w w w .w 3.orgA 'R /skos-reference/#notes.
A n o v erv iew o f SK O S tools can be found here h ttp://w w w .w 3.org/2001/sw /w iki/S K O S /L egacyT ools
See http ://w w w .w 3.org/2001/sw /w iki/S K O S _C onsistency_C hecker for m ore details.
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considered basic. The overall reason for this naturally, is that SKOS is not designed to
represent ontology mappings explicitly and therefore lacks specialised fields for this
scope.

2.5.2

Ontology Web Language Version 1 (OWL) [Mc04]

OWL refers to a set o f knowledge representation languages that are standardized by the
W3C. OWL is available in two versions. Version 1 of OWL provides an extended
vocabulary based on RDF and is composed of three sub languages: OWL Light, OWL
DL and OWL Full [Br05]. Each sub-/language provides a different level o f semantic
expressiveness. The semantics of OWL Light and OWL DL are based on Description
Logic [Br05] which provides automated reasoning support. In contrast OWL Full is less
restricted and provides a flexible semantic model intended to provide compatibility with
RDF Schema. Commonly OWL ontologies are exchanged using the RDF/XML syntax
but other formats are available, for example. Turtle or N3. OWL can be used to express
correspondences between ontologies on a basic level. In OWL the relations
owl.equivalentClass, owl: equivalentProperty and owl.sameAs can be used to express that
different elements refer to the same concept [Sh06a]. Based on mappings expressed in
OWL co-references between different ontologies can be found in the web of linked data,
for example [G109] provides an example of such a service.'*^
According to the standard, OWL defines four properties related to versioning
information'*^. In addition, the four generic annotation properties of RDF(S) are
supported, that is rdfs.iabel, rdfs.comment, rdfs.seeAlso, rdfs:isDefinedBy. These fields
can be used to document the identification phase and is also relevant information for the
management phase. It is worth mentioning that other meta-data models such as Dublin
Core properties can be used to annotate properties in OWL. As those are non-standard
extensions o f OWL, they are not considered here.
The meta-data fields supported in OWL are documented and examples are available.
Each element has its unique identifier and the OWL model has a version. Various editors
A novel implementation o f this approach can be found on http://www.sameAs.org.
The concepts are: versionlnfo, priorVersion, backwardCompatibleW ith, incompatible With, DeprecatedClass,
DcprecatedProperty
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for OWL and the related meta-data fields are available, for example Protege'*^. However,
as the fields are generic, no content options are given. The sub language OWL DL
supports automated reasoning which can be useful for logical consistency checks. In
addition, the specification defines the standard property owl. incompatibleWith which can
be used to document incompatible content options. However, the specification does not
provide any example o f incompatible relations as it provides only the vocabulary not the
content.

2.5.3

Web Ontology Language Version 2 (0WL2) [Wa12]

The 0W L 2 W eb Ontology Language^® inherits the language features, design decisions,
and use-cases o f OWL 1, but adds several new features including increased expressive
power for properties, and extended support for data types.
In relation to meta-data, 0W L 2 [0 W I2 ] offers the same meta-data properties related to
versioning information as O W LI. However, OWL2 extends the ability o f the language to
model meta-data. The first improvement relates to relationships. OW LI DL requires a
separation between classes and individuals. OWL2 has removed this restriction and so
allows different uses o f the same term. This process is called “punning” and as a result
the same term can denote a class and individual.^' This allows an ontology engineer to
assign the meta-data properties both to instances and classes. The second improvement is
that 0 W L 2 allows annotations, such as a label, to be given to axioms. As such OW L2
allows for annotations upon ontologies, entities, anonymous individuals, axioms, and
annotations themselves.
With these improvements in 0W L 2 although it is possible to document relations between
meta-data fields more flexibly, no additional m eta-data fields are defined. Therefore the
suitability o f OW LI and OW L2 for documenting ontology mapping is similar, in that
both languages lack specific meta-data fields designed to document the matching and
mapping lifecycle related activities. Please note OW LI and 0 W L 2 satisfies the same
aspects for application and consistency support. As such OWL is the only analysed
The latest version o f this editor can be found on http://protege.stanford.edu/
The latest version o f the format can be found on: http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
See http://www.w3.org/2007/OW L/wiki/Punning for more details.
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language that provides any help regarding logical consistency. More specifically, OW Ll
DL and 0W L 2 provide the ability to document incompatible relations and support
reasoning, both vital to avoid inconsistent documentation.

2 . 5.4

Ontology Alignment Format (INRIA) [Eu04, Eh07]

The Ontology Alignment Format^^ (also referred to as INRIA format) was developed by
Euzenat and his research group. This representation was designed specifically to express
ontology candidate matches to support their transformations, sharing, retrieval and
comparisons. The format is based on RDF(S) [Eu04, Eu06] and a range o f different
mapping correspondences can be expressed, for example subsumed relation, equivalence,
subclass etc. [Eu04].
Since 2004 the Alignment format [EU04] is the recommended format to be used in the
Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) [E u lla ]. In addition, this format is
used by many ontology candidate match generation systems [Me 10, S h i2].^^ It can be
noted that currently no standard for the representation o f ontology candidate matches or
mappings has evolved. However, the Ontology Alignment Format is used widespread and
as Euzenat pointed out it can be seen as “a natural starting point for standardization”
[Shl2].
Overall the format supports 23 meta-data fields. In annex A a full list o f all standard
meta-data fields is shown. Please find below in figure 4 an example o f the Ontology
Alignment Format as an RDF document.

The latest version o f the format can be found on: http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/format.html
More system who support INRIA can be found on http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/impl.html
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<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8' standalone='no'?>
< rdf: RDF
xm lns='http://kn ow led gew eb .sem an ticw eb.org/heterogeneity/align m en t#'
xm lns:rdf='http ://w w w .w 3.org/1999/02/22-rd f-syn tax-n s#'
xm lns:xsd='http://w w w .w 3.org/2001/X M L Schem a#'
xm lns:align='h ttp ://k n ow led gew eb .sem an ticw eb .org/h eterogen eity/align m en t#'>
<Alignm ent>
< x m l> y es< /x m l>
< le v e l> 0 < /le v e l>

<type >**</type >
<align:m ethod>fr.inrialpes.exm o.align.im pl.m ethod.StringD istA lignm ent</align:m ethod>
<align:tim e> 7< /align :tim e>
< o n t o l> ... < /o n t o l> < o n to 2 > ... < /o n to 2 > ...
</A lignm ent> </rdf:RDF>

Figure 4 Ontology’ Alignment Format example
The available meta-data fields focus on the ontology identification, for example
indicating the file location o f the target ontology using align: U R ll and align:onto 1. In
addition, some basic descriptive information is provided as well, for example
align:language o f the addressed ontologies. Furthermore, details about the applied
automated matching algorithm can be documented, for example using align:method or
align:time. The relationship type is index-based as each meta-data field contains a simple
string value. Please note the format allows other non-standard annotations to be included
if they are identified by a unique URI, for example mapping purpose or processing time.
An overview o f all the meta-data fields, including a short bullet point definition, is
available online.^"' Not one o f the other application consistency aspects is satisfied with
regards to the offered m eta-data support. With regards to logical consistency aspects
neither the m eta-data model nor the documentation offers any details on compatible field
combinations. As the format is based on RDF(S) no reasoning is supported.

2.5.5

Expressive and Declarative Ontology Alignment Language
(EDOAL) [Br04, Br12]

The Expressive and Declarative Ontology Alignment Language (EDOAL)^^ extends the
Ontology Alignment Format. This format is suitable to capture equivalence or
subsumption correspondences. EDOAL was created to allow more precise but also more

See http://alignapi.gforge.iiiria.fr/labels.html for details
The language was originally created by Franfois Scharffe as the SEKT Mapping language (http://www.sektproject.com/).
It
later been
published
as
OMWG
Ontology
Mapping
language
(see
http://sourceforge.net/projects/mediation/) before it was integrated in the Ontology alignment API project.
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complex alignments to be expressed between ontologies [Eu07], using a minimal
vocabulary on top of the original Ontology Alignment Format.^®
The main strength of EDOAL in comparison to the INRIA format is the ability to group
named entities found in ontologies (e.g. classes and properties) with Boolean operators
(e.g. disjunction) or construction operators (e.g. reflexive) and constraints (e.g. range,
cardinality). In addition, in EDOAL transformation of property values can be specified.
EDOAL is based on RDF(S) but was inspired by OWL as similar features are used
[DalO]. However, EDOAL is not created as an OWL ontology^^ but it can be exported
into an OWL language by simplifying correspondence relations, for example using
owl.subClassOf Thus EDOAL does not support reasoning. EDOAL does not define any
additional meta-data elements for documentation. However, it supports the full list of
meta-data fields available for the INRIA alignment format. Therefore EDOAL satisfies
the same application and logical consistency aspects such as the alignment format.
2 .5 .6

Sum m ary of evaluation of ontology mapping representations

In summary, from table 5 in section 2.4 it can be seen that of all the representations, the
INRIA format and EDOAL enable the most detailed documentation of ontology
mappings in that both offer the highest number of fields (23) and they cover two stages of
the lifecycle. However, both representation languages do not offer any support for
creating consistent meta-data.
OWL 1 and 2 offers only 8 meta-data fields which are focussed on the identification and
the management phases o f the lifecycle but no specific matching or mapping details are
supported. However, OWL offers the most support for application consistency and is the
only representation that offers some support for logical consistency.

The latest version o f the language is available on http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/edoal.html
“EDOAL is less than OWL: it does not allow for defining new named entities, which is arguably one o f the main
features o f OW L.” [DalO]
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It can be concluded that none o f the analysed representation languages can offer the
documentation characteristics needed to support consistent creation and reuse o f mapping
meta-data in support o f mapping reuse.

2.6

Meta-data support in Match Candidate Generation Tools

In this section five ontology matching related tools are presented with a focus on the
individual meta-data they support to document generated ontology mappings.

2.6.1

Falcon-AO

Falcon-AO^* is an automatic ontology matching system which supports matching o f
ontologies expressed in RDF(S) and OWL [Fe07, Hu08], Falcon-AO is implemented in
Java as an open source project. Falcon-AO provides a simple graphical interface but no
graph based visualization o f matching results [Hu08]. Falcon supports several matching
algorithms including a linguistic and a graph based approach [Hu08],
The matching results can be exported in the INRIA alignment format. However, only 4
standard Ontology Alignment API fields^^ for the Ontology Alignment Format are
supported. Please note there are no limits o f meta-data fields for the OAEI challenge, so
the choice to support only 4 meta-data fields was made by the tool developer. This relates
to a source o f the ontology and a URI identifier. However, no other lifecycle steps are
documented. The tool itself does not offer any further meta-data or functions to support
application and logical consistency. As the alignment format is limited to the used m eta
data fields, the level o f relationship is considered as index-based.

2.6.2

Anchor-Flood

The Anchor-Flood^** system was developed by H anif Seddiqui [Ha09], It is a matching
creation tool designed to handle particularly large ontologies efficiently. It allows
processing o f an ontology in RDF(S) and OW L to generate one to one alignments. The

The latest version o f the tool can be found on http://ws.nju.edu.cn/falcon-ao/index.jsp, 2012.
See http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/labels.html for a full list
The latest version o f the tool can be found on http://www.kde.cs.tut.ac.jp/~hanif/
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system starts with exactly matched concepts (so called anchors) and then analysing their
neighbours to build segments out o f the ontologies to be matched. A key differentiator is
that the correspondences are based on terminological (W ordNet and W inkler-based string
metrics) and structural similarity measures. The m eta-data support is identical to FalconAO as only 4 o f the standard Ontology Alignment API fields^* are supported, for
example ontology label and a URl identifier. No other m eta-data is available. No further
support for application and logical consistency is provided.

2.6.3

AgreementMaker

AgreementMaker^^ is a matching system developed at the Advances in Information
Systems Laboratory at the University o f Illinois [Cr09]. The aim o f this system is to
provide an easy to use graphical interface to allow a domain expert to create alignment o f
ontologies manually and efficiently. In addition, it allows the execution o f a number o f
automatic matching algorithms which are syntactic, structure and instance based. The
system handles ontologies in XML, RDFS, OWL, N3 and outputs 1:1, 1:m, n: 1.
The point o f difference to Falcon-AO and Anchor-Flood is the graphical interface. Each
ontology class is shown as a node with a different colour. This provides users with
information about activities (e.g. selection) and differentiation between the alignments.
Figure 5 shows a screen shot o f the tool interface:

Sec http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/labels.html for a full list
The latest version can be found on http://agreementmaker.org/
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Figure 5 Screenshot o f the Matching Tool Agreement Maker
This interface makes it easy for the ontology engineer to annotate mappings with m eta
data to store the similarity value and a short name o f the matching algorithm. In addition,
a field for a comment and a label are supported. The resulting alignments can be exported
in the INRIA alignment format but only 6 basic meta-data fields are supported, that is
ontology label and a URI identifier for target and source ontology. In other words the
interface fields for comment and label o f the algorithm can be entered in the tool but not
exported anywhere. Please note the meta-data fields which can be entered in the interface
can only be exported in a tool specific proprietary XM L notation. Thus only four m eta
data fields can be exchanged in a notation to describe the mapping and no support for
application and logical consistency is provided. In short the tool is focussed on the actual
matching generation but not on the documentation process.
2.6.4

INRIA O n t o l o g y A l i g n m e n t API

The INRIA Ontology Alignment API^^ is a collection o f Java libraries and scripts for
expressing and sharing ontology alignments [Jel l,Eu05]. It offers the following services:
storage, retrieval and sharing o f alignments; manipulation o f alignments; generation o f
The latest version 4.5 o f the API can be found on: http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/
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alignments. It is open source software and can be extended freely.^'* The API enables the
creation o f alignments based on different matching algorithms including terminological
and structural version [Eu08]. Overall, the Ontology Alignment API is one o f the most
sophisticated toolsets for management of alignments and matching algorithms. It is well
documented^^ and together with the Ontology Alignment Format it provides an excellent
infrastructure for users. This is confirmed by the high number o f tools who use or
integrate with this API.^^
With regards to meta-data the API supports all fields o f the Ontology Alignment Format.
Thus the same application and logical consistency aspects are satisfied. According to the
developer, the API allows other applications to attach information that are not part o f the
supplied meta-data model to the alignments. Those are rendered and stored in the
Alignment Server database but only if those annotations contain string values and so in
accordance with our analysis it can be considered that an index-based relationship
approach is supported. A list o f all currently known m eta-data extension fields can be
found here.^’ Please note the API supports the creation o f scripts for consistency tests but
those are currently limited to alignment comparisons and structural verification.
However, no check for logical inconsistencies is possible as such information is not
stored in the API or the alignment format.

2 .6 .5

N eO n toolkit

The NeOn toolkit^* is an ontology engineering environment developed in the NeOn
Project [Pe08]. The toolkit offers an open source platform with the objective to support
the completed ontology engineering life-cycle. It is based on the Eclipse platform and
provides an extensive set o f plug-ins covering various activities (currently 45).^^ In this
context the Alignment plug-in^*^ is most relevant as it allows the automatic generation and

An overview o f system who use or extend this API can be found here: http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/impl.html
Please see http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/tutorial/ for an overview o f the documentation.
The following page provides an overview o f all systems who use the API http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/impl.html
Please see http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/impl.html for details.
The latest version o f NeOn can be found here: http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/M ain_Page
An overview o f all plug-ins can be found here http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/Neon_Plugins
™The plug-ins can be found here http://ne0n-t00lkit.0rg/wiki/2.3.l/Alignm ent
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m anagement o f ontology alignments. For this purpose the INRIA Ontology Alignment
API is used.
The alignment plugin allows matching o f ontologies, trim alignments by applying
thresholds to existing alignments retrieve and render alignment in a particular format and
store an alignment permanently on the server. The main point o f difference to the INRIA
alignment API is that all these activities can be performed in a graphical interface.^' The
Ontology Alignment API offers only a command interface.
With regards to meta-data, the NeOn toolkit allows the export o f alignments into the
alignment format. Only the standard API fields to identify the ontology path and URI are
supported as well as the used algorithm identified by a label. However, the tool does not
allow these fields or the format to be edited or to be extended.

2.6.6

Summary

These example matching tools show that the support o f mapping meta-data fields is very
low compared to the actual meta-data fields supported by the mapping representation
language that they state support for, for example Falcon-AO supports only 4 out o f 23
meta-data fields available in the INRIA alignment format. This highlights that the tools
are designed for match candidate creation but not for mapping documentation. Only the
AgreementM aker offers an interface to edit meta-data but is again unable to export all
fields in a common mapping representation language such as the INRIA alignment
format. The NeOn toolkit provides a similar limited meta-data support as only the
standard INRIA fields are supported. The Ontology Alignment API is created by the
same people such as the alignment notation and naturally all proposed m eta-data fields
are supported. However, the overall meta-data support is still limited as m eta-data fields
contain string values and the support for application (3 out o f 8) and logical consistency
(0 out o f 4) is still very low.

Please refer to the following link for an interactive webcast demo
http://www.neon-project.Org/nw/Movie:_Alignment
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2.7

Conclusions

This study shows that the majority o f tools and languages for matching and mappings
allows for only an incomplete and limited documentation o f the ontology mapping
lifecycle. More specifically, only the identification and matching phases are addressed,
e.g. URI and location o f the addressed ontology. The Ontology Alignment Format offers
the highest amount o f m eta-data fields (23) but is limited to the matching and
identification stage o f the ontology mapping lifecycle. Only the SKOS system offers four
meta-data fields focussed on versioning which is relevant for management aspects. This
general lack o f lifecycle related meta-data represents a challenge for the management and
reuse o f mappings.
The next focus was placed on expressiveness o f the supported meta-data. It can be noted
that all tools and languages use an index-based approach where meta-data is stored in
single key value fields as strings but not as explicit entities with a defined relationship
between the fields.’^ In the opinion o f the author this is problematic as m ost meta-data
elements have a complex knowledge structure and explicit relations can be helpful for
retrieval, for example where an algorithm has a particular implementation that is linked to
a specific matching tool.
Furthermore, the evaluation showed that only a small number o f application consistency
aspects were satisfied by the representations, matching tools and infrastructure tools, for
example the INRIA representation satisfies 3 out o f 8 aspects. In general it can be
observed that there is a lack o f detailed documentation and comprehensive examples o f
annotated representations. This is particularly challenging if one wants to enable correct
and consistent use o f m eta-data and interpretation o f the intended meaning o f the m eta
data.

No

versioning information for the meta-data models is offered and no

documentation is embedded directly in the models. Only for OWL is an explicit editor
available which can help maintain meta-data and support consistent documentation.
However, even the benefit o f this is limited as the provided meta-data fields in OWL are
very general and not focussed on the specific details o f matching and mapping process.

Only 0W L 2 is able to express explicit relations between meta-data annotations.
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for example no explicit fields to define the algorithm used to create a candidate match.
Not one o f the languages provides meta-data content options. Overall this supports the
conclusion that meta-data model support for the generation o f application consistent
documentation is low currently. This makes retrieval and reuse o f mappings difficult due
to the likely inconsistent documentation.
Not one o f the stated aspects for meta-data model support for generating logically
consistent documentation is satisfied by the tools. Only the OWL language can offer a
property relation for compatible m eta-data fields. In addition, only OW L DL supports
reasoning which can help to deduce inconsistent statements automatically. The downside
is that OWL is a very generic language and not designed to address the specific needs o f
ontology mapping representations or documentation. Again the gathered information
supports the conclusion that current tools and formats for ontology mappings offer very
little m eta-data model support in regards to logical consistency.
Overall, it can be noted that no standardised ontology mapping representation has yet
emerged or is generally accepted [S h i2]. However, the INRIA Ontology Alignment
Format is used as a de facto standard as it is recommended by the OAEI [Eu07]. Support
for documentation o f ontology mapping lifecycle is fragmentary. Support for the creation
o f consistent documentation is low. This makes it difficult for an ontology engineer to
reconstruct how a particular mapping was created and/or to create consistent
documentation himself. In other words the sharing o f a common understanding o f the
ontology mapping creation and reuse process is not supported sufficiently by state o f the
art meta-data models.
In the following chapter the result o f this study will be used to identify requirements for
the 0 M 2 R model. Together with the result o f a domain analysis they will guide the
design o f the 0 M 2 R model to enable the support o f relevant and consistent meta-data
documentation for ontology mappings.
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3

Design of the OM2R model

This chapter presents how the requirements for the 0 M 2 R model were derived based on a
literature review on the common challenges for meta-data models, the result o f the state
o f the art study in chapter 2 and a domain analysis. Overall four requirements were
identified which resulted in six design features o f the 0M 2R model to support
consistency and relevance. The chapter also includes an overview o f the evolution o f the
0 M 2 R model.

3.1

Methodology

The design o f the 0 M 2R model is based on a requirement analysis where a list o f
individual requirements is identified and then satisfied with a specific design feature.
The basis for the requirement analysis in this thesis is a literature review on common
meta-data challenges (see section 3.2). In this section relevance and consistency are
derived as key quality aspects for the OM2R model. Based on the identified challenges
the library domain was examined as a common domain for meta-data use. The objective
was to identify how relevance and consistency is commonly supported in meta-data
models.
In addition, the insights gained from the state o f the art study (see section 3.3) are used to
identify requirements for the 0M 2R model, in particular in relation how meta-data for
mappings are supported currently.
Furthermore, a domain analysis (see section 3.4) is conducted which highlights the
ontology-mapping retrieval focussed use-case o f the 0M 2R model. More specifically, the
impact o f the extended ontology mapping lifecycle on mapping retrieval and as such on
the requirements o f the model is discussed.
Figure 6 provides an overview o f the activities involved in the requirement analysis and
shows the identified requirements (R) and the corresponding design features (D) o f the
0 M 2 R model.
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Figure 6 Overview o f activities to identify design requirements and
resulting features o f the OM2R model

3.2

Common challenges for meta-data models

In this section, the library domain has been chosen in order to identify common
challenges for meta-data model creation and usage. This is because the library domain
has had the most extensive focus on meta-data design and usage over the years and it
relies heavily on the creation o f consistent and relevant meta-data. In other words, o f all
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domains, the Library domain is where the most emphasis and effort has been placed on
developing concepts and tools around meta-data.

3.2.1

Quality aspects for meta-data models

R. Niccole Westbrook has investigated meta-data model usage in the library domain and
found that the challenges for meta-data models regarding quality aspects are quite diverse
[W el2],
A key challenge for any meta-data model is the time-consuming creation which depends
on the complexity o f the chosen model [Ed07, T el 1], This is closely related to the ability
o f the indexer to provide an accurate and complete m eta-data representation o f the
information object [Fu89] by using the given model. For example, the Learning Object
Model (LOM ) allows a very detailed description o f learning resources but has been
criticised for its complexity and difficulty o f use [Na04]. The relevance o f the meta-data
model for the application purpose is vital to mitigate these creation difficulties. The more
relevant and therefore useful a model, the more likely it is that a user is willing to invest
effort to document the meta-data [Fu93, Du02].
A meta-model should support interoperability and as such meta-data can only be used to
its full potential if it is created consistently [DulO, IS04]. For example, data creation by
users who are not familiar with the meta-data model can lead to quality problems, e.g.
missing mandatory elements or incorrect use o f fields [Pe06, Ma99]. Particularly
problematic is the inconsistent use o f a meta-model vocabulary. It can lead to incorrect
or contradictory field combinations, which can make it difficult to find relevant
information [Ni04]. To address the need for consistency, a meta-data model should
include a “clear statement on the conditions and terms o f use” [Ni09]. This can help
reduce inconsistencies as it makes the intended meaning clear for the creator and future
consumer [Pe06].
This brings up the question as to how relevance and consistency being vital quality
aspects for meta-data models are supported in current systems [We 12]? The following
section presents an evaluation on how these two aspects are supported in the library
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domain. This will provide insights relevant for the design o f the m eta-data model for
ontology mapping documentation.

3.2.2

Current approaches to support meta-data model quality

The quality o f meta-data has been a vital topic [Ca03] for libraries for a long time and has
become an important focus for digital libraries, too [Y a ll]. The library domain was
selected for this analysis in this section as it is one o f the most common places where
meta-data is widely used and created. Particularly attractive is the focus on long term use
o f the meta-data by different users which is similar to the context o f ontology mapping
reuse. The database community has also a strong focus on m eta-data [Be 11 c] but they are
more implementation driven and compared to libraries more short lived.
In libraries consistency and relevance are primarily addressed by the use o f so-called
controlled vocabularies [Ra04] where the indexers need to choose their documentation
from a given meta-data vocabulary. In other words, controlled vocabularies define m eta
data fields, structures and their content options. As such they can be seen as a meta-data
model. One o f the well-known examples o f such a controlled vocabulary is the Library o f
Congress Classification [BiOO].
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Combined with training and best practices the

controlled vocabulary allows an indexer to create an accurate and consistent meta-data
description. This is vital for users to anticipate meta-data fields and the specific keywords
used to describe the relevant topics.
The following subsections discuss in more detail the methods which are used in the
library domain to support consistency and relevance o f meta-data.

3.2.2.1

Support fo r relevance o f meta-data

Stvilia [St08] highlighted the need for maintenance o f meta-data models. New
developments need to be considered and controlled vocabularies altered or extended. For
example the term AIDS for the “acquired immune deficiency syndrome” was first
invented in the late 1970’s. Previously no specific name was available, only a plurality o f
rather fiizzy descriptions in medical reports. The medical classification in libraries needed
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/
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to reflect these new developments and as such include the term in their classification and
train indexers in their usage.
The Library o f Congress Classification is a good example o f how the relevance o f the
meta-data model can be improved with suitable management processes over time. More
specifically, the classification “is the result o f the combined efforts o f cataloguers,
editors, and policy specialists” . Cataloguers propose new or changed class numbers when
required by new material being catalogued, and formulate major developments as time
permits. Editorial teams accumulate the new proposals, determine the exact wording o f
anchor points, annotation instructions, and index entries, and produce a list for review by
policy specialists and other staff at the weekly editorial m eeting.”^'' The developments are
published quarterly.^^
Beside such process driven efforts, relevance is supported by the development o f suitable
standards that help to evolve and track change. For example PREMIS is an international
standard that offers a data dictionary for preservation meta-data to support the
preservation o f digital objects and ensure their long-term usability.

3.2.2.2

Support fo r consistency o f meta-data

R. Niccole W estbrook in [We 12] defined consistency in the library domain as two
concepts: semantic consistency and structural consistency. Semantic consistency is the
“extend to which the collections use the same values (vocabulary control) and elements
for conveying the same concepts and meanings throughout" [Sh05], In contrast structural
consistency “is the extent to which similar elements o f a m eta-data record are represented
with the same structure and format” [Sh05].
In the library community, semantic consistency is focussed around the indexer as meta
data creation is seen as a manual activity [Ra04]. The key for consistency is suitable
training and the ability o f the indexer to be familiar with the complete controlled
vocabulary and its meaning. This is vital for him to be able to choose the most
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedProjects/scmclass/
scm class/ historical_note_on_the_library_of_congress_classification_scm.htm
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=39
http;//www.loc.gov/standards/prcmis/
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appropriate descriptive meta-data for a particular resource [Fu89]. This depends on
suitable documentation o f the m eta-data and easy ways to navigate the vocabulary for the
indexer.
In addition, semantic consistency can be supported by promoting automatic extraction o f
meta-data from digital resources, automatic classification and entity identification
[D el2]. These need to be combined with the manual "professional" approach, e.g. author
names extracted from resources are matched against authority knowledge bases.
Structural consistency is particularly vital for digital libraries as they often combine m eta
data from different libraries which can use different formats and standards to represent
their meta-data [Ra04]. To address this challenge languages and standards are proposed
which help to provide a uniform representation o f meta-data to make exchange and
integration easier.

Semantic Web based formats are popular as they provide an

expressive and implementation independent representation, e.g. MARC (MAchineReadable Cataloging)’^ which is used to align the U.S. and Canadian library meta-data
formats.

3.2.3

Requirements for 0M2R based on the challenges for meta-data
models

Section 3.2.2 has shown that for the creation o f consistent meta-data, a user needs to have
a detailed understanding o f the meta-data model. Thus, a detailed documentation o f the
meta-data model and its application is vital to allow the user to understand the intended
meaning o f the meta-data fields, o f the model structure and their optimal usage. This is
particularly essential for the creation o f consistent models over time, which leads to the
first requirement.
R l) The OM 2R model must support an expressive documentation o f all meta-data
elements and relations used in the OM2R model to document ontology mappings.
In other words the OM2R model must support the sharing o f a common understanding
about the meta-data fields, their intended application and meaning.
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
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In the following section the results o f the state o f the art review (see chapter 2) on the
current meta-data support in mapping language and application is discussed in order to
identify further design requirements.

3.3

Requirements for the 0M2R model based on the State of
the Art Review

The state o f the art in section 2.7 has revealed that no standard format for representing
ontology matching and mapping has emerged yet [B e ll]. One possible reason for this
lies in the multitude o f tools and approaches for mapping/matching available [Shl2].
Each one has unique features which a generic format cannot document in all cases.’**
However, if the documentation focus is shifted away from a specific implementation
towards the needed activities in the ontology mapping lifecycle, then it is necessary for
meta-data to be more uniform. For example, what are the addressed ontologies and what
is the process used in the identification o f match candidates? In addition, from a practical
perspective it is difficult to establish a new mapping format standard as a wide range o f
tools would need to be altered in order to generate and process this new format. This
leads to the second requirement.
R2) The OM 2R model must not replace existing matching representation formats
but must compliment them with m apping lifecycle information in a mapping
representation neutral way.
The author o f this thesis argues that it is better to support flexible enrichment o f existing
and future ontology mapping representations in order to augment their usage, reuse and
management [Thl2]. This approach ensures relevance as the model can address new or
extend existing relevant aspects covered in the current mapping representation.
Furthermore, the state o f the art study has revealed a common lack o f m eta-data fields for
mappings. This means that there is currently very little support for the creation o f

For example the matching tool AgreementM aker [Cr09] allows users to define an explicit label for the applied
matching algorithm. However, the tool supports the popular INRIA format but this format is not able to document
the custom algorithm label.
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complex and consistent m eta-data due to the lack o f guidance for the user. The meta-data
is intended to be shared between different users and be used in different application
contexts, e.g. mapping reuse and retrieval. It is also likely that the editor and user o f the
meta-data will be different [Pe06]. For example in the Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative OAEI [E u lla ], meta-data that documents matches are created by participants in
the competition but will be reviewed by external researchers. In addition, the use o f the
meta-data will change over time as more and more mapping applications and reuse
scenarios are supported [St08]. Section 3.2.2.1 has shown that relevance o f models can be
improved by regular reviews o f the models by domain experts. This implies that ontology
engineers need to be involved closely in the development and evolution o f the 0M 2R
model to ensure its relevance for applications such as mapping reuse. This provides
additional support for the first requirement R1 that demands that the OM2 model must
support an expressive documentation o f all m eta-data elements and relations used in the
0M 2R model.
The two requirements R1 and R2, guided the high level design o f the OM 2R model with
regards to the documentation and representation approach. However, this leads to the
design question as what specific aspects o f ontology mapping should be documented in
the meta-data model? This question is addressed with the help o f a domain analysis in the
following section.

3.4

Domain analysis

This section presents an analysis o f the application domain o f the 0 M 2 R model with a
focus on the extended ontology mapping lifecycle. It provides the basis for further
requirement identification.

3.4.1

0M2R application use-case

Ontology mapping creation is a complex and time-consuming process as shown in
section 2.7. As stated in section 2.2.1, ontology mapping is defined as a process o f
relating the vocabulary o f two ontologies sharing a domain [Ka03]. Typically this process
is conducted by ontology engineers as they have the necessary understanding o f
ontologies and the needed domain knowledge.
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In the design o f the 0 M 2 R model, it was decided to initially scope the motivating
application to that o f ontology mapping reuse. Ontology mapping reuse narrows down
this definition to cases where the ontology mapping is not created for a particular
integration task at hand. Instead relevant existing ontology mappings that were created by
other ontology engineers, perhaps in another context, are reused.
Evaluating the mapping reuse activity is difficult as it is often affected by various
external factors. As a result, this thesis will place emphasis upon ontology mapping
retrieval which is the first phase o f any mapping reuse attempt [B rl2] (see section 3.4.2
for an extended mapping lifecycle). Users or automated systems need to find available
mappings first before they can make a reuse decision. The rationale is that support for
ontology mapping retrieval will directly support ontology mapping reuse. In addition,
retrieval is one o f the most common application areas for m eta-data in general [Du02,
Be05], Based on this insight the following use-case for the application o f the 0M 2R
model has been defined.

An ontology engineer is confronted with the need to integrate various ontologies
o f a common topic. To achieve this objective the engineer is asked to fin d relevant
existing ontology mappings based on the provided meta-data documented in the
0M 2R model.
This use-case is displayed in figure 7 as a UML use-case diagram which highlights the
activity areas and how they are connected. This includes the creation o f the ontologies,
the mapping between the ontologies and their m eta-data documentation in the OM2R
model. The meta-data is then used to support the retrieval o f the actual mappings.
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Figure 7 UML Use-Case Diagram fo r OM2R
The focus o f the ontology engineer is on the integration o f existing ontologies by reusing
existing mapping. This use-case shows that the ontologies, mappings and meta-data were
created by different stakeholders.

3.4.2

Extended Ontology Mapping Lifecycle for Ontology Mapping
Reuse

Retrieval is based on meta-data that adequately represents the required information object
[We 12] which in this case is the ontology mapping and its creation lifecycle. The key to
understand how a particular ontology mapping was created lies in the individual activities
found in the ontology mapping lifecycle presented in section 2.2.2. In other words, the
individual activities provide evidence of what details need to be represented in meta-data
fields to allow a user to find mappings based on these details, e.g. what is the target
ontology of the mapping.
This original lifecycle proposed by O ’Sullivan [Su07] and shown in section 2.2.2 does
not include the necessary activities for mapping retrieval, reuse and meta-data generation.
To address this wider scope, the author of this thesis has extended the original lifecycle
and more specifically, the management phase with activities relating to mapping reuse
and meta-data creation (see figure 1 in section 2.2.2). These activities are described next.
5. Mapping Reuse Phase: If ontology mappings are to be shared between different
parties or organisations, a reuse of a mapping in the same or a different context may
be appropriate [S hi2]. These activities cover all the steps necessary to come to a

reasonable decision as to how to conduct reuse [Be08], This involves first the
retrieval o f existing ontology’ mappings, e.g. between two specified ontologies or for a
particular ontology element. In the next task each o f the identified mappings needs to
be analysed. This is based on the available m eta-data which documents the individual
creation lifecycle of the mapping and the requirements o f the individual reuse
scenario. Based on the results, a reuse decision can be made. Either a reuse is
appropriate and the selected mapping can be executed directly in phase five or if not
another iteration o f the ontology mapping generation process needs to be started in
phase one.
6. Meta-Data Documentation Phase: To support the reuse activities it is vital to
document the relevant aspects o f the ontology mapping. This is similar to the key
function o f traditional libraries to provide qualitative descriptive information towards
information resources to assist the retrieval [Ab89, Ni09]. In this phase m eta-data is
collected and processed to document the individual aspects o f the ontology mapping
creation lifecycle. The meta-data can either be extracted automatically from the
ontologies and mappings or manually entered by involved stakeholders. This task
needs to be performed in parallel to all previously discussed phases. In addition, the
collected meta-data can be exported in a suitable ontology-based representation in
order to support the processing and interoperability o f the ontology mappings m eta
data.

3.4.3

Ontology Mapping Retrieval Use-Cases for the OM2R model

Ontology mapping retrieval is the essential activity for the m apping reuse. This leads to
the question: IVhat are specific common ontology mapping retrieval use-cases?
To answer this question the author o f this thesis has identified 14 mapping discovery usecases by analysing the activities found in the ontology mapping lifecycle (see section
3.4.2). The design o f each use-case is based on two assumptions. First a mapping can be
reached based on the characteristics o f the addressed ontologies or the mapping itself, e.g.
find a mapping between a specific source and target ontology. Second, a reuse of
mappings can be influenced by the way the mapping was created. As a result, the
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individual activities involved in the ontology mapping lifecycle provide guidance to
define common mapping retrieval criteria, e.g. an ontology engineer can be looking for
mappings which were created by a specific algorithm. Based on these considerations 14
use-cases were derived and are shown in the table 6.

Table 6 Common Ontology Mapping Retrieval Use-Cases
#

M a p p in g D iscovery U se-C ase

M o tiv atio n

1. C h a ra c te riz a tio n p h a se o f th e o ntology m a p p in g lifecycle
1
2

3

4
5

Find m appings betw een specific source
& target ontologies ( la ) or ontology
elem ents (Ib )
Find m appings for a particular ontology
(2a) or an ontology elem ent (2b)
Find m appings betw een a specific source
ontology to any target ontology with
specified characteristics, e.g. ontology
language
Find m appings expressed in particular
m apping form at (notation)
Find ontology m appings for a specific
correspondence types

To support inform ation exchange betw een two
specific know ledge m odels you need to find them
first
Identify interoperable ontologies w hich could be
reused on a class level
O nly specific ontologies can be reused, e.g. to
support reasoning a formal language o f O W L DL is
required
D epending on individual application only a specific
m apping notation m aybe supported
D epending on reuse scenario sim ple equivalence
m appings o r m ore com plex m appings (narrow,
broader etc.) m ay be required

2. M a tc h in g a n d 3. M a p p in g p h a se o f th e ontology m a p p in g lifecycle
6

7

8

9
10

11

Find m appings created either autom ated,
m anually or in a com bination
Find m appings created by a specific
m atching type
Find m appings created by a specific
m atching algorithm im plem entation
Find m appings created by a given
m atching algorithm configuration
Find autom ated created m appings based
on m atches with a high confidence level
Find m anually created m appings
depending on the involved users

12

Find m appings created by a particular
author

13

Find m appings created for a particular
context
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Fundam ental differences betw een autom ated and
m anual m apping creation exist
M any different m atching approaches (algorithm s)
are available and this could be used as a search
criteria
H elps to narrow search down to a specific
im plem entation o f a m atching approach
D epending on the applied param eters an algorithm
can produce quite different m atching results
M ost autom ated m atching applications provide a
confidence level for filtering
D epending on skills and backgrounds different
involved users can create different m apping, thus
may not be suitable for reuse scenarios (e.g. product
engineers vs. custom ers)
T rust only a specific author
T he reason for m apping has a m ajor im pact on the
creation process

4. M a n a g e m e n t p h a se o f th e onto lo g y m a p p in g lifecycle
14

Find a specific version o f a m apping

M appings are evolving and need to be m anaged

In this list no differences are made between matchings and mappings as both process steps are closely related. The
main motivation was to keep the resulting validation questionnaire short and to avoid confiision on the side o f the
participants in regards to the used terminology.
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The relevance of these proposed use-cases was verified with the help o f an anonymous
questionnaire [Sa83] in September 2009. The hypothesis for this mini experiment was
defined as; The proposed ontology mapping discovery use-cases are relevant fo r an
ontology mapping reuse.
For the methodology of the mini experiment, an approach was chosen where all
participants were asked to rate each of the use-cases for their likely frequency of
occurrence (possible answers: 2 - frequent, 1 - occasional, 0 - rare) and relevance to
mapping applications (possible answers: 2 - highly relevant, 1 - medium relevant, 0 irrelevant). Based on this data the average frequency o f the likely occurrence and the
average relevance was calculated. Please see annex C for a copy of the questionnaire
form. The evaluation was conducted on paper and manually evaluated by using MS
Excel.
Participants were invited from PhD students from the KDEG (Trinity College, Ireland)
and industrial partner involved in the research project Federated Autonomic Management
o f End-to-End Communications Services” (FAME) . These two target groups were
chosen because they have a known background in ontology mapping applications. More
specifically, KDEG has an established mapping related research focus and the objective
o f FAME is interoperability support in federations with the means of mappings. In total 7
participants completed the questionnaire. The full details of the results for this
questionnaire are in annex D.
An analysis of the results shows that the use-case “Find mappings between specific
source & target ontologies (la) or ontology elements (lb )” has been rated as most
relevant (mean relevance rating o f 100 %) and most frequent (mean occurrence rating of
86 %). All other proposed mapping discovery tasks have been rated as relevant with a
minimal mean of 50 %. The lowest mean for likely occurrence was 36 % for the task
“Mappings created by a specific matching algorithm implementation?”.

For more information please see the project home page on http://kdeg.cs.tcd.ie/fame
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3.4.4

Requirements based on the domain analysis

The use-case of the 0M 2R defined in section 3.4.3 highlights that ontology mapping
reuse is based on the ability of the ontology mapping engineer to discover relevant
ontology mappings. This leads to the following requirement for the 0M 2R model.
R3) The OM 2R model must support common ontology mapping retrieval use-cases.

The ontology mapping lifecycle as shown in section 2.2.2 shows that the creation of
mappings is a complex process with multiple phases [Bel 1]. For example, the matching
phase could be conducted in two stages with an initial string based matching algorithm
and a second manual matching step to improve the accuracy further. This leads to the
next requirement for the 0M 2R model.
R4) Tlie OM 2R model must allow the documentation of a multi-step ontology
mapping lifecycle.

In the following section the identified requirements are addressed with suitable design
features o f the 0M 2R model design.

3.5

Design of the 0M2R model

In this section the design features o f the 0M 2R model are presented which address the
identified model requirements. The following table 7 provides an overview of these and
indicates what meta-data documentation aspects they primarily support. Each design
feature is discussed in detail in the following subsections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
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Table 7 Overview o f requirements and design features
R equirem ents
R l) The 0 M 2R model must support an
expressive documentation o f all meta-data
elements and relations used in the 0 M 2R model
to document ontology mappings.

Design F eatures
D3) Self-describing model elements
embedded directly in the 0M 2R model

S u p p o rt
Consistency

D4) Embed an editing workflow

Consistency

R2) The 0 M 2R model must not replace existing
matching representation formats but must
compliment them with mapping lifecycle
information in a mapping representation neutral
way.
R3) The 0M 2R model must support common
ontology mapping retrieval use-cases.

D l) 0 M 2R model is designed as an
ontology

Consistency

D2) Meaningfiil relations between the
meta-data fields in the model

Consistency

D5) Meta-data fields in the 0M 2R
need to document the process and
details o f the extended ontology
mapping lifecycle (see 3.4.2)
D6) Process documentation to be
embedded directly in the 0M 2R
ontology

Relevancy

R4) The 0M 2R model must allow the
documentation o f a m ulti-step ontology mapping
lifecycle.

3.5.1

Relevancy

Design features that support consistency

The core requirement for the model is that the 0M 2R must not replace existing matching
representation formats but must compliment them with mapping lifecycle information in
a mapping representation neutral way (R2). To address this requirement the D l) OM2R
model is designed as an ontology which allows the documentation to be achieved with
expressive semantic statements. This means in contrast to the common approach where
simple key-value string pairs are used, the OM2R model will express statements using
RDF triples, e.g. om2r:Source_Ontology om2R:hasHumanReadableName “BioTop
Ontology”. This allows the reuse of generic relations in the model to describe different
objects of interest, e.g. target and source ontologies has a name but also a matching
representation. The ontology-based approach makes the 0M 2R an open framework
where users can express information flexibly and can extend the vocabulary if needed.
Furthermore, an ontology-based approach allows the expression of D2) meaningful
relations between the meta-data fields in the model which is not possible in a flat
index structure which is the most common representation form for mapping meta-data
currently. For example the 0M 2R model defines the relation om2r:compatible_to which
indicates compatible field content pairs. For example OWL as a formal language is
compatible with RDF(S) as its notation. This linkage is vital for consistency as is also the
explicit statement about logical consistent feature combination between different related
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fields. This is superior to a traditional controlled vocabulary where the field content
options are defined but not how they relate to options o f other fields.
The requirement R1 states that the 0M 2R model must support an expressive
documentation o f all meta-data model elements and relations used in the 0M 2R model to
document ontology mappings. This means the 0M 2R model must support the sharing of
a common understanding about the meta-data fields, their intended application and
meaning. The ontology-based approach enables the 0M 2R to offer detailed model
documentation in terms o f D3) self-describing model elements embedded directly in
the OM2R model. Each model element has been designed to link to a short descriptive
name, a textual definition, acronyms and a unique identifier. It is argued that this will
help users to understand the intended meaning of each field, as all required information
are embedded directly in the model rather in an external source. This approach provides
the user with a ready-to-use vocabulary for documenting mappings and which can also be
processed by tools automatically (see section 4.3). The meta-data fields in the OM2R
model are linked and built on each other. For example a user should start with the general
matching method field (manual or automated matching process) and then add more and
more details as far as available (e.g. the specific matching algorithm applied). Thus,
knowledge o f the order in which the meta-data fields should be edited is essential for
sharing a common understanding of the 0M 2R model fields. In order to help users edit
these fields in an appropriate order the model is designed to D4) embed an editing
workflow. For this purpose each 0M 2R field is given an om2r:editingjyriority in terms
o f a number. An editing tool is able to interpret these numbers to create an interface with
the corresponding order of fields. Experiment 3 (section 8.4.3) provides an example
implementation o f an editor that uses this information. As this information is embedded
directly in the model, it does not rely on a particular tool implementation which again
helps satisfy the first requirement (R2) o f the 0M 2R model. Such editors can be updated
in a dynamic manner if new context specific meta-data fields are added. The self
describing fields combined with the clear editing workflow helps users to understand the
intended meaning of the fields and show how to optimally fill the model with content.
This supports consistency as it helps to avoid incorrect usage of the model and support
the logical flow o f content creation for users.
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3.5.2

Model design to support relevance of the model

The use-case for the 0M 2R is mapping discovery and as such the core requirement to
support relevance is that the model must support common ontology mapping retrieval
use-cases (R3). The OM2R addresses this need with D5) meta-data fields in the OM2R
need to document extended ontology mapping lifecycle (see 3.4.2). They allow a
detailed description of the ontology mapping lifecycle to support common mapping
discovery tasks (see section 3.4.2). The list of supported meta-data fields in the 0M 2R is
presented in section 3.6 which provides a full example o f the 0M 2R model in action. In
addition, the meta-data is structured according to the ontology mapping lifecycle steps,
e.g. identification phase, matching phase. Please note the relevance of the 0M 2R fields
have been verified in experiment 2 (see chapter 6). The example of the OM2R in section
3.7 provides an overview of all meta-data fields and their relation to the lifecycle step.
The fourth requirement (R4) states that the OM2R model must allow the documentation
of a multi-step lifecycle in order to be able to represent complex ontology mapping
lifecycles adequately. This is also vital to satisfy R3 in regards to mapping retrieval. The
OM2R model addressed this need with classes and properties that allow the D6) process
documentation to be embedded directly in the OM2R ontology. More specifically, the
model contains the relation om2r:belongs_to_step which links each meta-data field to an
ontology mapping lifecycle step. Please note a meta-data field can belong to more than
one stage. For example the field om2r:matching_algorithms is linked to the first and
second step in the matching activity, relating to matching iterations.
Figure 8 shows an example of the modelling template used in the 0M 2R model.
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Figure 8 Multi-step process modelling in the 0M 2R model
The 0 M 2R model offers a flexible representation o f mapping m eta-data and combined
with the embedded documentation is designed to adapt to changing mapping domains and
requirements over time. The development o f the 0M 2R model mimics this expectation as
the model underwent three improvement cycles which are discussed in the following
section.

3.6

OM2R model overview

The design features presented in section 3.5 define the content and structure o f the model.
The driving factors o f the 0 M 2 R model is the representation as an ontology which
enables an expressive representation of the meta-data and addresses elements o f interest
in a language independent way. The following figure 9 provides an overview o f the
resulting high level layout o f the 0M 2R model.
In the resulting layered approach the ontologies that are the subject o f mappings are
placed on the lowest layer. The middle layer contains the ontology mapping
representations which specify the particular correspondences between the addressed
ontologies elements, e.g. X maps to Y. The top layer contains the 0 M 2 R model where
each entity o f interest is represented in the model (light grey ellipses) and m eta-data field
provide details about them (white oval). As such the model provides meta-data to
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describe expressively the individual mapping representations and ontologies (arrow line).
Please note the meaning of the individual elements in this graphic are explained in the
legend at the bottom o f the graphic:
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Figure 9 Overview the 0M 2R model
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The model expressed as an ontology can be found on the attached DVD in the folder D
0M 2R model. Protege project files are also provided which will enable a reader to apply
this model for a given matching scenario but also to extend it for individual needs. The
following section provides a full example of an instantiation of theOM2R model. The
corresponding OWL DL representation of the model can be found in annex H.

3.7

OM2R model example

This section presents an example of an instance of the 0M 2R model. The example
documents an ontology mapping between a book related ontology and a library ontology.
More specifically the 0M 2R model contains a number o f statements that document the
book ontology is the target o f the mapping and the library ontology the source. The
model provides the details where the source o f both ontologies can be found. It
determines that the book ontology has the formal language OWL DL and is expressed in
the notation RDF/XML. In contrast the library ontology has the formal language RDF(S)
and used the notion RDF/XML.
The example provides details about the matching process. In this case the matching was
conducted in two steps. An automated process was applied to step 1. The matching tool
Alignment API and Server 3.1 was utilized to apply the matching algorithm
StringDistAlignmentO to identify mapping candidates.
The mapping process is documented with the mapping requirement defined as follows:
expert knowledge needed to ensure quality. The mapping is conducted in one process
step where the mapping candidates are reviewed by an expert. The creator o f the mapping
is Hendrik Thomas and the creation date is 2014-05-02.
In regards to the mapping management, the model the know application who used the
mapping (Trinity Library Searcher) and the method used to notify user about changes to
the mapping (Trinity Library RSS new feed).
The 0M 2R model is implemented in OWL DL (see section 4.1) which can be processed
and queried easily but is difficult to represent in a compact form. As a result the example
shown in figure 10 shows the 0M 2R model in a simplified triple representation which
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highlights the subject and object of the discussion as well as the relevant predicates
(relation types).
Please note not all 0M 2R fields are presented for demonstration purposes, for example
all model elements have self-describing meta-data field like om2r:hasDescription which
is not shown here.
The statements highlighted in green provide an example for the meta-data fields used for
the self-describing element, e.g. the source ontology om2r:hasHumanReadableName
“Book Ontology”. The statements in orange demonstrate how a 2 step matching process
can be documented in the OM2R model. The blue coloured statements show use of
meaningful typed relations between field options. In this case, the notation XML/RDF is
marked as compatible to OWL DL. A suitable editor is able to utilise this information to
provide the users with active feedback of compatible selection options which can help to
improve logical consistency (see section 4.4.2).
A full OWL DL export of this example can be found in annex H.
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subject

predicate

object/subject

predicate

object

Book

is instance o f class

om 2r;0ntology

is sub class of

Lifecycle Entities

om2r:is_Target

om2r:Source_Ontology

om2r:has Description

Classification o f book types

o2mr;lastCheckedDate

5/4/2014

om2r;has Unique Identifier

htto;//m vbookontoioev

om2r;has Human Readable Name

Book Ontology

om2r:has Source

Ontology Book URL

om2r:has Notation

om2r:RDF XML

o2m r:url value

http://goo.gl/mRrlRJ

om2r:belongs to phase

om 2r:ldentification Phase

om 2r:com partible_to

om2r:OWL DL
owl2r:RDF S

om2r:has Formal Language

o2mr:OWL DL

om2r;belongs to phase

om 2r:ldentification Phase

om 2r:com partible to

om2r:RDF XML

om2r:belongs to phase

om 2r:ldentification Phase

is sub class of

Lifecycle Entities

om2r:Turtle

Library

is instance o f class

Ontology

om2r:is Target

om2r:Target Ontology

om2r:has_ Description

Classification o f books in libraries

om2r:has Unique Identifier

h ttp ://trin ity .o rg /lib /o n to lo g y

om2r:has Human Readable Name

Library Ontology

om2r:has Source

Library Ontology URL

om2r:has Notation

om2r:RDF XML

o2mr:lastCheckedDate

3/4/2014

o2mr:URI value

http://goo.gl/GJTMGL

om2r:belongs to phase

om 2r:ldentification Phase

om 2r;com partible to

om2r:OWL_2_____________
om 2r:0W L DL
owl2r:RDF S

om2r:has Forma ILanguage

owl2r:RDF S

om2r;belongs to phase

om 2r;ldentification Phase

om 2r:com partible to

om2r:Turtle
om2r:RDF XML
o2mr:N3

Mapping

is instance o f class

Mapping

o2mr:is Addressing

Book_Ontology

om2r:has_ Description

Mapping between books & library

om2r:belongs_to_phase

om 2r:ldentification Phase

is sub class of

Lifecycle Entities

om2r:belongs to phase

om 2r:M atching Phase

om2r:has process step

om 2r:m atching step 1

Library Ontology

om2r:has Unique Identifier

h ttp ://trin ity .o rg /lib /m a p

om2r:has Human Readable Name

Mapping between books & library

om2r:has Matching_Requirements

Q uality is most im portant

o2mr:has M atching Process

om 2r:m atching proces BookToUb

om2r:matching_step_2
on^2r:
matching
step 1

om2r:has Unique Identifier

1st step in this matching process

om2r:has matching Method

om 2r:Autom atedM atching

om 2r:com partible to

om2r:Alignment API 3.1
om2r:MAFRA

om2r:
matching
_step 2

om2r:has Matching. Tool

om 2r:Alignment API and Server 3.1

om 2r:compartiW e to

om2r:has Matching Algorithm

om2r:StringDistAlignment()

om 2r:com partible_to

Autom ated Matching
om 2r:Alignment API 3.1

o2mr;ElementTheAlgorymlsBasedOn

om2r:AnyR0FSLabel

om 2r:com partible to

om2r:StringDistAlignment()

om2r:has_Matching_Scope

om2rMatchingOfAIIEIements

om 2r:com partible_to

om2r:AnyRDFSLabel

om2R:has AppliedThreshold

om2r:50%SimilarityMeasure

om 2r;com partible to

om2r:AnyRDFSLabei

om 2r:hasUniqueldentifier

2st step in this matching process

om2r:has .m atchingM ethod

om 2r:Autom ated Matching

om 2r:com partible_to

om 2r:Alignment API 3.1

om2r;has Matching_Tool

om 2r:Alignment API and Server 3.1

om 2r:com partible to

Autom ated Matching

om2r:ha sM atching Algorithm

om2r:StringDistAlignment()

om 2r:com partible to

om 2r:Alignment API 3.1

o2mr:Element_TheAlgolsBasedOn

RDFS Labels for Classes

om 2r:com partible_to

om2r:StringDistAlignment()

om2r:MAFRA
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subject

predicate

object/subject

predkate

object

om 2r:has_M atching_ S co p e

om 2rM atchingOfAIIEIem ents

o m 2 r:c o m p a rtib le to

om2r:AnyRDFSLabel

om 2R:A ppliedThreshoid

om 2r:75% Sim ilarityM easure

o m 2 r;c o m p a rtib le _ to

om2r:AnyROFSLabel

o m 2 r:b e io n g s to p h a se

om 2r:M ap p in g Ph ase

o m 2 r:h asP ro cessS tep

o m 2 r:m ap p in g s te p 1

d crFirstN am e

Hendrik

Expert know ledge n e e d e d to e n su re
M apping

om 2r:
m apping
s te p _ l

o m 2 r:h a sM appingR eq u irem en ts

quality

o2m r;hasM app>ngProcess

o m 2 r:m ap p in g p ro cess BookToLib

om 2r:h a s_ p ro c e ss_ d e tails

C andidates rev iew ed bv e x p e rts

o m 2 r:h a s m apping c re a to r

Hendrik Thom as

om 2r:has_date_O f_M ap p in g _ C re3 tio n

M apping

om 2r:
hasA pplicationThatU sesT heM apping

om 2 r:h a s Change N otification

om 2 r:h a s Source

om 2r:2014-05-02

Trinity Library S earch er

Trinity Library RSS n ew fee d

dc:Email

hendriktho@ gm ail.com

o m 2 r:hasD ay

2

o m 2 r:h a sM o n th

May

om 2 r:h asY ear

2014

om 2r:hasT im eZ one

Auckland

o2 m r:iastC h eck ed D ate

5 /4 /2 0 1 4

o2m r:URi v alu e

h ttp ://g o o .g l/m R rsd

o m 2 r:b e lo n g s to p h ase

o m 2 r:M an a g e m en t Phase

o2m r:lastC h eck ed D ate

5 /4 /2 0 1 4

o2m r:URI value

h ttp ://g o o .g l/m u rlk

o m 2 r:b e lo n g s to p h a se

o m 2 r:M an a g e m en t Phase

M apping URL

o m 2r:has N otation

om2r:RDF XML

o2m r:iastC h eck ed D ate

3 /4 /2 0 1 4

o2mr:URI v alue

h ttp ://g o o .g l/G JT d

o m 2 r:b e lo n g s_ to _ p h ase

o m 2 r:ld en tiricatio n Phase

o m 2 r;c o m p a rtib le to

om 2r:OW L DL
om2r:INRIA

o m 2r:has M apping Formal Language

owl2r:INRIA

o m 2 r:b e lo n g s_ to _ p h ase

o m 2 r:ld en tificatlo n Phase

o m 2 r:c o m p a rtib le to

om 2r:T urtle
om2r:RDF XML

Figure 10 Example o f the 0M 2R m odel

3.8

Evolution of the OM2R model

In the previous sections the final version o f the OM2R model has been described.
However, the model has evolved in various aspects since its first version in 2009 (OM2R
v l ) which was created with a focus on mapping retrieval (see chapter 6 for details). The
0 M 2 R model was improved further for experiment 2 (OM 2R v2) and finalised for
experiment 3 (0 M 2 R v3). In this section the changes to the individual meta-data fields
are discussed.
An advantage o f the ontology-based structure o f the model is that such evolution details
can be expressed explicitly in the model. In the 0 M 2 R each model element is linked to
the OM2R version via the relation om 2r:has_version. Thus the final version o f the
0 M 2 R all elements are linked to the om 2r:LOM 2R v3 version o f the model. Further
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changes can then be linked to new version but the history version o f the model retains if
needed.

3.8.1

Changes from 0M2R v1 to v2

0 M 2 R vl was designed for use in experiment one which investigated if retrieval o f
ontology mappings can be improved by using an ontology based 0 M 2 R model compared
to using an existing ontology alignment representation. This was the reason why the
available meta-data fields were focussed purely on the support for mapping retrieval.
In 0 M 2R v2 the focus o f the model shifted from retrieval to mapping reuse support. To
address this issue the 0 M 2 R model was extended to provide more details for the actual
matching and mapping process. For example the OM 2R fields for matching algorithm
and matching algorithm implementation were introduced. These added fields provide
more details but are very specific to the actual process. To ensure that the user understood
the intended meaning o f each field the embedded meta-data documentation was
introduced in OM2R v2. Furthermore, more high level meta-data fields for contexts,
requirements and objectives o f the actual mapping processed were added. At this stage
these three fields are designed in the OM2R model as free text fields as no common
values could be identified for a control list. The unique identifier field was also
introduced in OM2R v2 to improve the support for automated processing tools and to
enable the creation o f the OM 2R editor for experiment 3.
The 0M 2R v2 model was used in experiment two (see chapter 6) which was designed to
derive a relevance ranking for the meta-data fields. The result shows that ontology name
and process information are considered most relevant by the participants. Date and
creator related details emerged at the bottom o f the rating but were still considered
relevant by a normalized number o f 5.3 out o f 49 participants. This ranking was used to
improve the model further to version three (see chapter 6 for full details).

3.8.2

Changes from 0M2R v2 to v3

The third version o f the 0 M 2 R improved the model further to strengthen the support for
application and logical consistency. For this purpose the model was extended to provide
the compatibility relations between content options to enable the editing tool to
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recommend compatible content options. In addition, free text fields introduced in version
2 were redesigned, e.g. mapping requirements and goals. Free text fields are more likely
to create inconsistencies as no automated checks can be applied to the content. In
addition, fi'om a user perspective a consistent differentiation between context,
requirements and objectives is difficult. For example, the fact that a matching needs to be
created fast and efficient can be seen by one user as an objective but for another as a
requirement. Thus a design decision was made to focus on designing meta-data fields
where a user can select from a given set.*’ Hence, the field contexts, requirements and
objectives were combined to one meta-data field for requirements to support consistency.
In OM2R vl only one text field was offered for the ontology name. In the library
community names are used extensively to identify resources [Fu89]. It can be observed
that names are used for different purposes, e.g. an abbreviation a file index, a short
precise name to help users find the resources or a more detailed description to highlight
the key topics. Consequently, a single field for ontology names is likely to be used by
users for different purposes. This represents an obstacle to consistency. As a result in the
OM 2R v3 the field ontology name was extended to provide a more sophisticated solution
with multiple names and definitions per element. This was motivated by the fact that the
ontology name was identified as the most relevant field in the relevance rating
experiment 2.
Furthermore, the field related to language aspects has evolved from a single field for
ontology language in 0M 2R vl to three fields describing the formal language, the
notation and the formal language for mappings. This development was motivated by the
0M 2R design requirement R3 which demands the sharing o f a common understanding o f
each meta-data field. A notation and a formal language are two fundamental different
things. It was helpful to replace the generic term language with these two more specific
terms to help users understand the intended meaning and avoid inconsistent usage.
In addition, the ability to document a multi-step matching and mapping processes was
introduced. The OM 2R v3 represents the final model version. Experiment 3 has provided
This way these field options can be linked via the compatible relations to ensure consistency.
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evidence to support the claim that the model can support application and logical
consistency.
Overall this design for the 0 M 2 R model offers a way to provide a detailed and relevant
documentation o f ontology mapping in a semantic expressive model. The strength is the
embedded meta-data documentation to support users in understanding the meaning o f the
m odel element. The next chapter discusses how this model design can be implemented in
a OWL DL based ontology which can be managed and shared between users.
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4

Implementation of the 0M2R Model

This chapter presents how OW L DL was selected as the ontology language to implement
a semantic representation o f the 0 M 2 R model. Furthermore, an overview o f the structure
is given to show how the m eta-data fields, the process and the embedded documentation
o f the elements are implemented in OWL DL. Additional tools are presented which were
developed as part o f this research to support the evaluation work for 0 M 2 R based
mapping retrieval as well as 0M 2R editing and management.

4.1

Selection of the formal ontology language for the OM2R
model

The first design requirement (R l) states that the 0M 2R model should provide a flexible
complimentary extension o f current mapping formats. The second requirement (R2)
demands that an explicit documentation o f the mapping and all model elements should be
provided. To satisfy these requirements the OM 2R model is designed as an ontology
[An04], This allows expressive representation to reduce ambiguity o f the intended
meaning o f the meta-data fields [Gr94, M ai 1]. Furthermore, it allows a flexible extension
o f the model to accommodate new developments in the dynamic field o f mapping tools
[E u lla ], In addition, with the OM2R model it is not only intended to support ontology
engineers but also automated processing. This is particularly essential to meet the
interoperability requirements arising from large data sets, as found in the Linked Data
community, or in the case o f high number o f ontology matchings such as found in the
OAEI community. Automated reasoners can be used to reveal implicit knowledge but are
also helpful in automated consistency checking. This leads to the question as to what
specific ontology language the model should be implemented in?
The most common format for ontology mappings according to the state o f the art analysis
is the Ontology Alignment Format which is expressed in RDF(S). RDF(S) is able to offer
an explicit representation but is not expressive enough to support automated reasoning.
OW L DL adds more expressive structures to RDF(S), e.g. allowing predefined relations
to be limited to particular class or instance. OWL DL also has a high number o f
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reasoning tools available.*^ OW L-DL Version 1 was chosen as the formal language to
implement the 0 M 2R model in this thesis, as it provides the necessary expressivity and
supports reasoning sufficiently in language and available tools. At the time o f
development o f the 0M 2R , the newer OW L 2 edition was not fully developed and tool
support was immature. It is worth mentioning that good progress has been achieved in the
development o f tools supporting OWL 2. For example widely used ontology editor
Protege has been extended to support constructs provided by 0W L 2. The commercial
tool TopBraid composer also currently supports 0W L 2. Therefore, the impact o f
implementing the 0M 2R model in OWL 2 will be minimal. Please see annex G for a
discussion o f the differences.

4.2

Class structure and process representation in the 0M2R
model

The design presented in chapter 3 dictates the structures and m eta-data fields which need
to be presented in the model. This leads to the question as to how the meta-data fields o f
the OM 2R should be represented in a specific OW L-DL ontology.
To find a suitable modelling approach or template the author o f this thesis reviewed the
following semantic languages / vocabularies. The focus was placed on the way meta-data
information about the model or the domain o f interest is stored. Languages /vocabularies
were selected because they are either common Semantic Web languages or have an
explicit focus on meta-data. As such their objective is similar to the 0 M 2 R model which
documents ontology mappings. The following languages /vocabularies were examined.
•

FOAF [Frl2] - Friend o f a Friend format for documenting contact information

•

Dublin Core [Du 12] - common standard to document author information for
information resources such as books

•

RDF, RDF(S), OWL [A n04]- common Semantic Web languages\Topic Maps
[Ga06] - Semantic Web language based on back-of-book indexes

See http://www.w3.org/2007/OW L/wiki/Implementations for an overview o f OWL reasoning tools.
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•

SKOS [Mi09] - ontology vocabulary to represent index and thesauri in the library
domain

Ontology Alignment Format [Eu06] - the most common vocabulary to express
ontology matchings
Based on the review of these languages the ontology implementation for the 0M 2R
model was designed. In detail, the 0M 2R model is structured into three main classes:
•

0M2R:ModelJElements - this class contains all elements which are used to
describe the mapping lifecycle, e.g. om2r:matching_algorithm.

•

OM2R:OM2R_Model - this class contains one instance which represents the
actual model and used to identify the version of the 0M 2R model and descriptive
information about the model itself.

•

OM2R:Ontoloy-Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities - contains the actual representation
of the addressed ontologies and of the mapping representation. This OM2R
element uses reification**^ to represents the objects which are described in the
documentation and contains all the meta-data, e.g. om2r:creation_date or
om2r: location.

•

OM2R:Ahstact - offers generic elements which are more high level and reused in
more than one place in the class om2r:Model_elements like om2r: steps.

Figure 11 provides an overview o f the individual classes. A more detailed description of
the class and instances can be found in the model itself which is located in folder D
0M 2R model on this thesis DVD.

This is closely related to the general question o f reification, as defined in the topic maps standard. It refers to the
activity “[•• •] to record information about when statements were made
In short, this refers to the ability to make
statement about model elements itself See http://www.w3.0rg/TR/rdf-primer/#reification for more information
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▼ # Abstract
0 Class_Representator
9 Lifecycle_Process_Steps
9 Mapp^g_Targets
0 OM2R_model_version
9 Steps
▼ 9 Model^Elements
▼ # Descriptors

% Creation.Date
0 Doma^
9 Source

T 9 Language
^ Formal_Language
^ Mappir>g_Formal_Language
9 Notsrtion
▼ 0 Management.Detaiis
0 AppiicationThatUseTheTheMapping
9 ChangeNotification
▼ ^ Mapping_Detais
^ Mappir^_Process

T

% Mapping_Process_Details
0 Me^ping_Creator
0 Mapping_Requirements
9 Process.Description
K Mapping_Process_Steps

▼ 0 Matching_Details
41 Matching^Process

T 9 MatcNng_Process_Details
9 AppliedThreshold

% Element Jhe_matchingJs_based_on
0 Matching_Algortthm
9 Mertching_Method
0 Matching_Requiremer4

% Match^g_Scope
0 Matching_Tool
H Matching_Process_Steps
# OM2R_Model

T 9 Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycte_Ent#ies
0 Mapping

T 9 Ontology

Figure 11 Class overview o f the 0M 2R model
Another key design decision for the model is the ability to embed an editing workflow for
each element. The editing workflow defines in which order the individual meta-data
fields should be populated. This is implemented by assigning an Integer number in the
data type om2r_defaultjyriority to each instance and class reification instance. The
0M 2R editor (see section 7.4.4) is able to query these numbers and create a sort order for
editing o f the meta-data fields.
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In addition, each elem ent is linked to lifecycle steps. This is achieved by using the object
property

om2r: belongs _To_Phase

which

links

each

subclass

of

the

class

om 2r:M odel_Elem ent to an instance o f the class om 2r:Lifecycle_Process_Steps. A
similar approach is used to define process steps for the matching and mapping phase.

4.3

Embedded Model Documentation for self-describing fields
in the 0M2R model

A key feature o f the model is its embedded meta-data documentation. In version 2 o f the
0 M 2 R model the name field assigned to each addressed ontology was expressed as an
individual instance o f the class om 2r:ontology_nam e. This approach is flexible as the
name instance could be linked explicitly to other information. For exam ple “car” is an
instance o f om2r:ontology name. The instance “car” can be linked to a language, e.g.
“car” om2r:hasLanguage “English”. The downside o f this modelling approach is its
com plexity which makes practical documentation creation cumbersome. In particular the
retrieval is more com plex as a triple pattern is needed to be defined with the name
elem ent and linkage to the individual instance.
A meta-data model is more likely to be used if its fast handling and fit for purpose can be
guaranteed. Therefore, a decision was made to implement the naming aspects o f the
0 M 2 R model in an alternative more simple and straightforward m odelling style. Instead
o f using class instances, the follow ing data properties are used for each meta-data model
element:

om 2r:has_Definition,

om2r:

has_Unique_ldentiJier,

om 2r:has_Human Readable_Nam e.
The naming o f these data properties have been inspired mainly by meta-data fields from
the Dublin Core vocabulary, e.g. http://purl.0rg/d c/elem en ts/l.1/identifier. However, a
more explicit naming was used in order to satisfy the model requirement R2 which aims
to support explicit documentation. For example the data property human readable name
was chosen instead o f the common rdfs:label data property*'*. To make the use and
interpretation o f the field explicit and easier to understand, the author o f this thesis

See http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema for a detailed definition o f this data property/.
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decided to move tiie definition o f rdfs:label “human-readable version o f a resource's
name” to the more explicit name of om2r:has_Human_Readable_Name. Please note an
element can be assigned more than one name which allows the representation of
alternative names or abbreviations.
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This data property centric approach makes creation

of the 0M 2R model easier and searches faster. Only property values need to be matched
rather than complex triple patterns related to class instances.
A decision made in the design of the model demands that every element in the 0M 2R
model should have some descriptive meta-data attached. However, the implementation
choice of using OWL-DL leads to a problem as data properties can only be enumerated
for instances but not classes. This is closely related to the general question of
reification*^, as defined in the topic maps standard. It refers to the activity “[...] to record
information about when statements were made

In short, this refers to the ability to

make statement about model elements itself OWL DL has a strict separation between
classes and instances. As a result in OWL DL it is not possible to assign meta-data data
properties to a class. However, this is necessary to satisfy requirement 2 (R2) where an
explicit documentation of each model element is needed.
In the 0M 2R model a work-a-round to this problem is applied, namely where for every
class a specific instance is created. The name of this instance matches the one given to
the class but with a lower capital and a leading “c_” character. In the 0M 2R model this is
interpreted as if this instance is a reification of the actual class, thus all meta-data found
for this instance describes the actual class. In addition, this c_ instance is an instance of
the class om2r:Class_Representator. Figure 12 shows a screenshot to demonstrate this
approach for the class om2r:mapping and the instance om2r:c_mapping.

The default name is indicated in the string with a tailing * in the string value. This is considered a work-a-round but
sufficient for the OM 2R editors and common ontology editors such as Protege.
See http;//www.w3.org/TR/rdf-primer/#reification for more information
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Figure 12 Reification fo r meta-data documentation
This is the only non-standard aspect of the 0M 2R implementation. To mitigate any
misinterpretation these implementation decisions are explained in the instance o f the
class om2r:OM 2R_model which acts as a main reference and introduction element for the
OM 2R model as a whole. Please note the element rdfs:comment field for the ontology
itself refers to these fields for further details as this would be the common place for such
explanations to appear.

4.4

Tools developed for the 0M2R model

In this section various tools are described which were developed in this research to
support the 0 M 2 R instance creation, and to demonstrate potential applications o f the
0M 2R model. More specifically this section presents the 0M 2R Editor, the 0M 2R
Finder and MooM.

4.4.1

Ontology Mapping Management - MooM Prototype

The primarily focus o f the 0M 2R model is to support ontology engineers in documenting
ontology mapping supported by suitable editing tool. However, often a more automated
framework is needed to create and manage mappings on a larger scale [S h i2], See
chapter 9 for an example.
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To investigate if the 0M 2R model can be used in this way the prototype system MooM
has been developed as a proof o f concept. It supports management o f m eta-data for
ontology mappings. The following UML activity diagram in Figure 13 gives an overview
o f the architecture o f the MooM prototype.

MooM
Drupal

1. register mapping file

2. extract mapping
meta-data

5. enter / check m eta
data

4. Store Meta<lata in
MySQL DB

3. set default values in
managem ent form

7. query for relevant
mappings

5. query meta-data
from db

6. create 0M 2R
ontology

Figure 13 VML activity diagram o f the MooM Prototype
MooM provides a graphical interface for uploading and maintaining o f relevant m eta
data for ontology mappings. MooM is based on the content management system Durpal
5.15 [Dr 12]. MooM was developed as a custom Drupal module in PHP to support custom
multi page forms. It enables users to register an ontology mapping into the system (1) and
to enter all necessary meta-data (5) is stored in the MySQL DB backend.
Figure 14 shows a screenshot o f the management form in Durpal with all current
available mapping m eta-data for a selected mapping instance.
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Figure 14 Screenshot o f MooM
All relevant meta-data fields can be entered manually by the user. The key contribution
o f this tool is a set o f custom web services which analyses a given mapping
representation. The web services can extract relevant m eta-data fields from the mapping
representation automatically (2). The results are then shown in the editing form (3) for
the appropriate meta-data and can be confirmed by the user. For example, the web service
getOntologyLanguageQ identifies the language o f an ontology automatically. The web
service getOntologySourcePath() returns the source path o f the ontology. All web
services are based on the JAVA web services framework AXIS 2*’. In a final step the
MooM Exporter connects to the database (5) and transforms the meta-data into the
ontology-based 0 M 2 R model (6) expressed in the OW L DL ontology. The MooM tool
was used to generate the 0M 2R model instance used for experiment 1.
Using Drupal as an open source content management system offers the advantage o f a
graphical interface and allows a flexible extension o f the system. Drupal supports
sophisticated functionality like full text search but on the other hand ties the 0 M 2R
model to a particular implementation. Thus, compared to the 0M 2R editor it is less
M ore information can be found under http://axis.apache.org/axis2/java/core/
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flexible with regards to dynamic changes, such that the interface would need to be
adjusted manually if the 0 M 2 R model changes, e.g. if a new field is added. In contrast
the interface for the 0 M 2 R editor used in experiment 3 is generated automatically based
on the model itself and can reflect automatically any change and improvement o f the
model.
The state o f the art study (see chapter 2) has shown that most o f the current matching
tools and environments export the ontology alignment format but only basic m eta-data is
provided. That means there is typically not much meta-data is available which can be
extracted. It was thus decided to focus on a subsequent model and editor developments
on how to best support a user to create relevant and consistent documentation. However,
the case study in chapter 9 on ontology mapping management for federation provides an
analysis o f all meta-data information which can be extracted automatically from the
ontology alignment format in more detail.
In the following section the 0 M 2R editor is presented. This editor shows how a dynamic
editing interface can be used to created 0 M 2 R model based documentation which can
support the creation o f consistent and relevant m apping documentation (see section
7.4.4).
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4.4.2

0M 2R Editor

The 0 M 2R model offers the ability to document a multi-step mapping process to
document ontology mapping lifecycle details. This motivates the need for a suitable
interface which can support ontology engineers in the creation o f meta-data which leads
to the use-case for the 0M 2R editor:

The 0M 2R editor must allow an ontology engineer to view the available 0M 2R meta
data fields including the available embedded documentation. The editor must allow the
editing o f the meta-data fields based on the available content options defined in the
model.
The 0M 2R editor implemented was employed in experiment 3 (see section 7.4.3) where
users are asked to document mappings in a given scenario using the 0M 2R model.
The 0M 2R editor is based purely on the model itself. This means the editor processes the
information contained in the model and based on the provided fields and relationships
between the fields, the interface is generated automatically. As a result each change to the
model results in an automatic update to the interface. This feature demonstrates how
changes in requirements to document an ontology mapping can be handled on a model
level, independent from a specific software implementation.
A screenshot o f the 0 M 2 R tool can be found in figure 15. The online version o f the tool
can be accessed on:
http://ontologymappingdocumentation.com. escalade, mochahost. com/20I2_Experiment_3_vl 0/1 Jntro.jsp
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Experiment on Ontology Mapping Documentation
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Figure 15 0 M 2 R editor

The U M L activity diagram in Figure 16 provides an overview o f the activities supported
by the editor. The activities are numbered and are related to the features of the 0 M 2 R
editor in the following explanation text.
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0M 2R Editor

I

Load 0M2R m o d d \
In memorv
J

^ / 2) Prepare selected view of the 0M2R meta-data
E.g. show alternative names

f 3) Generate user interface
V based on 0M2R model

4) Display 0M2R model editing interface to '
user including highlighting of compatible
_________ content options
User selects
meta-data view

/^5) User selects relevant''
-►l content option for meta\
data field
/

6) run SPARQL query on 0M2R
model to find compatible
content options of other fields

No Compatible relation found

Compatible relation found

7) Saving result in the 0M2R model

Figure 16 Activity Diagram o f the 0M 2R Editor
The first feature o f the editor is that the interface is generated automatically based on the
0 M 2 R model. For this purpose the 0 M 2 R model is loaded as an ontology into the system
(1). The meta-data fields and content options are extracted from the OM2R model (2) and
displayed to the user in a triple format based layout (3+4). The model is expressed as a
number of semantic statements and the interface mimics this principle. For each meta79

data field: the object o f interest, the corresponding meta-data field and the options
available to populate the field are shown. The user needs to tick the appropriate option to
express that the meta-data field content is relevant for the given scenario (5). For example
the first object o f interest is the source ontology. The 0M 2R model describes that the
source ontology can be described with the meta-data field notation. The model defined a
number o f notation formats which are displayed as option to choose from for the user,
e.g. the source ontology is expressed in the notation XML/RDF. Please see figure 10 in
section 3.7 for an example how such a comparability relation is expressed in the 0M 2R
model. In the last step the meta-data information is stored as an 0 M 2 R model (7).
A second feature o f the 0M 2R editor is its ability to visually highlight compatible
content options based on the corresponding semantic relations expressed in the model (6).
For example if the user selects the option for notation XM L/RDF then the system detects
automatically from the meta-ontology that the content option formal language RDF is
compatible. Thus, both elements are highlighted blue. This demonstrates how a tool can
utilise the rich expressive information to avoid contradicting statements and therefore
help to achieve logical consistency. Highlighting is just one option and other more
sophisticated uses are possible, e.g. pro-active suggestion system, presenting a dynamic
view and so on. As default the model shows the default name for each element. The order
o f the fields is defined by the weighting numbers assigned for each meta-data field.
The third feature o f the tool is its ability to use embedded model documentation to
generate views types. The intention is to support users in understanding the intended
meaning o f each field. More specifically for each element and in particular the meta-data
field instance, the model provides an all names, a list o f acronyms, a short textual
description as well as the URl as a unique identifier. The tool extracts this information for
the generation o f the view types (2+3). Each view type is focussed on particular m eta
data information and the user can fi'eely choose between those view types. The following
view types are available: show only default names, show all acronyms, show all
descriptions, show unique identifier o f the relevant subjects.
In summary, the OM 2R editor generates the interface as a special view o f the OM2R
model. Thus, each change in the model will result in an update to the editor
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automatically. The 0 M 2 R model not only consists o f the actual documentation
information but also provides information a tool can use to provide active support in
creation o f consistent documentation. The downside o f this approach is that the 0 M 2 R is
more complex than traditional models (e.g. LOM) as it not only contains meta-data fields
but also workflow related information. The full potential o f the 0 M 2R model structuring
o f course can only be achieved if an editor can interpret the offered information
appropriately, e.g. highlighting o f compatible content options. In addition, the editor
supports the full set o f 0M 2R model but the available implementation is by intention
rather simple and text-based. The reason for this design approach is that the tool is used
in two experiments where the focus lies on the model itself (see experiment 3 and 4 for
further details).

4.4.3

0M 2R Finder

A typical application for meta-data is the support for information retrieval [Ch99]. The
0 M 2 R finder was developed in this thesis to investigate the benefits o f the OM 2R model
for ontology mapping retrieval. 0M 2R Finder is designed as a JAVA based command
line tool to discover existing ontology mappings based on the m eta-data provided in an
OM 2R model. The UML activity diagram in figure 17 provides an overview o f the
involved functionality.
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OM2R Finder
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2) Load SPARQL
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Figure 17 UML activity diagram o f the 0M 2R Finder
The OM2R Finder loads (1) the latest version of the OM2R model into the application
which describes the available ontology mappings. In a next step, a pre-defmed SPARQL
query is loaded (2) and executed on the 0M 2R model (3) to identify the relevant
mappings. The SPARQL query defines a triple-pattern which expresses the required
characteristics o f the required mapping. In a final step the results are returned in the
console.
0M 2R Finder allows an evaluation of how ontology mappings can be discovered based
on the OM2R model. The advantage of the tool is that semantic expressive search
statements can be formulated using SPARQL. This makes the 0M 2R Finder a very
powerful tool as all available information in the model can be used freely. The tool
supports only 0M 2R version 1, as it was only designed to support an automated retrieval
test in experiment one (see section 6.7 for details).
The first limitation o f this tool is the lack of a user friendly interface. Queries can only be
executed on a command level. In addition, although the use o f SPARQL enables
powerful querying over the model, the design of SPARQL queries turned out to be quite
a complex and specialised task.
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The next chapter presents the first experiment o f this thesis which evaluates the 0 M 2R
m odel for ontology mapping retrieval. For this purpose the 0 M 2R Finder is used in an
automated retrieval experiment in a lab environment.
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5

Experiment 1 - Evaluation of the 0M2R for ontology
mapping retrieval

This section presents an experiment where the 0 M 2 R model is used for an automated
ontology mapping retrieval application. Evidence shows that the 0 M 2 R model can result
in higher retrieval effectiveness and efficiency when compared to a mapping retrieval
based on the common ontology alignment notation. The chapter contains the hypothesis,
methodology, setup, data and conclusion.

5.1

Motivation

The extended ontology mapping lifecycle presented in section 3.4.2 shows that the first
step in any ontology mapping reuse activity is the identification o f existing relevant
ontology mappings. The meta-data documentation o f these ontology mappings provides
the basis for the actual discovery retrieval process. Currently the majority o f ontology
matchings and mappings are expressed in the Ontology Alignment Format.
This motivates a need to evaluate the benefits o f the OM 2R model for ontology mapping
retrieval compared to the current approach. M apping retrieval was selected as the
application area for this experiment as retrieval is one o f the most common applications
for meta-data in general [Du02, Be05]. The research described here was first published in
the Workshop on Matching and Meaning (AISB 2009) [Th09a] and the European
Summer School on Ontological Engineering and the Semantic Web 2009 [Th09c].

5.2

Hypothesis

The following hypothesis was defined for this experiment;

The retrieval effectiveness and efficiency o f ontology mapping can be improved by
using the OM2R model compared to ontology alignment notation.
Retrieval effectiveness and efficiency are common dimensions for the evaluation o f
retrieval systems [C a ll]. The term effectiveness refers to the level to which the system
attains the stated objectives. In this context how much a mapping retrieval system can
retrieve relevant mappings while withholding irrelevant mappings [Sa83]. The term
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efficiency refers to how economical the system is when achieving the objective that is
time incurred in discovering relevant mappings.
Please note this experiment focusses only on the meta-data model and the impact of
specific mapping retrieval, search engines are considered out of scope.

5.3

Methodology

This experiment is designed as an automated retrieval test in a lab environment [Sa83].
Such simulated studies are a common measurement for retrieval effectiveness and
efficiency as those measurements in operational systems can be expensive in many
aspects [Ch99, Cal 1].
This experiment is based on a set o f common mapping discovery tasks which were
applied to a set of sample ontologies and corresponding mappings. The ontologies and
mappings are based on data provided by the telecommunication company Telefonica as
part of the research project FAME [Fa 12, Brl2]. They have been verified by a senior
postdoctoral researcher involved in this project. Please see section 3.4.3 for details of
how the mapping discovery tasks were identified. The author of this thesis has defined
for each discovery task a list o f relevant mappings. These are considered to be the gold
standard and are used to determine retrieval effectiveness and efficiency.
The author is not aware of any retrieval tools which are designed explicitly for ontology
mapping discovery. In order to evaluate the OM2R model the 0M 2R Finder (see section
4.4.3 for full details) was compared to the mapping retrieval tool File Finder which uses
meta-data expressed in the Ontology Alignment Format. Both tools serve as
infrastructure to enable SPARQL [Aril] queries to retrieve mappings based on the
provided meta-data. By comparing the retrieval effectiveness and efficiency between
both tools, evidence can be gathered with regards to the benefits for mapping retrieval.
Salton and McGill [Sa04] proposed the following five evaluation criteria for information
retrieval tests: recall and precision, response time, user effort, form of presentation,
collection coverage. This experiment is designed as an automated test. Thus the focus
will be on functional metrics which can be calculated automatically.
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As a result the metrics recall and precision are used to measure retrieval effectiveness.
Recall relates to the ability o f the system to retrieve relevant documents. Precision relates
to its ability not to retrieve non-relevant documents. The ideal system attempts to achieve
100 % recall and 100 % precision, but this is difficult to achieve because as the level o f
recall increases, precision tends to decrease.
It can be assumed that a system retrieves (a)+(b) num ber o f documents, o f which (a)
document are relevant and (b) documents are non-relevant. Furthermore, (c)+(d)
document are left in the collection after the search has been conducted. Thus (c)
represents the documents which are relevant for the query but could not be retrieved and
(d) documents are not relevant and thus have been correctly rejected. The metrics can be
calculated as follows:
• Recall: Proportion o f the relevant item received = a / (a + c)
• Precision: Proportion o f retrieved items that are relevant = a / (a + b)
For retrieval efficiency the metrics query time and query complexity are used as they
provide insights about the costs involved in identifying mappings.
•

Query time; This is the average time needed to obtain a response from the system. In
this experiment, this related to query time needed for each conducted query in terms
o f how many milliseconds are required to return the identified relevant mappings.
The query time is an established and often used metric for evaluating retrieval
systems [Cal 1],

•

Query complexity: This relates to the SPARQL query in terms o f how many RDF
triple patterns are used in the applied query. The amount o f graph pattern involved in
a query is an important component to evaluate the complexity o f a query [Pe09].

The author o f this thesis acknowledges that the controlled environment and experiment
scenario can create a bias. To minimize the bias ontologies and mappings were chosen
based on a real life scenario from the research project FAME. This project targets
mapping retrieval explicitly and can help to create a realistic test setup. The mapping
discovery tasks were deduced based on a questionnaire where participants have a known
experience in mapping creation and application. Critical points in regards to potential
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bias are the two custom-built retrieval tools. They act merely as supportive infrastructure
to enable the execution o f SPARQL queries on the 0 M 2 R model and existing mapping
formats. SPARQL is a well-established and common method to retrieve information from
a semantic model. This makes SPARQL a valid and likely technology for mapping
retrieval.

[A ril], Furthermore, this experiment will focus only on the relative

performance differences between the File Finder and the 0M 2R Finder. Absolute
performance differences are impacted too heavily by the specific design o f the retrieval
tools and mappings. However, the general trend o f the performance can provide evidence
with regards to the hypothesis, for example, if the file finder is not able to identify a
mapping based on author details.

5.4

Setup

This section describes the retrieval tasks the experiment is based on, the used ontologies
and mappings and the experiment retrieval systems.

5.4.1

Experiment tasks

The set of common ontology mapping retrieval use-cases defined in section 3.4.3 are
used as the basis for this experiment. For each use-case a specific mapping retrieval task
was formulated by the author o f this thesis. All tasks are listed in the table 8:
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Table 8 Common Ontology Mapping Retrieval Use-Cases
#
1
2

4

Find m appings betw een a specific source ontology to any target ontology with
specified characteristics, e.g. ontology language
Find m appings expressed in particular m apping form at

5

Find ontology m appings for specific correspondence types

6

Find m appings created either autom ated, m anually or in a com bination

7

Find m appings created by a specific m atching type

8

Find m appings created by a specific m atching algorithm im plem entation

9

Find m appings created by a given m atching algorithm configuration

3

10
II
12

5.4.2

M a p p in g D iscovery U se-C ases
Find m appings betw een specific source & target ontologies (la ) or ontology
elem ents (lb )
Find m appings for a particular ontology (2a) or an ontology elem ent (2b)

Find autom ated created m appings based on m atches with a high confidence
level
Find m anually created m appings depending on the involved users
Find m appings created by a particular author

13

Find a specific version o f a m apping

14

Find m appings created for a particular context

Experiment Scenario and Ontologies

The following scenario was used in this experiment and applied to the identified mapping
discovery tasks:
An ontology engineer is confronted with the need to create an ontology based
application to integrate FAME-related information from the research partner
Trinity College Dublin (TCD) and an industrial partner. For this purpose both
groups have created ontologies representing relevant entities such as services,
service providers and devices.
For this scenario three sample ontologies have been created by the author o f this thesis
based on data provided by the telecommunication company Telefonica as part o f the
research project FAME [Fal2, Brl2]. All three ontologies represent a common
knowledge domain with relevant concepts from the “Home Area Network Devices
(HAN)” domain [Brl2],
All three ontologies reflect different conceptualizations o f the chosen concepts. A first
ontology represents a potential view

from the perspective o f Trinity College

(TCD_vl.owl) and models relevant entities in a simple flat structure. A second ontology
represents a newer version of this ontology with an improved structure (TCD_v2.owl),
for example, the introduction of a subclasses hierarchy. A third ontology was created
representing a potential view of the industrial partner upon this domain (industry.owl).
This ontology has a slightly different structure, identifiers and labels for the same
concepts.
All ontologies were expressed in OWL as a common ontology language. The source code
for ontologies can be found on the attached DVD in the folder/I Experiment I Automated
retrieval experiment. The following table 9 shows the class structure of all three sample
ontologies used in this experiment.
Table 9 Sample ontologies usedfor experiment 1
owl: Thing
access_network_provider

9

9

access_point

4^ communicotlon_services

9
9
9
0
9
9

gateway

9

messaging_services
▼

9

router
service jjrovider

FAME TCD - version 1

5.4.3

T

han_owners
mulli_media_services

owl. Thmg

ow l Thmg

▼

parties
9 access_nctwork jxovider
9 servicejxovider
9 han^owners
services
9 messaging^services
9 mulli_media_services
clevices
0 router
9 access jx)tnt
f t gateway

Fame TCD - version 2

▼ 9 devices

0
#
0
▼

0

access_pomts
gateways
routers

nvolved.members

0

wre*ess_network jxcvkJer

9 wired^r^work jxovider

H ertd-user
9 servtce_provider
▼ 0 services
0 communication.services
0 messaging_services
0 energy_m<magement

FAME Industrial partner

Experiment Mappings

To apply the selected discovery tasks, a set of sample ontology mappings was developed.
Those mappings cover correspondences between the ontology TCD vl.owl and
industry.owl as well as between TCD_a2.owl and industry.owl. To reflect the variety of
mapping creation techniques, the mappings between these ontologies were created based
on the algorithm EditDistNameAlignment and StringDistAlignment o f the Ontology
Alignment API [Eu07]. These algorithms can only identify simple equivalence mappings.
To include more complex relations (e.g. narrow or broader terms), mappings were also
created manually by a senior postdoctoral researcher and a PhD student of the Computer
Science Department, Trinity College Dublin.
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A common representation o f ontology mappings has not yet emerged (see section 2.7).
To reflect the current state o f the art, different mapping representations are used for this
experiment. More specifically, the mappings are expressed in the common Ontology
Alignment Format [Eu07] which is used as standard for the annual ontology alignment
challenge OAEl [E u lla ], The mappings are expressed in the Simple Knowledge
Organisation System (SKOS) schema [Sk09] commonly used in the libraries community.
Overall, this results in a total o f 16 unique mapping files which can be found on the
attached DVD in the folder/I Experiment I Autom ated retrieval experiment.
For each o f the 14 common mapping tasks, a specific discovery scenario was defined by
the author. For example the objective o f the task la is to identify all available mappings
between the newest version o f the TCD ontology (tcd_v2.owl) and the ontology created
by the industrial partner (industry.owl).
For each tool and each task, a SPARQL query was defined by the author o f this thesis, to
identify relevant mappings. For example the SPARQL queries shown in table 10 were
used for task la.
Table 10 SPARQL Example queries used in the File Finder and the 0M 2R Finder for
Mapping Discovery Task 1
File Finder

O M 2R F inder

PREFIX k: <http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/
heterogeneity/alignment#>
SELECT DISTINCT $a $b WHERE {
$a kiontol <http://phaedrus.cs.tcd.ie/
OM2RdrupaI/fame/psi/tcd_fame.owl>.
$b k:onto2 <http://phaednis.cs.tcd.ie/
OM 2Rdrapal/fame/psi/telefonica_fame_owlfull.owl>}

5.4.4

PREFIX OM2R: <http://fame.org/OM2R#>
SELECT DISTINCT $r WHERE {
$a OM2R:mapping $r.
$a OM2R:source_onto!ogy_version '2'.
$a OM 2R:source_ontology ‘http://phaedrus.cs.tcd.ie/
OM 2Rdrupal/fame/psi/tcd_fame.owr
Sa OM2R:target_ontology ‘http://phaedrus.cs.tcd.ie/
OM2RdrupaI/fame/psi/telefonica fame ow lfu ll.ow l’}

Experiment System

For this experiment two mapping retrieval tools were developed. The UM L activity
diagram shown in figure 18 provides an overview o f both systems. Please note the
individual activities are explained below in more detail;
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FILE FINDER (FF)

0M 2 R FINDER (OF)
0 F ;2 load SPARQL
query

0F;1 load 0M 2R in
mem ory

FF;1 load mapping
flies in m em ory

0 F :3 e x ecu te SPARQL'
onO M 2R
,

FF;2 load SPARQL
query

FF:3 e x ecute SPARQL query
on e a c h m apping file

FF;4 relum query

0 F :4 return query
results

METRIC
CALCULATOR

past file]

_____ 1_____
MC:1 load m apping
gold standard

[nrtore files available]

____________
M C'2

Icul

^

Figure 18 UML activity diagram fo r experiment I on mapping discovery
The File Finder (FF) system loads all available ontology mappings from a central
collection into the system (FF 1). In the next step the FF loads a predefined SPARQL
query (FF 2) and executes the query on all available mappings (FF 3). As a result a list o f
relevant mappings is then transferred to a metric calculating component (FF 4).
The OM2R Finder (OF) loads the 0 M 2R ontology (OF 1) and executes the pre-defined
SPARQL queries (OF 2 + 3). A list o f identified relevant mappings is then transferred to
the metric calculating component (OF 4). In a last step the metrics are calculated (MC
1+2). More details on the 0M 2R Finder can be found in section 5.4.2.
The File Finder, the OM 2R Finder and the metric calculating component were developed
in JAVA. The open source framework Apache Jena [A pl2] was used to enable SPARQL
queries. For this experiment all components were combined into a single JAVA
application. The experiment was conducted on 18th September 2009 by the author o f the
report and the experiment application was executed on an IBM T60 notebook with an
IBM CPU T2300 @ 1.66 GHZ and 1 GB RAM in a time frame o f 2 hours in total.

5.5

Results o f Experimen t

This section presents the results o f this automated retrieval experiment. The raw data for
this experiment can be found in the attached DVD in the folder A Experiment 1
Automated retrieval experiment.
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5.5.1

Results for Recall and Precision

The first aspect analysed in this experiment was the retrieval effectiveness in terms o f
how well each individual system can return relevant mappings and withhold none
relevant mappings.
Please note the recall and precision results will be presented as normalized values in
percentages. The reason for this is that according to the gold standard the absolute
numbers o f relevant mappings are different for each mapping task. A normalized
presentation helps to identify trends across all tasks as the focus o f this experiment is on
relative performance differences only. Table 11 shows the total number o f relevant
mappings per discovery task:

Table 11 SPARQL Queries usedfor Mapping Discovery Task 1
Task
Number of relevant
mappings

1a 1b 2a 2b 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
8 12

9 12 0 8 8 8 8 4 4 16

4

8 16 16

Figure 19 shows the results for recall for both tools in comparison.
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Figure 19 Recall fo r experiment 1
The graph shows that individual recall results for the 0M 2R Finder (black bar) and the
File Finder (white bar). For example the File Finder shows a recall o f 50 % for task 10.
This means the File Finder returned 8 out o f 16 relevant mappings according to the gold
standard. It can be noted that in comparison, the File Finder returns lower recall values
for all tasks except task 4. For 7 out o f 16 tasks the File Finder was not able to identify
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any relevant mappings at all. Please note for task 3 the num ber o f relevant mappings is
zero and both tools return zero results correctly.
Figure 20 shows the results for precision for both tools in comparison.
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Figure 20 Precision fo r experiment I
The graph shows the individual precision results for the 0 M 2 R Finder (black bar) and the
File Finder (white bar). For example the File Finder achieved a precision o f 50 % for task
8. This shows that 2 out o f the 4 returned mappings where relevant according to the gold
standard. The graph also shows that the 0M 2R Finder achieved 100 % precision for all
tasks. In comparison the File Finder returned lower recall values for task la, 2, and 8.

5.5.2

Results for Query Time and Query Complexity

The next analysed aspect focusses on retrieval efficiency in terms o f how economical the
system is when achieving the objective. Figure 21 shows the query time for each
SPARQL query for each tool used to answer the individual discovery tasks:
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Figure 21 Query time
For example the File Finder required approx. 3250 milliseconds to return the search
results for task 5. The graph shows that the query time for the 0 M 2 R Finder was lower
for all tasks. The only exceptions are tasks 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13 and 14 where the File
Finder could not return any results and therefore no suitable query could be created in the
first place.
In addition, to the query time, the complexity o f each used SPARQL query is also
relevant for retrieval efficiency. The more triple patterns involved, the more effort is
needed to find a matching pattern [Pe09]. Complexity was measured in this experiment
by the number o f triple patterns used in each query. Figure 22 shows the complexity o f
each the SPARQL queries applied for each discovery task per tools:
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Figure 22 Complexity
For example the query used by the 0 M 2 R Finder tool in task 10 contains 6 patterns
compared to 1 pattern used in the File Finder. It can be observed that the SPARQL
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queries used in the 0 M 2R Finder are more complex in the OM2R ontology across all
tasks, except those where no query could be generated.
The following section presents the analysis o f these results.

5.6

Analysis

As a first step the focus is placed on retrieval effectiveness. Table 12 summarizes the
individual recall and precision results. It shows the performance o f the File Finder
compared to the performance o f the 0 M 2 R Finder. The symbol “<” represents a lesser
performance, “=” represents an equal performance and 0 stands for failed, i.e. the File
Finder was not able to retrieve any relevant mapping. Such a view on relative
performance differences between the File Finder and the 0 M 2 R Finder is helpful as the
absolute performance differences are impacted by the specific design o f the retrieval tools
and mappings.

Table 12 Comparison o f File Finder performance fo r recall and precision with the
performance o f the OM2R Finder
Task
Recall
Precision

1a
<
<

1b 2a 2b
< < <
0

<

=

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 = < 0 0 < 0
0 = = 0 0 < 0

10
<

11

12

13

14

0

0

0

0

=

0

0

0

0

Table 12 indicates that the 0M 2R Finder provides better retrieval effectiveness. More
specifically, the tool using the 0 M 2 R model returned more relevant mappings (higher
recall ratings in 15 out o f 16 discovery tasks) and the results were more accurate (higher
precision ratings in 10 out o f 16 discovery tasks).
A possible reason for the lower results o f the File Finder was the common lack o f m eta
data in the mapping representations. The 0 M 2 R is designed to document aspects o f the
ontology mapping lifecycle with a focus on the identification o f the addressed ontologies
as well as matching generation and management details. The lack o f such information in
current mapping representations makes it impossible for the File Finder to answer certain
discovery tasks. For example no information on mapping context or ontology versioning
is stored in the Alignment Format or in SKOS. In addition, available m eta-data was
represented quite differently in the addressed mapping representations. This made it
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difficult to extract the required information. For example details about the author is
modelled in SKOS [SKI2] using the Dublin Core [Du 12] concept creator and in the
Ontology Alignment Format within the meta-data field provenance. In contrast, in the
0M 2R model all meta-data fields were mapped to a common meta-data model which
improves recall and precision.
Furthermore, the results gathered in this experiment indicate that the 0M 2R Finder
provides a higher level o f retrieval efficiency. The query time of the 0M 2R Finder was
considerably lower for all tasks (9 out of 16 tasks and for the remaining task no query
could be generated at all). However, this can be explained by the fact that the File Finder
has to query every mapping file individually. In contrast the 0M 2R Finder only queries
the 0M 2R ontology which acts as central repository for the meta-data.
It can be observed that the SPARQL queries used in the OM2R Finder are more complex
than the once used in the File Finder (9 out of 16 tasks and for the remaining task no
query could be generated at all). The reason for this is that the 0M 2R ontology provides
more meta-data in a more complex knowledge structure. As a result more triple patterns
are needed to identify relevant mappings in the graph based structure of the OM2R. The
negative impact on the retrieval time depends more on the specific implementation but
less on the actual meta-data model. In addition, the specific way the SPARQL query is
designed has also an impact on the complexity of the query which is not limited to the
number of patterns [Pe09].

5.7

Conclusion

In this automated mapping retrieval experiment evidence was gathered which indicates
that an ontology based OM2R model can result in a higher retrieval effectiveness and
efficiency. This is compared to an approach limited to meta-data being represented in the
Ontology Alignment Format as the most common current mapping representation. In
addition, the experiment provides evidence that an 0M 2R model based application can
support mapping retrieval, which is a vital precursor for mapping reuse as relevant
mapping instances need to be identified first before any reuse can be considered.
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The insights gained in this experiment cannot be generalized due to the controlled
scenario and purpose built tools. However, the results show a trend that a higher amount
o f meta-data, with a more expressive structure and an explicit focus on ontology mapping
lifecycle details can improve the discovery o f ontology mappings. This experiment was
based on real life mapping discovery tasks. This shows that the 0 M 2 R model was able to
document the needed meta-data, which demonstrates the relevance o f the 0M 2R for
applications such as mapping discovery. Overall it can be concluded that the superior
performance o f the 0 M 2 R model approach suggests that an ontology based 0 M 2 R model
is feasible from a domain modelling and technical point o f view.
The different mapping discovery tasks tested in this experiment demonstrate the wide
range o f potential relevant meta-data. M eta-data creation is complex and time-consuming
[Cal 1]. To minimize the creation effort, it is essential to understand the specific extent of
relevance o f each meta-data fields towards the documentation support for mapping reuse.
The next experiment addresses this question by creating a relevance ranking o f the
proposed meta-data fields in the OM2R model based on an end-user experiment.
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6

Experiment 2 - Participant-based Relevance
Ranking of 0IVI2R

This section presents an experiment to investigate the relevance o f the proposed 0M 2R
model toward the ontology mapping reuse application. The result o f this experiment will
provide a relevance ranking o f each meta-data field based on ratings by the participants.
The following sections provide the experimental hypothesis, methodology, setup, data
collected, analysis and conclusions.

6.1

Motivation

The decision to reuse existing ontology mappings depends on various factors, and as such
the meta-data needed to support this decision is driven by the individual mapping re-use
scenario.** As such feedback from a diverse group o f participants is required to mitigate
the impact o f the heterogeneity o f mapping reuse-cases [Eu06] that exist. This motivates
the need to rank the identified list o f 0 M 2R m eta-data fields for their relevance towards
the mapping reuse use-case. A ranked list will help to focus the model and as such reduce
the effort needed to populate the model.

6.2

Hypothesis

Based on this motivation the following hypothesis for the experiment was defined;

The proposed meta-data fields in the 0M2R model are considered relevant
fo r an ontology mapping reuse decision.

6.3

Methodology

In this experiment participants are presented with two mapping scenarios and asked to
rate the meta-data fields o f the 0 M 2 R model for their relevance regarding mapping reuse.
The experiment is conducted in a lab environment with two specific mapping reuse
scenarios. See section 6.4.1 for details. The experiment was designed as an anonymous

** Please note ontology mapping reuse is chosen as application as it is a high level task and incorporates more specific
applications such as m apping retrieval.
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questionnaire [Sa83]. The participants were asked to complete the experiment in one
session of approximately 20 minutes length.
The method used in this experiment is based on the GQM approach [BaOOa] which
provides a structure for evaluation starting with a goal, questions that describe the goal
further and metrics to answer the question.
The primary goal of this experiment is to create a relevance ranking of all 0M 2R fields.
The question is therefore for each meta-data field, how the participant rates the field
relevant for a given mapping reuse decision in a given scenario. The metric is a simple
Boolean value for each participant and each meta-data field in terms of relevant: yes or
no.
However, the focus of this thesis is on the model itself. Thus the meta-data fields should
be rated for their relevance but not for the specific field content selections - since they
depend on the specific scenario. For example the field ontology name could be presented
with the field selection “X I23” or with a human readable value “private IT ontology”.
The danger is that a participant could rate the field more relevant simply because of the
more human readable label which is easier to interpret field value. Also the field could
potentially be rated as less relevant because of the cryptic field value “X I23”.
To mitigate the impact of the specific meta-data selections on the relevance rating the
experiment is conducted in two steps. In a first step the participant is presented with a
reuse scenario and the meta-data fields but without any specific meta-data field content.
The participant is asked to state if the meta-data fields are relevant and the participant
sees only the name and the definition o f the field.
In a second step, the same reuse scenario is presented but for every meta-data field a
specific field selection shown. In other words the meta-data field is filled with content to
document the given scenario, e.g. mapping author ihasName: Hendrik”. This results in
two relevance ratings given per participant per scenario and in the following section this
is referred to as task oriented relevance metric.
The task oriented relevance is based on the specific scenario and in this way biased by the
specific task and formulation used. It is valuable to gather evidence o f the subjective
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relevance rating o f the participant too. In other words, what is the subjective opinion
about the relevance o f the meta-data fields for ontology mapping reuse independent from
the given experiment scenario and setup.
To gather this subjective relevance rating at the end of the experiment each participant
was asked to select from all the 0M 2R meta-data fields a single data fields according to
the following three criteria: What is the most useful meta-data field, what is the least
useful meta-data field and what is the most difficult to understand meta-data field? The
answers to these questions will be referred to as subjective relevance ratings.
A combination of the subjective and task oriented relevance ratings per participant will
allow the creation of an overall relevance ranking of the 0M 2R model fields by using the
average relevance ranking per field.
The experience of the participants with regards to ontology mappings and mapping
documentation can potentially have an impact on their relevance ratings. For example if a
participant is not familiar with the individual ontology mapping topic, it is likely more
difficult for the participant to rate the relevance o f the meta-data fields compared to
expert participant who has knowledge of the purpose of the topic documented in the field.
To investigate the impact of the participant experience on the relevance results, the
experiment contains questions to capture the experience of the participant in the ontology
mapping domain. More specifically, the initial questionnaire contains the following three
questions;
•

Ontology creation experience: It is asked: “How many years of experience do you
have in ontology creation / application?” The participant could choose; no experience,
less than one year, between one and two year, three or more years o f experience or
not select any experience level,

•

Ontology mapping experience: In addition, it is asked: “How many years of
experience do you have in creation of ontology mappings/ matchings?” The
participant could choose; no experience, less than one year, between one and two
year, three or more years of experience or not to select any experience level.
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•

Ontology mapping reuse experience: Furthermore, the participant is asked: “Have
you ever reused an existing ontology mapping?” The answer includes yes, no or no
answer at all.

These individual experience metrics can be used to group the participants into experts
with experience in mappings and novice participants with no experience. More
specifically, a participant is classified as an expert if: The participant has answered yes
for ontology mapping reuse experience and has one or more years o f ontology mapping
experience and has one or more years o f ontology creation experience.
In the next section the experiment setup is presented.

6.4

Experimental Setup

This section will provide an overview o f the scenario, experiment tool which allows the
participant to express relevance ratings and details about the targeted participant groups.

6.4.1

Scenario

The chosen use-case for this experiment is mapping reuse. Figure 23 shows the scenario
used in this experiment which was derived from the Home Area Network domain [Brl2].
The scenario is to enable the integration o f multiple information resources to create
comprehensive overview o f Home Area Network product. The scenario was selected as
its content and the source project had an explicit focus on information integration and
provided ample opportunities for mapping reuse. The scenario provides the participant
with a research relevant context and a clear motivation why the actual mapping is
conducted.
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A retailer has decided to add H om e A rea N etw ork (H A N ) products to their range o f goods. Y ou will
play the role o f a new product m anager. Y our task is to create a new product survey as the m arket for
HAN products is very heterogeneous. In particular, you need to learn w hat products are available and
w hich o f them are equal in term s o f functionality. Fortunately, all the m ain vendors and w holesale
dealers have published ontologies w hich describe their individual products and offered services.
A nalysing all those ontologies yo u rself w ould be too time consum ing. H ow ever, on the Internet many
ontology m appings are available w hich describe the relationships betw een those ontologies, e.g.
product A in ontology X is equal to product A1 in ontology Y. Y our Task; W e w ill present you two
different sets o f ontology m appings (m arked red and blue). Please evaluate these ontology m appings
and decide if you w hat to reuse the ontology m apping in your study o r not?

Figure 23 Mapping Reuse Scenario fo r Experiment 2
Based on this reuse scenaiio two specific mappings examples are provided. A simple
text-based representation was used for the target and source elements as w ell as the
explicit mapping representation. The motivation for using a text representation was to
keep the experiment simple and allow even novice participants to understand the
mappings without the need to interpret a semantic representation such as RDF/XML.
Both mapping examples were created by the author o f this thesis. The first mapping
contained familiar names o f products as shown in table 13.

Table 13 Mappings with human readable names fo r Experiment 2
S o u rce O n tology
Class: DVD Player
Class: V ideo R ecorder
Class: I-Pod

M a p p in g R elatio n
is equal to
is equal to
is equal to

T a rg e t O n tology
Class: Digital Video
D isc Player
Class: V CR Player
Class: I-Pod Player

The second mapping set contains only anonymous product identifiers, such as those often
used by inventory systems. These mappings put more emphasis on the meta-data as
participants are not able to draw conclusions for the reuse by simply judging if the
mapping is valid from the element names. In other words it is easier to see that I-Pod and
I-Pod Player refer to the same thing but not so for X Z12B to Digi 115760. Table 14
presents the second mapping.
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Table 14 Mapping with ID labels fo r experiment 2
M apping R elation

Source O ntology

T arget O ntology

Class: XZ12b

is equal to

Class: lO SO N O 3245

is equal to

Class: Digi 15760
Class: V46565

Class: KIOOO

is equal to

Class: PlOOd

The participant is then asked to rate the relevance o f the follow ing 0 M 2 R meta-data
fields shown in table 15. Please note the names and definition are in some cases slightly
different to the final version o f the 0 M 2 R model. The reason for this is that the result o f
this experiment was used to improve the meta-data model (see section 3.8.1 for details
about the evolution o f the 0 M 2 R model).

Table 15 Overview o f 0M 2R meta-data fields which the participants are asked to rate fo r
relevance fo r experiment 2
Title

D efinition

O ntology name

A descriptive and hum an-readable label for the ontology, e.g. 'W ild A nim als'.

O ntology source

The location o f the ontology file in term s o f a digital and dow nloadable
representation, usually a URL.

O ntology creation
date

An explicit tim e and date o f the creation o f the ontology.

O ntology creator

Som e details identifying the creator (usually a hum an) o f the addressed ontology.

O ntology language

An ontology language is a formal language used to encode the ontology.

O ntology size

Som e indications o f how large the ontology e.g. 5 classes, 10 individuals. Please
note there are obviously many different w ays to specify the size but any indications
provided m ight be helpful for the evaluation process, as bigger ontologies only tend
to be m ore difficult to map.

O ntology design

Som e indications on the basic design o f the ontology, e.g. a sophisticated and deep
hierarchy , a flat class hierarchy w ith no o r few parent-client classes

M atching method

W hich m ethod was used to find suitable candidates for a m apping in the addressed
ontologies, e.g. m anual selection, autom ated algorithm or m ixed

M atching algorithm

If an autom ated selection w as applied, this section provides a descriptive and
hum an-readable label to identify the used m atching algorithm .

M atching selectors

Som e details identifying the people w ho m anually selected the m apping candidates.

M atching algorithm
Im plem entation

A descriptive and hum an-readable label to identify the specific im plem entation o f
the algorithm . C ould be a U RL o r a specific JA V A class nam e such as
org.jena.stringC om parsion. Also helpful is to provide a U RL to dow nload the source
code.

M atching selectors
Backgrounds

Some details about the know ledge and background o f the selectors in regard to this
m atching task.

M atching selection
process

Som e details o f the applied selection process to find m atches betw een the ontology
elem ents.

M apping objective

Som e details about the purpose and aim o f the perform ed mapping.
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M ap p in g
re q u ire m e n ts

D etails about the specific rules w hich w ere follow ed in the m apping process (if
any).

M a p p in g c o n te x t

D etails about the w ider context in w hich the m apping w as applied.

M a p p in g p ro cess

D etails about the applied m apping process. In other w ords how are confirm ed
m appings selected from the generated collection o f m atching candidates?

M a p p in g c re a to r

Som e details identifying the creator (usually a hum an) o f this m apping.

D ate o f m a p p in g
c re atio n

A n explicit tim e and date o f the creation o f the m apping.

M a p p in g la n g u a g e

A m apping language is a formal language used to encode the m apping correlation.

A p p licatio n using
m ap p in g

D etails about know n application w hich actively use this mapping.

S o u rce o f th e
m ap p in g file

The location o f the m apping file in term s o f a digital and dow nloadable
representation, usually a U RL

C h an g e n o tificatio n

D etails about the process (if any) used to notify participants on changes in the
m apping file. For exam ple, a RSS feed could be used.

6.4.2

Experiment Tool

The experiment tool was implemented as an interactive web page based on PHP and
JavaScipt. Each participant was identified by the IP address o f the accessing computer
and if provided by their e-mail address. The web page was hosted on servers located
within the School o f Computer Science and Statistics server room. The experiment was
conducted in July 2012. The experiment tool was structured into four pages that focus on
the activities that are explained below:
1. Introduction; On the first page the participant was introduced to the purpose of the
experiment. Furthermore, the participant is asked about their experience in ontology
creation, ontology mapping and mapping reuse. The users need to approve the
experiment disclaimer to continue. More details can be found in section 7.3
Methodology.
2. Tutorial: On the next page, the participant was shown a short video including audio
commentary that gave an overview of the meta-data model. This four minute long
video is available on: http://www.youtube.com/watch7v-JSLUZG-gvBw.
3. Task: On the following page, the participant was introduced to the scenario of the
experiment and the tasks involved as described in section 7.4.1
4. Relevance rating: On this page the participant was asked to review the two mapping
sets shown in section 6.4.1. For each set, the 0M 2R meta-data fields were displayed
as shown in Figure 24. As explained in the methodology section above the model
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review cycle was structured into two stages. First only the meta-data fields were
presented, then the fields with the content were.
1 Id e n tific a tio n
Information about the ontfliM ies which are addressed in this m a M n o
r

[source Ontology Name

l~

[source Ontology Source

l~

\source Creation Date

[source Ontology Creator
\la rg e t Ontology Name

Figure 24 Experim ent tool m eta-data relevance ranking

-

only m eta-data field s

In a second step, the same reuse scenario is presented but for every meta-data fields a
specific field selection is shown. The participant is asked the same question but this
time must choose a field with field content displayed, e.g. mapping author ihasName:
Hendrik. Figure 25 shows an example o f this section in the experiment.
1 Id e n tific a tio n
Information about th e o n to lo lies which are a d d ressed in this maBDinS
Source Ontology Name

video P rojector Ontology :is: SourceOntologyN am e
Video P rojector Ontology ihasL anguage: English
Video P rojector Ontology lisDefinedBy: Hendrik Thomas

r

Source Ontology Source V'

:h ttp ://p u rl.o rg /d c /e le m e n ts /l. 1/source:
http://view big.com /video.ow l

r

Source Creation Date

: has Year: 2002
hasM onth: S
hasDay: 4
hasTim eZone: MEZ
hasSum m ertlme: Yes

r

Figure 25 Experiment tool m eta-data relevance ranking - only m eta-data fie ld s f o r rating
relevance f o r m eta-data field s with f ie ld content selection

Figure 26 shows a screen shot o f the experiment page. In this section the participants are
asked to rate the relevance o f the meta-data fields.
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Experiment on Ontology Mapping
Evaluation (4 /1 0 )
F irst Mapping S e t (D ow nload a s IKRIA filel
You ore research in g po rtab le m ovie p lay ers with sim ilar functionality.
You found th e following m apping file:
[Mapping Relation [
I
is equal to
[
]
is equal to
|
I
is equal to
[

[Sourc* O ntology
[class: DVD Player
jciass: Video Recorder
[class: I-Pod

Target Ontology
Class: Digital Video Disc Player
Class: VCR Player
Class: 1-Pod Player

P Jease m a rk th e m e ta d a ta fields which you think wiH b e Im p o rtan t for y o u r re-u se
decision!
Piesse note, the content o f tf>e nieta-data fiekjs wHt be shown on tt>e next slides.

I whjc^ a f .addrassad ^ this I

(r

jsource Ontology Ndme V*

|

jsotirce Ontology Source

P

jsource Creation Date
\~

jsource Ontology Creator
jTarget Ortology Name V'
[r

jiarget Ontology Source
{Target Creation Date

[Target Ontdogy Creator
C haracterisation
f a t e mformation about the nature of tPie addrestcd
{Target ontology language ^

|

llarget ontology size ^
fr

|Target ontology style V'

(~

[f~

[source ontology lar>guags V

[*

p

[source ontology size V*

1^
[source ontology style ^
t_Matchlng
^M M iion about th e j

fr
[r “

iMethwl V[Algon(hm n a in e ^

[impleinentation ^

[r^

[selection process

|Happing objective V
I

^

[Mi^ppirg requirements V
[Mapping context ^
> s ^ ^ c tjo n of confirntedi

fMapping process V
Mapping Creator w
Date of rrtappmg creation V
Execut on
of this
[r
[~^

[Mapping format V*
[Known applying application ^
Mapping M enagem ertt
the MhlMM is shared

1^iforwtatipn
[^

[source of the mapping file ^
[change notification

Nexipage |
The r9suits o f this survey wtiVbe used for the PhO project o f Hendnk Thomas only and wiH tie made
avaiiabie for the participant on request. This work is partiaMy funded through the FAME project under
the S f i award NO. 0$/Sf(C/JI<oe.

Figure 26 Experim ent tool m eta-data relevance ranking - only m eta-data fie ld s
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5. Subjective Rating: On the last page, the participant was asked to share their personal
opinion about the model in general. Specifically the participant was asked to rate the
most useful meta-data field, the least useful and the most difficult to understand m eta
data field. One o f the key features of the model that was evaluated was the labels used
for the meta-data fields. Easy to understand labels are essential. Therefore the
participant were asked to judge for every m eta-data field if the participant such “like”,
“dislike” or has “no opinion” on the field’s label.
The UML activity diagram in Figure 27 summarizes the activities described above in
each page:

Page 4 - Task oriented
Relevance Ratings

Page 1
Presentation of
Experiment

M apping Use-Case tw o ' '
Rate relevance for meta>data
fields w ithout content

Mapping Use-Case one
Rate relevance for m eta-data
fields w ithout c o n t e n t _

Mapping Use-Case one
Rate relevance for m eta-data
^
fields WITH c o n t e n t _

Q uestionnaire on user
experience

Pages

f Approval of experim ent
I,

Page 5
Subjective Relevance
Ratings

f Show Experiment Task

disclaimer

^
[no]

Page 2

M apping Use-Clase one ^
Rate relevance for m eta-data
fields WITH co n ten t
^

A

[yes]
Show Tutorial

Figure 27 JJML activity diagram fo r experiment 2
Please note a full copy o f the experiment interface can be found in the fo ld e r B
Experiment 2 Relevance ranking o f the 0M 2R o f the attached DVD.

6.4.3

Participant Target Group

Ontology mapping is a specialised topic (see section 2.2). In this experiment participants
would be asked to document two given ontology mapping in the given scenario. At least
a basic understanding o f ontologies mappings would be helpful but not required. The
reason for this is that it cannot be assumed that all 0 M 2 R participants have such
experience in ontology mapping.
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Participants from the university institutions were targeted for this experiment. The
institutes were chosen which have known publication record on ontology matching,
mapping experience and Semantic Web.
More specifically students, PhD students and post-graduates from the following institutes
and communities were invited to volunteer to participate: Knowledge and Data
Engineering group Trinity College (Ireland)*^, Information and Knowledge group.
Technical University o f Ilmenau (Germany)^®, Computer science group, Massey
University o f Auckland (New Zealand)^' and W3C Linked Open Data Project M ailing

List^l
Please note there were no conflicting interests within or between the participating groups
with regards to this experiment. Participants were recruited through a call for
participation email. The only mandatory requirement was that a participant needed to be
18 years or older. No other exclusion criterion was enforced. Each participant was
identified by a unique access time stamp, IP address and email address (if provided). All
participants were required to access the online experiment system and to complete the
experiment in one session. Ethical approval for the experiment was received from the
Research Ethics standing committee o f the School o f Computer Science and Statistic in
Trinity College Dublin.

6.5

Results o f Experiment

In this section the results o f the experiment are presented. More specifically, the details of
the participants as well as the results o f the task oriented and subjective relevance ratings
are discussed.

See http://kdeg.cs.tcd.ie/ for contact details.
See http://www.tu-ilmenau.de/ for contact details
See http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/home.cfm for contact details.
The public-lod@ w3.org mailing list provides a discussion forum for members o f the Linking Open Data project and
the broader Linked Data community. The Linking Open Data project is a grassroots community effort founded in
February 2007 as a W3C Semantic Web Education and Outreach Interest Group Community Project.
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6.5.1

Participant Experience Profile

In total 49 participants participated in this experiment and provided relevance ratings.^^
The questionnaire regarding ontology creation experience shows that 62 % o f the
participants had less than one year experience, 16 % had between one and two year, and
22 % had three or more years o f experience.^'* Overall the majority o f participants (62 %
o f all participants) had less than one year experience with ontologies.
The next relevant aspect was the experience o f the participants with ontology mapping.
The questionnaire showed that 2 % o f the participants provided no answer to this
question, 80 % had less than 1 year experience in mapping/matching creation, 8 % had
between one and two year experience, and 10 % had more than three years o f experience.
The responses show that the majority o f participants (80 % o f all participants) had less
than one year experience with ontologies mapping and matching. Only a small number
(18 %) o f the participants had more than one year experience.
The third aspect which was analysed was the experience o f the participants with ontology
m apping reuse. This diagram shows the majority o f participants (90 % o f all participants)
have never reused a mapping at all. Only 10 % o f the participants had reused a mapping
at least once.
According to the participant classification outlined in the methodology section, the
participants can be split into 69 % novices and 31 % experts.

6.5.2

Task-oriented relevance rating

Table 16 provides the results o f the task oriented relevance rating where participants had
to judge if the individual 0M 2R m eta-data fields are relevant for a reuse decision or not.
The data shown is for both scenarios. For each scenario the participant had to rate the
relevance twice, once when presented only with the m eta-data field name and again time
when the field and a content selection was presented. For each meta-data field the total
num ber of participants are listed, who rated the fields as relevant. The percentage is

Please note 50 participants in total accessed the experiment web page. One user filled in all information about his
experience but did not provide any relevance rankings.
Please note all participants provided an answer to this question.
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calculated by the sum o f all relevance ratings per field / total sum o f relevance ratings *
100 to provide a normalized relevance rating.
The last column “Overall Mean Relevance %” shows the mean o f all normalized %
relevance ratings and the list o f meta-data fields is sorted according to this ratio. This
allows an aggregation o f the 4 relevance ratings each user could provide per field.
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Table 16 Task oriented relevance ra n kin g o f the 0 M 2 R meta-data fie ld s

n

0M 2R field name

scenario 1
(only
fields
displayed)

1

Source Ontology Name

44

2

M apping Process

35

3

Target Ontology Name

39

4

Source of the M apping File

28

%
90
%
71
%
80
%
57
%

scenario 1
(fields &
content
displayed)

%

scenario 2
(only
fields
displayed)

34

75.6%

33

35

77.8%

35

32

71.1%

29

33

73.3%

30

63
5

Matching Selection Process

31

%

M apping Requirements

32

%

28

62.2%

28

Matching M ethod

31

%

30

66.7%

30

Target Ontology Language

35

%

31

68.9%

29

M apping Objective

30

10

Source Ontology Source

32

11

M apping Language

28

12

Source Ontology Language

34

13

Target Ontology Source

28

14

M apping Context

31

15

Change Notification

26

16

Target Ontology Design

24

17

Matching Algorithm

27

18

Source Ontology Design

23

19

Source Ontology size

19

20

Target Ontology size

19

21

Known Applying Application

23

Source Creation Date

22

22

Matching Algorithm
23

Im plem entation

%

65
%
57
%
69
%
57
%
63
%
53
%
49
%
55
%
47
%
39
%

39
%
47
%
45
%
29

26

57.8%

28

26

57.8%

31

26

57.8%

30

28

62.2%

28

26

57.8%

26

26

57.8%

30

20

4 4 .4 %

27

30

66.7%

25

24

53.3%

26

26

57.8%

27

22

48.9%

26

24

53.3%

20

23

51.1%

19

21

46.7 %

21

16

35.6%

18

%

20

44.4%

20

39
%
31

14

31.1%

17

%

11

24.4%

15

Target Creation Date

19

25

Date of M apping Creation

15

47
26

Source O ntology Creator

23

%

28

M apping Creator

Target Ontology Creator

16

%

14

29
%

75.72 %

30
27

%

%

%

%

73.2
%
68.3
%
63.4
%
73.2
%
65.9
%
61.0
%
63.4
%
65.9
%
63.4
%
48.8
%

46.3
%
51.2
%
43.9
%
48.8
%
41.5
%
36.6
%

10

22.2%

12

%

30

8
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20.0%
17.8%

13

%

11

26.8
%

%

67.38

%

%

66.74 %

58.5
24

%

65.92

%

65.36

%

64.01

%

58.5
24

%

58.5
24

%

61.0
25
23
25
22
23
28
25
25
16
21
22
22
18
17
16
17
14

%

56.1
%
61.0
%
53.7
%
56.1
%
68.3
%
61.0
%
61.0
%
39.0
%
51.2
%
53.7
%
53.7
%
43.9
%
41.5
%
39.0
%
41.5
%
34.1
%

63.90 %
63.09%
62.16%
61.06 %
61.05 %
60.46 %
60.42 %
56.68 %
54.44%
52.62 %
48.64 %
47.47 %
47.18 %
41.45 %
40.21 %
38.20%
31.45 %

24.4
10

31.7
9

%

73.65

73.2

29.3

33
27

%

73.2
%
65.9

75.6

14

24

28

68.3

61
9

%

%

79.14%

29

70.7

71
8

%

Overall
Mean
Relevance
%

70.7
%
68.3

73.2

63
7

%
80.5
%
85.4
%
70.7
%
73.2
68.3

65
6

scenario 2
(fields &
content
displayed)

%

30.70 %

19.5
8

%

25.97 %

8

19.5
%

23.17%

Based on the Overall Mean Relevance it can be identified that on average that the
ontology names (source ontology name 79.14 % and target ontology name 73.65 %),
mapping process (73.65 %), Source of the mapping file (67.38 %) and Matching
Selection process (66.74 %) related fields have been selected by most participants as
relevant. In contrast the field related to details about the creator of the ontologies (source
and target ontology) and mappings have been rated by the least amount of participants.
Furthermore, details about the mapping (25.97 %) and source creator (23.17 %) are rated
on average by the lowest number of participants in this experiment.

6.5.3

Subjective Relevance Rating

On the final page of the experiment, each participant was asked to share subjective
feedback about the relevance of the meta-data fields. For this purpose the participants
were asked about each 0M 2R field as to which is most useful, least useful and most
difficult. Table 17 shows the responses with respect to the ratings of the most useful
field. For each field it is specified how often it was selected by experts, novices and in
total. In addition, a ratio is provided. The ratio is calculated by the sum of all amount of
selections per field / total sum of selections * 100.
Table 17 Most useful rated field o f the 0M 2R
Experts

Novices

Total

% of
to ta l

Ontology Name

6

4

10

18%

M apping Process

3

1

4

7%

Subjective M ost useful

M atching M ethod

0

3

3

5%

Ontology Source

0

2

2

4%

O ntology Design

1

1

2

4%

M apping Objective

1

1

2

4%

M atching Algorithm
M atching Selection
Process

0

2

2

4%

0

1

1

2%

Ontology size

1

0

1

2%

Sum o f Ratings given

27

The ontology name and the mapping process fields were rated as most useful. Table 18
presents the number of participants that rated the meta-data field ratio as least useful for
the mapping reuse application.
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Table 18 Least relevant rated field in the OM 2R model
% of
total

Experts

Novices

Creation Date

2

S

7

24%

Ontology Creator

4

1

5

17%

Mapping Creator
Matching Algoritlim
implementation

2

3

5

17%

0

2

2

7%

Ontology Size

1

1

2

7%

Ontology Source

1

1

2

7%

Subjective least useful

Total

Ontology Name

0

1

1

3%

Source o f the IVtapping File
Known Applying
Application

0

1

1

3%

0

1

1

3%

Date o f Mapping Creation

1

0

1

3%

Mapping Language

1

0

1

3%

Change Notification

1

0

1

3%

Sum of Ratings Given

29

Details about the creator and regarding the creation time have been rated by most
participants as least useful. Table 19 shows the subjective rating for the most difficult
meta-data field of the OM2R
Table 19 Subjective rated as the most difficult meta-data fields
Subjective most difficult

Experts

Novices

Total

% of total

Known Applying Application

2

2

4

19%

Mapping Process

1

2

3

14%

Matching Selection process

3

0

3

14%

Ontology Design

1

1

2

10%

Mapping Requirements

1

1

2

10%

Date of Mapping Creation

0

1

1

5%

Ontology Name

0

1

1

5%

Mapping Context

0

1

1

5%

Matching Implementation

0

1

1

5%

Matching Selectors

1

0

1

5%

Mapping Objective

1

0

1

5%

Matching Algorithm

1

0

1

5%

Sum o f Ratings given

21

The fields providing details about known application and process details (matching and
mapping) are rated by most participants as most difficult to handle.
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6.6

Analysis

In total 49 participants participated in this experiment and 69 % are considered novices
and 31 % as experts. The high level o f experience with ontologies is not unexpected as
target groups have been selected with a known background in Semantic Web research.
This is also related to the progress shown within the Linked Data community that the
application o f ontologies is no longer limited to a small group o f experts as more and
more people are interested in ways to improve knowledge interoperability. An aspect
worth mentioning is that 10 % o f all participants have reused an ontology mapping at
least once. This not insignificant number supports the claim that ontology mapping reuse
is o f growing importance and needs to be supported by a suitable infrastructure.
The hypothesis for the experiment stated that the 0 M 2R model meta-data fields are
relevant for the mapping reuse. To confirm this hypothesis a relevance ranking list o f all
proposed 0 M 2 R fields was created based on the gathered data. For this purpose the
subjective and task relevance ratings are combined to a single relevance rating. More
specifically, this metric is calculated by adding up the mean o f number o f task-relevance
selections for each scenario and step. Furthermore, the numbers o f selections for most
useful fields are added and the numbers o f selections for least useful fields are subtracted.
Thus the combined rankings show the calculated number o f relevance selections. Table
20 presents the result of this approach:
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Table 20 Combined relevance ranking based on subjective and task relevance ratings
n

OM2R field
name

scenario 1
(fields)

scenario 1
(content)

scenario 2
(fields)

scenario 2
(content)

Mean
Count

Most
useful
Count +

Least
useful
Count-

Combined
Ranking

1

Source O ntology
Nam e

44

34

33

29

35

10

1

44.0

2

T arget Ontology
N am e

39

32

29

30

33

10

1

41.5

3

M apping Process

35

35

35

28

33

4

0

37.3

4

M atching M e thod

31

31

29

24

29

3

0

31.8

S

M apping Objective

30

26

31

25

28

2

0

30.0

6

M atching Selection
process

31

28

28

30

29

1

1

29.3

7

M apping
R equirem ents

32

30

30

24

29

0

0

29.0

8

Source O ntology
Source

32

26

30

23

28

2

1

28.8

9

T arget Ontology
Source

28

26

30

23

27

2

0

28.8

10

Source of th e
M apping File

28

33

30

27

30

0

1

28.5

11

T arget Ontology
Language

35

26

28

24

28

0

0

28.3

12

Source ontology
Language

34

26

26

22

27

0

0

27.0

13

Target O ntology
Design

24

24

26

25

25

2

0

26.8

14

M apping C ontext

31

20

27

28

27

0

0

26.5

25

27

0

1

26.3

15

M apping Language

28

28

28

16

M atching A lgorithm

27

26

27

16

24

2

0

26.0

17

26

30

25

25

27

0

1

25.5

18

Change Notification
Source Ontology
Design

23

22

26

21

23

2

0

25.0

19

Source Ontology
Size

19

24

20

22

21

1

2

20.3

20

Target Ontology
Size

19

23

19

22

21

1

2

19.8

21

Known Applying
Application

23

21

21

18

21

0

1

19.8

22

M atching Algorithm
Im plem entation

14

20

20

16

18

0

4

13.5

23

Date of M apping
Creation

15

11

15

14

14

0

1

12.8

24

Source C reation
Date

22

16

18

17

18

0

6

12.3

25

T arget C reation
Date

19

14

17

17

17

0

6

10.8

26

Source O ntology
C reator

23

10

12

10

14

0

5

8.8

27

M apping c re a to r

16

9

13

8

12

0

3

8.5

28

T arget Ontology
C reator

14

8

11

8

10

0

5

5.3

Tab. 1 Combined relevance ranking based on subjective and task relevance ratings
The top relevant rated fields ranked task-relevant (79.14 %) and subjectively “most
useful” (18 % o f all participants) are the ontology names. This basic descriptive
information is available in almost all current ontology mapping representations. This top
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ranking is not unexpected as it is essential for every reuse decision to know which
ontologies are addressed in a mapping and where to find the sources.
The second most task-relevant rated (75.72 %) and third most useful rated field (7 % of
all participants) is the mapping process, which contains details on how the final mapping
correspondences have been generated. This shows the need of participants to understand
the mapping lifecycle process to enable them to judge if a mapping can be reused in
another context.
It is noteworthy that other fields that are related to the mapping process, describing the
matching selection process and matching method respectively, can also be found in the
top 10 of ratings. This indicates that participants consider process-oriented information in
general as highly relevant. Such process information is currently not available in existing
mapping representation formats (see state of the art section).
In addition, the fields mapping requirements and mapping objective are rated as highly
relevant. This demonstrates that participants consider contextual information important.
These fields address the WHY related to a mapping, which complements the process
information that addresses the HOW a mapping was generated. Process and contextual
information is usually quite complex and cannot be represented in the simple key-value
fields which are common in current mapping representation formats. This may explain
why mapping process information was rated as the second most difficult field (14 % of
all participants). The 0M 2R model addresses this point, as it allows a participant to
express the required information in RDF triples of arbitrary complexity and so can
provide the required level of detail and flexibility.
It can be observed a clear trend that all creation date and author related details are
considered less task-relevant and often rated as least useful. This could indicate that
participants are result-oriented and do not really care who generated or when a mapping
was generated. This may be valid for this particular experimental scenario where it may
have been an inherent participant assumption that the mapping was applicable for the
hypothetical example. In real life cases and in particular in a business integration cases
the level of uncertainty is much higher, thus information about how up-to-date a mapping
is and details about the author may be considered more useful than in this experiment.
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For example a user could avoid obsolete mappings and known untrustworthy sources.
The matching algorithm implementation field was rated as relevant by only a quarter o f
the participants (combined relevance rating o f 13.5 out o f 49). This could indicate that the
level o f detail provided was too high for the majority o f the participants. This
corresponds well with a common trend in IT, where functions or services are often reused
without a detailed understanding o f the underlying implementations. Again in a
commercial setting it may be the case that specific implementations are preferred.
It is also interesting that the field applying application received a low rating (combined
relevance rating o f 19.5 out o f 49). At the moment the level o f interconnectivity between
mapping representations is very low. However, this might change soon as embedding and
linking to existing vocabularies is also becoming more and more popular in ontologies.
Another point o f interest was the question o f whether the relevance ranking given was
impacted by the experience level o f the participants in ontologies and ontology mapping
creation. To identify any statistical significance difference between the relevance ratings
given by experts and novices participants, an unpaired two-tailed t-test [Ru06] was
calculated.
The t-test was selected as it is one o f the most commonly used methods for testing a
hypothesis on the basis o f a difference between sample means [We 10a]. The t-test can be
used in this setup as it allows a comparison o f two small sets o f quantitative data when
samples are collected independently o f one another. Between the expert and novice users
no direct relationship can be identified. As such the samples are collected from two
different populations and therefore a test for independent samples (unpaired) is suitable.
Table 21 displays the results o f the unpaired t-test.
Table 21 Unpaired two-tailed t-tests fo r relevance rating given by novice and experts
Test Subject

Task
relevance
ranking

Sam ple
M ean for
E xperts
0.5627

Sample
M ean for
Novices
0.4981

P-value (a = 0.05)

Statistical
Significance

t = 1.6327,p = 0.1 0 8 4 > a

NOT ONE

The data indicates that there is no statistically significant difference between the
relevance rating given by experts and novices. This provides evidence that novice and
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experts had a similar judgement of the relevant information and consequently there is
promise that the proposed 0M 2R model can meet the requirements of both groups. This
again is important for the creation of consistent documentation which requires support of
expert and novice participants.

6.7

Conclusion

The results are biased, to a degree, as the experiment was conducted in a lab environment
and the provided scenario and mapping example were designed on purpose to be simple
and easy to understand. In a real life re-use situation different priorities may arise from
external factors and can create a different relevant ranking for the field. To mitigate this
impact, the experiment was designed with a total of four relevance ratings per field,
including an additional subjective ranking.
Obviously the findings must also be tempered with the knowledge that they apply to the
specific reuse scenarios investigated in the experiment and the limitations of a finite pool
o f Study participants of 49.
Nevertheless the experiment provides evidence to support the hypothesis that the meta
data fields proposed in the 0M 2R model are relevant for the ontology mapping reuse
application. The calculated overall relevance ranking (as a combination of task and
subjective relevance rating) shows that ontology name and process information are
considered most relevant by the participants. Date and creator related details emerged at
the bottom o f the rating but are still considered relevant by a normalized number of 5.3
out o f 49 participants. These results indicate that all meta-data fields of the 0M 2R model
are rated relevant by the participants but the extent of the relevance varies from strong
agreement (normalized 44 out o f 49 participants) to weak agreement (5.3 out of 49).
Overall, participants are highly interested in matching and mapping process information.
As a consequence a model design is needed for the OM2R model which enables it to
express details related to the process and different process steps. This needs to be
combined with details regarding mapping requirements and objectives. The lack of that
information that was identified as most relevant in existing mapping representations,
demonstrates the potential value of the 0M 2R proposed approach (see section 3.5). The
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insights gained in this experiment were used to redesign an early version o f the 0M 2R
(section 3.8).
In the next chapter the focus is shifted towards the support for consistency provided by
the 0M 2R model.
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7

Experiment 3 - User-based evaluation of the 0IVI2R
model to support application consistency and
logical consistency

This chapter describes the evaluation undertaken to examine the ability o f the 0 M 2R
model to support the consistent documentation o f mappings. This is achieved by
comparing an ontology-based representation o f the model with those o f an index-based
baseline representation. The chapter presents the experiment using the following sub
sections motivation, hypothesis, methodology, setup, results and analysis.

7.1

Motivation

A meta-data model not only needs to support generation o f relevant meta-data (see
chapter 6), but also consistent meta-data to support mapping retrieval and reuse over
time. For example, it should allow users to expect relevant meta-data fields while
searching and should help to avoid ambiguity [Ch99]. This leads to the question as to
what extent the proposed 0 M 2R meta-data model can support ontology engineers in the
creation o f consistent documentation o f ontology mappings. In this regard it is worth
considering that the potential users o f the 0M 2R model will most likely have diverse
backgrounds. As such the 0M 2R model should offer a different level o f consistency
support for users with less experience in the domain.
Another consideration is that the 0M 2R model offers a m eta-data collection but as any
model it can be expressed in a range o f different structures, e.g. ranging from ontologybased representations to data centric structures such as thesauri or back o f book indices
[BeOl, No08].^^ The specific structure used to represent the model potentially has an
impact on the type and amount o f information which can be expressed in the meta-data
model. For example it is generally accepted that only an ontology can contain an

An common and well-known example for meta-data models is the Dublin Core [DC] vocabulary to describe topics
and author details (e.g. <dc:creator>Rose Bush<:/dc:creator). It is often used in an index presentation but a more
expressive OW L model is available, too [DC]. Another example typically expressed in a thesaurus structure is the
Library o f Congress Classification (LCC) [Ta09].
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explicitly typed relationship.^^ The structure o f the model impacts the editing process as
users commonly experience the meta-data model via editing tools.
Consequently the chosen representation structure has an impact on the outcome o f the
documentation process and can impact the level o f consistency support the tool can
provide. An index-based structure is the simplest and most popularly structured used in
ontology mapping meta-data representation (see section 3.2 for details). For example, the
Ontology Alignment Format is expressed as a RDF(S) file but provides only key-value
meta-data fields. In contrast, the 0 M 2 R model is expressed by an ontology rather than an
index-based structure. A comparison o f both structural approaches will provide insight in
the impact o f the structure and supply a base line to evaluate the contnbution o f the
ontology-based OM 2R model.

7.2

Hypothesis

These considerations can be summarized into the following two hypotheses for
experiment 3:

First Hypothesis (HI): The OM2R model can support users in creation o f more
application and logically consistent documentation fo r ontology mapping i f the model is
structured as an ontology rather than an index-based structure.
Second Hypothesis (H2): The OM2R model can offer similar support in the creation o f
application and logically consistent documentation fo r ontology mappings fo r users with
high ontology mapping experience, as fo r those with limited ontology mapping
experience.

7.3

Methodology

In this experiment participants were asked to document two given ontology mappings
examples (see section 7.4.1 experiment scenario) in an online lab environment by using

It is worth noting that some o f the library oriented meta-data models such as Dublin Core and LOM are expressed as
ontologies (RDF(S)). However, when analysed they still retain their simple index structure. More specifically each
field is linked to a single data type value which contains the field content commonly as a string, e.g.
<dc:creator>Rose Bush<:/dc:creator>.
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the OM2R model. The generated 0M 2R instances are compared to a gold standard^’ to
calculate the achieved level o f application and logical consistency. Please see section
7.4.1 for more information as to how the gold standard is defined.
To investigate if the structure chosen for the 0M 2R model has an impact on the support
for consistency (H I), the experiment was conducted in the following two stages. Each
stage o f the experiment was performed independently and for each stage a new
participation campaign was implemented conducted. A participant could participate in
both or only one o f the experiment stages. This has little influence on the results as the
exact same use-case scenarios and task instructions are used in both experiment steps.
•

Stage 1 - ontology-based model representation: In the first stage the OM 2R model
is expressed as an ontology.

•

Stage 2 - index-based mode! representation: In the second stage the 0M 2R model
is expressed in a key-value-based index structure.

Compared to an ontology-based approach an index-based structure is less expressive and
therefore some information defined in the 0M 2R model cannot be expressed or can be
expressed only with limitations. In this experiment the participants will experience both
representations o f the 0 M 2 R model through two custom-built OM 2R editors. The
specific feature set o f each editor depends on the representation o f the OM2R model.
Section 7.4.4 Ontology-based and Index-based 0M 2R Editor presents the details.
This two-stage approach allows a comparison o f the achieved level o f consistency
support if the same 0M 2R model is expressed using two different structures. The index
structure was chosen for this comparison as it is a common way to document meta-data,
for example in the librarian and research domains [Ba99]. In addition, existing ontology
matching notations (e.g. Ontology Alignment Format) use a similar structure (see section
2.5.4). Furthermore, index structure provides a baseline against which the support which
the ontology-based structure can be compared, as explicit m eta-data models for ontology
mapping or ontology mapping documentation tools are not available (see section 2.7).
” Please note the OM 2R instance o f the model that is used as a gold standard, is fully application and logically
consistent. The instance was created by the author o f this thesis and the consistency was confirmed by a senior
postdoctoral researcher in the Knowledge and Data Engineering Group (Trinity College Dublin).
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A full overview o f the specific questions that the participant is asked to answer and the
given scenario is provided in section 7.4.1. To allow a comparison o f the results the same
documentation task and the same metrics are used in both experimental stages.^^
Table 22 provides an overview o f the metrics used in the experiment. A detailed
definition o f the metrics can be found in section 1.4. Note that the term meta-data field
selections refers to an individual meta-data field and the specific value assigned to it by
the participant. For example, for the meta-data field source ontology label, the meta-data
selection “ontology about cars” is suitable.
Table 22 Metrics fo r experiment 3
M etric

D efinition

recall
(application)

= number o f relevant m eta-data field selection s in the docum entation instance / total
number o f relevant m eta-data field selection s in go ld standard

recall
(lo g ica l)

= num ber o f relevant m eta-data field com binations in the docum entation instance /
total num ber o f relevant m eta-data field com binations in the gold standard

precision
(application)

= number o f relevant m eta-data field selection s in the docum entation instance / total
number o f meta-data field selection s in the docum entation instance

precision
(lo g ica l)

= number o f relevant m eta-data field com binations in the docum entation instance /
total number o f m eta-data field com binations in the docum entation instance

To encourage the participant to utilise the provided meta-data (e.g. alternative names)
some o f the facts were not presented plainly. In other words the scenario instructions do
not provide direct information on all the meta-data fields which need to be used. For
example, an instruction states that the mapping o f interest is expressed in INRIA.
However, the interfaces show only an alternative name for this mapping language which
is Ontology Alignment API. In such a way, the participant is motivated to use the help
documentation where all names are listed. Such items will be referred to as “vaguely
formulated facts” in the instructions for the scenario.
The second hypothesis (H2) aims to investigate if a difference in consistency results can
be identified for participants with experience in ontology mapping and those without. To
investigate if the 0M 2R model can provide a similar level o f support for generating
consistent documentation, the participants in experiment 3 were split into two groups
. To be more specific for this experiment the same definition o f consistency as defined in [Ha07] is used as outlined
in the section 1.4.
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based on their experience level. Please note that participants were recruited from research
and university domains that have an explicit focus on Semantic W eb and ontology
mapping / matching related research. However, this included participants with and
without experience in ontology mapping. Full details on the participants profile can be
found in section 7.4.2. The grouping o f the participants and subsequent analysis is only
completed for stage one o f the experiment where the OM 2R is expressed as an ontology.
The second stage had considerable less participants^^ and serves only as a base line for
comparison. More specifically, the two participant groups were defined as follows:
•

Experts: A participant was allocated to this group, if yes was answered in the
ontology mapping documentation experience question (question 2) or if some
exposure to ontology mapping and familiar with the topic was indicated (that is if
“less than one year”, “between one and 3” or “more than 3 year experience” in
ontology mapping was chosen in reply to question 1). In summary, members o f this
group are considered to have some exposure to ontology mapping and have
familiarity with the topic.

•

Novice: A participant was categorised into this group if no experience in ontology
mapping documentation (question 2) was indicated or if no statement was made in
regards to this question. In addition, a participant was assigned to this group if “no
experience” was chosen in question one with respect to ontology mapping or no
selection at all was made. In summary, members o f this group are considered to have
limited exposure to ontology mapping and considered not to be fam iliar with
ontology mapping process.

•

Based on this categorisation, 40 % o f the participants were assigned to the expert
group and 60 % to the novice group.

Experiment 3 is based on specific documentation tasks and the actions a participant can
perform are very limited and guided by the provided instructions. The intention was to
provide an objective view on the level o f consistency support offered by the 0 M 2 R
model.

48 participants undertook experiment stage 1 and 24 participants undertook experiment stage 2.
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However, all participants experience the model through the provided editors. Both editors
used in this experiment were deliberately designed to be basic and task specific. This
should help to focus the participants on meta-model rather than additional productivity
features that one could imagine a fully-fledged editor could feasibly support. The
intention was to allow a simple direct correlation between the participants view on the
model as experienced through the system.
It is therefore also o f interest to gather the subjective feedback o f the participant in this
experiment regarding the support for consistency. The subjective feedback o f the
participants is likely more generic and reflects more the high level view o f this overall
approach and is less impacted by the specific formulation o f the individual task. For this
purpose the experiment contained a questionnaire to be completed at the end o f the task
with the following questions. Possible answers for the questions are on a scale o f “Do not
agree” (1) to “Fully agree” (5).
•

The system will help me to document information correctly. This question focusses on
the subjective opinion o f the participant as to whether the model can help to support
application consistency.

•

The system will help me to document compatible characteristics, e.g. the ontology is
modelled in OWL and encoded in R D F / X M L . This question focusses on the
subjective opinion o f the participant as to whether the model can help to support
logical consistency.

However, it was considered that insights might still be gained by asking the participants
to evaluate the usability o f the editors. To measure usability the well-known and
standardized “System Usability Scale (SUS)” is used [Br96]. The SUS metric scale was
chosen as it contains only ten statements and is therefore relatively quick and easy to
apply. In addition, SUS is technology agnostic, which means it can be used to evaluate
any type o f user interface. More specifically, SUS is based on the following 10 item
questionnaire shown in figure 28.

It is worth to note that the example can be considered difficult to understand for novice user with no experience in
ontology m apping domain. However, the tool and the provided introduction make it very clear what compatible
characteristics mean in this experiment.
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1.1 think that I would such as to use this system frequently.
2 . 1 found the system unnecessarily complex.
3 . 1 thought the system was easy to use.
4 . 1 think that I would need the support o f a technical person to be able to use this system.
5 . 1 found the various fiinctions in this system were well integrated.
6 . 1 thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7.1 would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
8.1 found the system very cumbersome to use.
9 . 1 felt very confident using the system.
1 0 .1 needed to learn a lot o f things before I could get Roing with this system._____________________________

Figure 28 SUS questions
The SUS uses the following response format: 1 strongly disagree, 2, 3, 4, 5 strongly
agree. A high SUS score indicates a high perceived usability performance.'®'

7.4

Setup

This section describes the experimental setup with subsections; on the scenario, the
targeted participants and a description o f the 0 M 2R index-based and ontology-based
editing tools.

7.4.1

Experiment Scenario

In both stages (stage 1 ontology-based and stage 2 index-based) o f the experiment the
participants are asked to document mappings within the following two use-case
scenarios.
•

Use-Case 1: ontology language scenario

•

Use-Case 2: m atching process scenario

The first use-case scenario (Use-Case 1: ontology language scenario) shown in figure 29
focusses on creating m eta-data for the semantic language aspects o f an ontology
mapping, aspects that are common in the Semantic Web domain [St99]. It is more likely
that these concepts are fam iliar to novice participants even if they are not experienced in
ontology matching specifics. The participant was given a textual description o f the
languages chosen for the target and source ontologies as well as the mapping file. The
participant was asked to document the notation and formal language for each o f these
The individual SUS score for users is calculated as a combined answer score according to the following logic. For
odd items: subtract one from the user response. For even-numbered items: subtract the user responses from 5. TTiis
scales all values from 0 to 4 (with four being the most positive response). Add up the converted responses for each
user and multiply that total by 2.5. This converts the range o f possible values from 0 to 100 instead o f from 0 to 40.
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elements based on a selection o f suitable content options defined in the OM 2R model,
e.g. om2r:source_ontology om2r:hasNotation om2rL:RDF/XML.
The following Figure 29 shows the specific use-case scenario presented to the participant:
The LOM ontology (source) is expressed in RDF/XML and in the language Ontology Web Language DL.
The private ontology (target) o f Peter is represented in TURTLE and modelled as an RDF document. The
mapping is expressed in INRIA as an XML file.”_______________________________________________________

Figure 29 Use-Case 1: ontology language scenario

-

Documentation Instructions

Table 23 shows the different 0 M 2 R fields and field content which the participants needs
to use in order to document the relevant information. The fields that need to be
documented according to the scenario are highlighted in bold in table 23 and represent
the gold standard
Table 23 Use-Case 1: ontology language scenario - Object o f Interest, OM2R F ield and
Field Content
Object o f interest:
Source Ontology

O M 2R Field
Notation

Source Ontology

Formal Language

Target Ontology

Notation

Target Ontology

Formal Language

Mapping

Notation

Mapping

Formal Mapping Language

O M 2R Field C ontent
R DF/X M L Syntax, Turtle, N 3, XML Topic Map
Notation, LTM
RDF, RDF(S), OWL, OWL Lite, O W L D L, OWL
Full, SKOS, Topic Maps
RDF/XML Syntax, T urtle, N 3, XML Topic Map
Notation, LTM
RDF, RDF(S), OWL, OWL Lite, OWL DL, OWL
Full, SKOS, Topic Maps
R DF/X M L Syntax, Turtle, N 3, XML Topic Map
Notation, LTM
OWL, Topic Maps, EDOA, O ntology A lignm ent
Form at

To encourage the participant to utilise the provided meta-data (e.g. alternative names)
some o f the facts were intentionally formulated vaguely in the instructions for scenario 1.
More specifically, the instruction states that the mapping is expressed in INRIA but the
default name for the field option is Ontology Alignment API. Furthermore, the file is
expressed in XML but the correct field option for the notation has the default label XML
/ RDF. To document the information according to the gold standard the participants have
to use the extended views (see section 4.4.2 0M 2R Editor for details) to show all
acronyms. In other words the scenario instruction does not provide direct information on
what needs to be used for these meta-data fields. This means 2 out o f a total o f 6 facts are
formulated vaguely.
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The second use-case scenario (use-case 2: matching process scenario) focusses on the
ontology matching process, which is a more challenging task for the naive participants, as
this topic is more specialised and the concepts involved are less commonly known. The
intention again with the formulation o f the scenario text was to encourage the participant
to use the help documentation and field content options offered by the 0 M 2 R model.
More specifically, the participant was asked to document a given matching process that
consists o f two steps. The process was presented in an application neutral pseudo code,
e.g. M atchingProcessClass A1 = new ClassStructAlignment(). The participant was asked
to document the matching method, tool, scope and algorithm. The participant was
provided with the instructions shown in figure 30 which oudines what information was
needed to be documented.
Peter required a m atching tool w hich can support m ultiple algorithm s, is fast and flexible. He decides to
use the O ntology A lignm ent API 4.2 to create the m apping with the follow ing code:
URI u ril = http://slor.sourceforge.net/ontology/lom .ow l;
URI uri2 = http://m odelm apping.org/m yonto;
M atchingProcessC lass A 1 = new C lassStructA lignm ent();
A 1.runThreshold(0.25);
M atchingProcessC lass A2 = new StringD istA lignm entQ ;
A 2.m axT hreshold(0.75);

Figure 30 Use-Case 2: matching process scenario - Documentation Instmctions
Table 24 shows the different 0 M 2 R fields and field content which the participants
needed to use to document the language information o f the object o f interest. In this
scenario the matching process consists o f two separate process steps. Thus the same set
o f fields is shown twice in the interface - one for the first and one for the second process
step. Please note the fields that need to be documented according to the scenario are
highlighted in bold in table 24 and represent the gold standard:
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Table 24 Use-Case 2: matching process scenario - Object o f Interest, 0M 2R Field and
Field Content
O bject of interest:
Step 1 & Step 2 of
Matching Process
Step 1 & Step 2 of
Matching Process
Step 1 & Step 2 o f
Matching Process

O M 2R Field
Matching Method

Step 1 & Step 2 o f
Matching Process

Element the
algorithm is based
on
Matching Scope

Step 1 & Step 2 of
Matching Process
Step 1 & Step 2 of
Matching Process

Matching Tools
Matching Algorithm

Applied Threshold

O M 2R Field C ontent
A utom ated M atching, Manual Matching, Mixed
Matching
MAFRA, TM4J, A lignm ent API and S erver 3.1,
Alignment API and Server 4.2
ClassStructA Iignm entO ,
MergeTopicsBasedOnNamesO
MergeTopicsBasedOnPSIO,
StringDistA lignm entQ ,
StrucSubsDistAlignmentO, Name MatchingO
RDF(S) Class; Any RDFS Label; RDFS Labels for
Classes; RDFS Labels for Properties; Topic Association;
Topic Names
M atching of all elem ents. Partial Matching
100 % Similarity Measure, 75 % Sim ilarity M easure,
50 % Similarity Measure, 25 % Sim ilarity M easure

The second scenario contained three facts which are formulated vaguely intentionally.
More specifically, the “matching scope” was not specified in the instruction but the
model contains a compatible relation between the algorithm and the correct matching
scope. Similarly the “element is based on” was not specified but again a clear compatible
relation exists with the algorithm. Furthermore, the applied threshold is displayed as a
numeric value (0.75) but the default name in the field content is shown in percentage ”75
% Similarity M easure” . This means 3 out o f a total 6 facts were deliberately formulated
vaguely.
The UML activity diagram shown in figure 31 shows the specific activities the
participant need to complete. Stage 1 and step 2 are independent and completed by
different participants. In each step the participant needed to document two mapping
scenarios in the 0 M 2R model. The same scenarios are used in both stages o f the
experiment but the difference is the editing tool. In stage 1 the tool is based on the
ontology-based representation o f the 0M 2R model and step 2 on an index-based
representation o f the 0 M 2R model.
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stage 1 - Ontology
based model
.
representation f Document meta-data ontology ^
language scenario
j

Document matching process
scenario

(

Stage 2 - Index
based model
representation

\

Document meta-data ontology
language scenario

Document matching process
scenario

J

Figure 31 IJML activity diagram o f user activities

7.4.2

Participant Target Group

Ontology mappings and more specifically, the documentation o f ontology mappings are
specialised topics (see section 2.2 Ontology Mapping). In this experiment participants
were asked to document two scenarios in two stages. At least a basic understanding of
ontologies mappings and general Semantic Web principles are helpful but not required.
The reason for this is that it cannot be assumed in reality that all users would have such
experience in ontology mapping.
Students, PhD students and post-graduates from the following institutes and communities
were invited; Knowledge and Data Engineering group Trinity College (Ireland)
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,

Information and Knowledge group. Technical University o f Ilmenau (G erm any)''’^,
Computer science group, Massey University o f Auckland (New Z e a l a n d ) a n d W3C
Linked Open Data Project Mailing List'°^.
Please note there were no conflicting interests within or between the participating groups
in regards to this experiment. Participants were recruited through a call for participation
email. The only mandatory requirement was that all participants needed to be 18 years or

See http://kdeg.cs.tcd.ie/ for contact details.
See http://www.tu-ilmenau.de/ for contact details
See http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/home.cfm for contact details.
The public-lod@ w3.org mailing list provides a discussion forum for members o f the Linking Open Data project and
the broader Linked Data community. The Linking Open Data project is a grassroots community effort founded in
February 2007 as a W3C Semantic Web Education and Outreach Interest Group Community Project.
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older. No other exclusion criterion was enforced. Each participant was identified by a
unique access time stamp and their IP address. All participants were required to access
the online experiment system and to complete the experiment in one session. Ethical
approval for the experiment was received from the Research Ethics standing committee
o f the School o f Computer Science and Statistic in Trinity College Dublin.

7.4.3

Experiment System

The experiment was implemented as an interactive web page based on PHP and
JavaScipt. The open source framework Apache Jena [A pl2] was used to query the 0M 2R
model via SPARQL queries to generate the interfaces and help documentation pages of
the two editing system used. The metrics defined in section 1.4 were calculated by the
tool and stored in a collection o f CSV files on the server. The ontology language scenario
was conducted in March 2012. The matching process scenario was undertaken in
September 2012. A copy o f the specific experiment web page used can be found in folder
C Experiment 3 Evaluation o f the O M IR fo r consistency support in this thesis DVD.
Overall the experiment system consists o f five individual web pages. The UML activity
diagram in figure 32 provides an overview o f all pages and the involved activities. The
same process is used for both experiment stages. In short the tool is used twice once for
stage 1 (ontology-based model representation) and another time for stage 2 (index-based
model representation). The only difference is that in the first stage an ontology-based
editor is used and in the second stage an index-based editor is used. Section 7.4.4 has a
detail description o f the editors. The online version o f the tool can be accessed on:
hltp.V/ontologymappingdocumentation. com. escalade, mochahost. com/2012_Experiment_3_vl 0/1 Jntro.jsp
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Figure 32 Activity diagram fo r experiment 3 system
On the first web page the experiment is presented to the participants and it is necessary
the participants accept the experiment’s disclaimer to continue. Furthermore, the
following questions are asked to gather information on the experience level o f the
participant: How many years o f experience do you have in creation o f ontology
mappings? The participant can choose not to give an answer, no experience, less than one
year, between one and two year, three or more years. Have you ever documented the life
cycle o f an ontology mapping? The participant can choose not to give an answer, yes and
no. The participant can also enter an email address which is optional.
The second page shows a short slide tutorial show which introduces the participant to the
objective o f the research and provides an overview o f the functions o f the 0 M 2 R editor.
In addition, the experiment task is presented with the following statement: “ We will
present you with two specific mapping documentation tasks. Please document all the
information presented by using the interface provided." The participant is also shown a
PowerPoint presentation Web pages 3 and 4 focus on the actual documentation task. The
participant is presented with a short textual description o f the documentation scenarios
(see section 7.4.1 Experiment Scenario for details). Web Page three presents the scenario
focussed on language aspects and web page four the scenario focussed on the matching
process. In the last page, the participant is asked a series o f standardized questions based
on SUS in regards to the usability aspects o f the tool. In addition, the subjective feedback
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question regarding application and logical consistency are placed in the same
questionnaire.

7.4.4

O ntology-based and Index-based 0M2R Editor

In this experiment, two purpose built OM2R editors were used. Table 25 provides an
overview of the functional differences o f both editors
Table 25 Overview o f the function provided by the OM2R editors
Function

Experiment Stage 1
Ontology-based Editor

Experiment Stage 2
Index-based Editor

Y es
Y es
Y es
Y es
No
Y es

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

Scenario display
A utom ated interface generation
Editing Workflow'*’*’
D ifferent view types for m eta-data
Single external help docum ent
H ighlighting o f com patible relations

In the following sections the two editors are discussed in more detail.
7.4.4.1

Ontology-based 0M 2R editor

Figure 33 shows a screen shot o f the ontology-based 0M 2R editor used in this
experiment. The individual interface items are labelled with numbers and are used in the
subsequent explanation.

No additional descriptive attributes can be attached directly to the meta-data field in an index based representation.
As such no workflow or compatible relations can be documented and used in the editor which is purely based on the
model.
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Figure 33 OM2R Editing Tool Screen shot
The first feature o f the ontology-based OM2R editor is the automatic generation o f the
editor interface based on the OM2R model. The editor displays the documentation
instructions (1) to the participants that define the scenario information which needs to be
documented. The relevant meta-data fields are extracted from the 0M 2R model
automatically and displayed in a text-based interface. The model defines the default name
o f each meta-data field element, and the sort order o f the meta-data fields in the interface
are based on a weighting number. The weighting numbers are descriptive fields linked to
each meta-data field and used to define an explicit editing work-flow for the editor. In
summary, the editor generates the interface as a view o f the OM2R model. The interface
provides the participants with the relevant objects o f interests (2) that the participant
needs to use in order to document an ontology mapping. In addition, the relevant meta
data fields (3) and suitable field options (4) are displayed, e.g. XM L/RDF, Turtle and so
on. The participant needs to tick the appropriate option to express that the meta-data field
content is relevant for the given scenario. For example the source ontology is expressed
in the notation XML/RDF.
The second feature o f the editor is the extensive help information made available to the
participant. The help information is based directly on the help documentation in the
0 M 2 R model. For each meta-data field and field selection option, the 0M 2R model
provides a default name, a list o f acronyms, a short textual definition as well as a URI as
a unique identifier (5) for each model element. The editor extracts this meta-data
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information from the 0 M 2 R model and presents the data to the participants as different
view types. Each view type is focussed on particular meta-data information and the
participant can freely choose between those view types. The following view types are
available: show only default names, show all acronyms, show all definitions, and show
unique identifier o f the relevant subjects. Figure 34 and 35 provides examples o f two
view types and their presentation in the tool.
1 S o u rce
O ntology
S ta r t O n to lo g y

N otation

P RDF/XML Syntax

E xchange
F o rm a t .S y n ta x .R e p re s e n ta tio n

R e s o u r c e D e s c n p tio r F ranrtew ork XML N o tatio n

r Turtle

S ty le

T e r s e RD F T n p le L a n g u a g e

TN3
N o ta tio n s

Figure 34 Example o f a default name view
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U nlike full N 3. T urtle d o e s n l g o b e y o n d R D F 's
g ra p h m o d e l

Figure 35 Example o f the meta-data view including definitions o f the elements
The third feature is that the tool recommends compatible relations (6). The OM2R
contains relations which define what field options are compatible to each other.

These

compatible relations are indicated by displaying using a dynamic blue highlighting. For
example if the participant selects the option for notation XML/RDF then the system
detects automatically from the meta ontology that the formal language RDF is compatible
and thus, both elements are highlighted blue.

7.4.4.2

Index-based 0M 2R editor

The index-based editor presents the scenario information to be used in the documentation
task to the participant. The layout is identical to the onto logy-based editor in order to
allow a comparison o f the results o f both experiment stages. The m eta-data fields are
extracted from the 0 M 2 R model automatically and displayed in a text based interface as
shown in figure 36. In a flat index structure no weighting information can be represented
for each field and therefore this interface shows the m eta-data fields as an alphabetically
ordered list.
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Please note the tool can be access online on:

http://ontologymappingdocumentation.com.escalade.mochahost.com/2012_experimentcf/
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Figure 36 Index-based OM2R Editing Tool
As there are no underlying relations representable between the meta-data fields in the
index-based structure, help information is not dynamically generated from the model.
Instead the participant is provided a link to a special page where all m eta-data fields and
the corresponding meta-data are listed (4). This mimics the common way in the Semantic
Web domain where help documentation for languages are provided on central resources,
e.g. RDF primer [RDF02]. The meta-data fields shown in this editor are listed in
alphabetical order as well (2-1-3). Figure 37 provides a screenshot o f a sample o f help
documentation used in the experiment.
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Documentation of the 0M 2R model
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Figure J 7 Index-based 0M 2R Editor - Help Documentation page
The 0M 2R model representation with an index style used in the experiment cannot
contain relations such as compatibility. However, in libraries it is not uncommon to
provide simple relations such as “see also” [Ba99]. This is a rather generic relation but
often used in back o f book indices. In this experiment this “see also” relation is used to
express the compatibility relation between meta-data fields. This is undertaken with the
intention to provide the participants with as much as possible o f the 0M 2R content
within the limitation o f the representation structure. More specifically, in the help
documentation, under each meta-data element all compatible relations are displayed as
“see also” relations.

7.5

Results o f Experiment

This section presents the experience profile o f the participants and presents the
application and logical consistency measurements gathered when the participants created
meta-data during the documentation o f ontology mapping tasks. The raw data for this
experiment can be found in the attached DVD in the folder C Experiment 3 Evaluation o f
the 0M 2R fo r consistency support.

7.5.1

Participant Experience Profile

Experiment 3 was conducted in 2 stages (ontology-based model and index-based model)
representation. In total 48 participants completed the first stage o f the experiment based
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on the ontology-based 0M 2R editor.'®^ 24 participants completed the second stage o f the
experiment with index-based OM 2R editor.'®* Note that there were 6 months between the
two stages and that some o f the same participants in stage 1 participated also in stage 2.
However, an exact ratio for the overlap cannot be provided as the participation was
anonymous.
In the first step o f each experiment stage the participants was asked about their
experience in ontology mapping. The histogram in Figure 38 shows the distribution o f the
individual experience levels in relation to the corresponding percentage of participants
for the ontology-based stage.
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Figure 38 Participant experience distributions fo r stage 1 - ontology-based
The diagram shows that the majority o f participants (54 %) had no experience in
ontology mapping at all. In addition, the participants were asked if they had documented
the lifecycle o f an ontology mapping before. 10 % o f the participants stated that they
have documented at least one ontology mapping and the majority (83 %) has never
performed such a task. 6 % o f the participants did not answer this question.
The histogram in figure 39 shows the distribution o f the individual experience levels for
the second experiment stage which is based on the index structure.

According to log files the experiment system was accessed 61 times. Five o f these accesses are linked to a test user
used to check if the experiment was accessible. These entries have been excluded from the result set.
Please note 26 users accessed the experiment web page and approved the experiment participation form. However,
they did not proceed beyond the tutorial page and provided no relevant experiment data. This means 92.3% o f the
users who accessed the experiment page actually documented some or all o f the experiment tasks. According to log
files one additional access was registered which is linked to a test account used to check if the experiment was
accessible. This entry is excluded from the result set.
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Figure 39 Participant experience distributions fo r stage 2 - index-based
Figure 39 shows that the majority o f participants (67 % o f 24 participants) stated that
they have at least some level o f experience in ontology mapping. In addition, the
participants were asked if they have documented the lifecycle o f an ontology mapping. 4
% o f the participants stated that they have documented at least one ontology mapping
lifecycle and the majority (92 %) has never performed such a task. 4 % o f the participants
did not answer this question.
This data shows that participants in each experiment stage had different levels o f
experience with ontology mappings and their documentation. This diversity is expected
as ontology mapping is a much specialised domain and still not a mainstream topic in the
world o f the Semantic Web [Shi 2]. Based on the difference in the experience level it can
be assumed that the documentation in terms o f completeness, correctness and
inconsistency is likely to be different between these groups. Thus support for creation of
consistent documentation is needed to support mapping reuse and discovery over time as
both groups will likely be participating in generating and using the meta-data in reality.
6 % for stage 1 and 4 % o f the participant did not select anything for their mapping
experience. It is unclear why but it can be assumed that the participant simply did not
know what ontology mapping was or simply had no experience at all.
Based on the categorisation outlined earlier, for analysis purposes, 40 % o f the
participants were assigned to the expert group and 60 % to novices for stage 1 o f the
experiment. The results from the mapping documentation undertaken by the members of
each group was used to investigate H2 in terms o f whether a higher level o f experience
with this domain has an impact on the achievement o f consistent m eta-data generation for

ontology mappings using the 0M 2R model. The second stage o f the experiment provides
a baseline to compare the consistency support offered by the model and as such the
participants are not grouped.

7.5.2

Application consistency of Meta-data created

The first focus of this experiment is on application consistency, which addresses the
question: are participants able to document the correct field options when compared to
the gold standard? Table 26 provides an overview of the mean of the recall for both
experiment stages. The experiment tool documented the meta-data field sections made by
the participants in CSV files. The data was then processed in excel to calculate the means
and precision based on the gold standard figures automatically. The excel table can be
found in folder C Experiment 3 of the DVD. The mean was chosen as a well-known
method to measure of the central tendency in the distribution o f application consistency.
This provides a summary number to compare the performance of both tools.
Table 26 Comparison o f mean precision and recall fo r application consistency
in experiment stage one and two
M etric

E xperim ent Stage 1 (ontology
based representation)

E xperim ent Stage
representation)

Mean recall

0.78

0.354

Mean precision

0.818

0.521

2

(index

based

Figure 40 and Figure 41 present the distribution o f the recall results across the
participants for the different tasks in both experiment stages related to measurement of
application consistency.
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Figure 40 and Figure 41 shows a high spread across the recall value range. For the
ontology-based structure more participants can be found on the right side with high recall
values and for the index structure to the left with low recall values.
Figure 42 and Figure 43 both show a high spread across the precision value range but for
the ontology-based structure more participants can be found on the right side and for the
index structure on the left. Both documentation tasks contain a set o f facts which were
intentionally formulated vaguely. Please see chapter 7.4.1 Experiment Scenario for
details.
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Tables 27 and 28 provide details of the distribution of the recall results across the
participants for both documentation tasks, but focusing on the results for the vaguely
formulated facts.
Table 2 7 Recall results fo r vague formulated facts fo r ontology’ language scenario

Number of vague
docum ent facts

P ercentage of Participants
Experiment S ta g e 2
Experiment S ta g e 1
Index based
Ontology based
representation
representation

0 out of 2
1 out of 2

8%
29 %

29%

71 %

2 out of 2

63 %

0%

Table 28 Recall results fo r vague form ulatedfacts fo r matching scenario

Number of vague
docum ent facts

P ercentage of Participants
Experiment S ta g e 1
Experiment S ta g e 2
Ontology based
Index based
representation
representation

0 out of 3+F 110
1 out of 3

7.5.3

15%

2 out of 3

15%
19%

3 out of 3

52%

74%
21 %
5%
0%

Logical consistency of meta-data created

The second aspect investigated in the experiment relates to logical consistency, which
focusses on the question; are participants able to document logically consistent relations
between the field options? Table 29 provides an overview of the mean o f the recall for
both experiment stages:
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Table 29 Mean Precision and recall fo r logical consistency
E xperim ent Stage 1
(ontology based structure)

E xperim ent Stage 2
(index based stru ctu re)

Mean recall

0.86

0.18

Mean precision

0.85

0.45

M etric

Figure 44 and figure 45 show a high spread across the recall value range o f the different
tasks for logical consistency.
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Both Figure 44 and figure 45 show a high spread across the recall value range but for the
ontology-based structure more participants can be found on the right side and for the
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index structure to the left particular for task 2 where more relations had to be documented
(10 in stage 2 compared to 3 in stage 1).
Figure 46 and 47 show the distribution o f the participants across the precision value range
o f the different tasks for logical consistency.
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Figure 46 and figure 47 show that the spread o f the distribution o f precision values is
high but for the ontology-based structure more participants can be found on the right side
and for the index structure on the left. A particularly strong left distribution can be found
in task 2 for the ontology structure based tool.

7.6

Usability results

For the first stage o f the experiment an ontology-based 0 M 2 R editor was used. An
average SUS score o f 65.1 out o f a maximum o f 100 was calculated for this stage. If the
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individual groups are considered an average SUS score o f 64.65 was identified for the
novice group and 66 for the expert group.
For the second experiment an index-based 0 M 2 R editor was used. A mean SUS score of
64.2 out o f 100 per participant was calculated. Please note for stage 1 only 18 out o f 24
participants completed the usability questionnaire. This is in contrast to stage 2 where 48
users completed the SUS questionnaire. Please note only in stage 1 o f the experiment the
participants were separated into individual groups.

7.7

Analysis

This section presents an analysis o f the experiment results with respect to the hypotheses.
First

the

metrics

are

compared

between

the

ontology-based

and

index-based

representation with respect to H I, namely that “The 0M 2R model can support
participants in creation o f more application and logically consistent documentation fo r
ontology mapping i f the model is structured as an ontology rather than an index-based
structure". Second, the participants are grouped based on their ontology mapping related
experience in order to test H2, namely “The OM2R model can offer similar support in the
creation o f application and logically consistent documentation fo r ontology mappings fo r
participants with high ontology mapping experience, as fo r those with lim ited ontology
mapping experience

7.7.1

H1: Application consistency - Impact of representation
structure

This section focusses on analysing the impact o f representation structure o f the 0 M 2R
model upon the application consistency o f the meta-data created by participants.
Table 26 in section 7.5.2 showed that the mean recall for ontology structure was 0.78 and
for index structure was 0.35. The table also showed that the mean precision was 0.818 for
ontology-based structure and 0.521 for the index structure.
The results show that the achieved mean recall for the ontology-based model was
considerably higher than the index-based model. If mean precision is also considered, a
similarly high performance o f the ontology-based model can be observed. The results
arising from the stage with the index-based structure indicate a high error rate. In contrast
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to the ontology-based model, a higher number o f participants achieved higher recall. This
suggests that ontology-based model representation can support the creation o f application
consistent meta-data in a much better way. Thus these results would suggest that an
ontology-based representation for the OM 2R model would be more suitable for mapping
retrieval applications, as the meta-data documentation created have been found to be
more accurate and complete.
In addition, it is helpftil to consider the distribution o f the recall values for application
consistency between experiment stage one and two. Figures 40 and 41 in section 7.5.2
show that the results o f the ontology-based model were centred more in the right area of
the distribution and the index-based model more in the left region. Thus, the distribution
shows that with the ontology-based editor more participants achieved a higher recall
value for the created meta-data. The opposite is the case for the editor using the indexbased representation o f the model. For example the figure 42 shows that 45 % o f the
participants using the ontology-based model achieved a recall o f 1.0, which means that
they documented all facts correctly. In contrast the highest level of recall (0.7-0.8) with
the index-based model was achieved by a mere 3 % o f the participants. A similar
distribution can be observed in the experiment results if the precision for application
consistency (shown in figure 42 and figure 42) is considered.
The distributions indicate that a difference exists between the levels o f application
consistency achieved by the different representations used for the OM2R model. To
verify the difference, it is necessary to check if the difference between both experiment
stages is statistically significant. For this purpose an unpaired two-tailed t-test was
calculated for each o f the precision and recall results for each documentation task.'*’^
Table 30 presents the results.

The t-test was selected as it is one o f the most commonly methods for testing a hypothesis on the basis o f a
difference between sample means [We 10a], The t-test can be used in this setup as it allows a comparison o f two
small sets o f quantitative data when samples are collected independently o f one another. Between the ontology based
and index based experiment no direct relationship can be identified as the experiment were conducted at different
points in time. Therefore a test for independent samples (unpaired) is suitable.
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Table 30 t-tests fo r recall and precision difference between ontology-based and index
based stage or application consistency
Task

Ontology
language
scenario
Matching
process
scenario

Recall
Precision
Recall
Precision

Mean for
Ontologybased
Model

Mean for
index-based
Model

0.815969

0.374988

0.826833
0.743063
0.809370

0.544446
0.333325
0.402783

-

P-value (a = 0.05)

Statistical
Significance

T = 7.7969, p <0.0001 " “,p <
a
T = 4.3918, p< 0.0001,p< a
T = 5.7756, p< 0.0001,p< a
T = 6.4455,p<0.0001,p<a

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The data in the table indicate that there is a strong statistical significance difference
between the recall and the precision metrics between both models representations for
each o f the tasks. This provides further confidence that the ontology-based representation
o f the 0M 2R model may better support creation o f application consistent meta-data and
that the variations in the observed measurements is not pure chance (error factor 0.05 %).
In addition, some facts were intentionally vaguely formulated with the goal to drive the
participant to use the provided help documentation. Table 31 presents a comparison of
the mean recall metric o f the total experiment with only data that included the meta-data
fields with vague instructions.' ' '
Table 31 Recall results fo r vaguely form ulated instructions
Metric
Ontology language scenario- Mean recall
for vague instructions
Matching process scenario- Mean recall for
vague instructions

Experiment Stage 1
(ontology structure)
0.775

Experiment Stage 2
(index structure)
0.146

0.685

0.11

For both tasks the recall and precision metrics are considerably lower when an indexbased model structure was used. A possible explanation is the limited functionality
offered by the index-based 0 M 2 R editor, as simply not all information available in the
0 M 2 R model could be represented.

To be more precise p = 1.59280339124E-12.
The first documentation task contained two mcta-data fields with vague instructions and the second task four meta
data fields.
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The index-based 0 M 2 R model shows only the default name. All other information can
only be found in a single external help documentation page. In contrast the ontologybased tool is able to provide different views o f help data and as such makes accessing the
documentation easier and faster.
However, it should be noted that it is difficult to draw a general conclusion from such
comparisons, as the participant was given a set o f plain text instructions in a lab
environment in both experiments.

7.7.2

H1: Logical Consistency - Impact of representation structure

In this section the analysis o f the achieved level o f logical consistency is presented.
Logical consistency addresses the ability to support the documentation o f an ontology
mapping whilst avoiding inconsistent statements. Table 32 provides a side by side
comparison o f the mean overall metrics for both experiment stages.

Table 32 Mean precision and recall fo r logical consistency
fo r experiment stage one and two
M etric

E xperim ent Stage 1
(ontology based representation)

E xperim ent Stage 2
(index based representation)

Mean recall

0.86

0.18

Mean precision

0.85

0.45

The table shows that the recall values achieved are considerably lower when an indexbased ontology structure is used in the experiment. A similar picture can be observed for
precision but the low achievement is not as great as with the recall. These results show
that participants in stage 2 with the index-based editor had considerable difficulties to
document logically compatible meta-data combinations, in fact on average only 1 out o f 5
o f the expected compatible relations were documented. This represents a very high error
rate, with the documentation o f an ontology mapping containing incompatible or
contradicting relations between meta-data field selections.
One o f the reasons for the positive result for the ontology-based representation is that the
corresponding 0 M 2 R editor is able to provide active support for participants to avoid
inconsistent statements in the form o f visually highlighting o f compatible field data
combination. This dynamic assistance is a help for participants as they can identify
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compatible relations easier. In contrast, with the index-based editor those relationships
are only available in help text document as plain text. In addition, due to the limitations
o f the index structure this relation is expressed as a generic “see also” relation. Thus, it is
not clear to the participant that the field content is compatible to another. It indicates
some kind o f relationship but o f an unknown nature. However, even a flat index file can
be used to highlight relevant information if a specific software tool or implementation is
used. The advantage o f the ontology-based model is that the information needed is
semantically embedded in the model and not hidden in a specific software code. With
such an explicit representation inside the model itself the help information can be
maintained and shared more easily. Overall this shows that the OM2R can be used to
build suitable tools to assist participants in the creation o f consistent documentation with
self-describing meta-data structures.
A next step is to identify whether there is a statistical significance difference between the
mean precision and mean recall values gathered with respect to logical consistency. For
this purpose an unpaired two-tailed t-test was calculated for the mean precision and recall
results for each documentation task. Table 33 shows the results.

Table S3 Unpaired two-tailed t-tests fo r recall and precision difference between
experiment stage one and two fo r logical consistency
Test
Subject

Ontology
language
scenario
Matching
process
scenario

Recall
Precision
Recall
Precision

Mean for
Ontologybased
representation
0.895838

Mean for
index- based
representation

P-value (a = 0.05)

Statistical
Significance

0.3333

Yes

0.830560

0.402783

0.825000

0.031579

0.870283

0.491226

T = 7.9620, p <0.0001
p<a
T = 6.5760, p<0.0001, p
<a
T = 10.2991, p<0.0001,p
<a
T = 4.7722, p<0.0001,p
<a

Yes
Yes
Yes

The data in the table indicates that there is a strong statistical significant difference
between the recall and the precision metrics between the two model representations used
in task 1 and task 2. This data supports the claim that an ontology-based 0 M 2 R model is

To be more precise p = 8.58411657276E-12
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better able to support the creation o f logical consistent documentation, than an indexbased structure.
It is worth noting that mean recall for task 1 is 0.3333 but for task 2 it is considerably
lower at 0.03. In task 1, the participant had to document only 3 relations with a focus on
relatively known language related aspects (notation vs. formal language). Task 2 is far
more complex and contained 6 relations. The focus was on matching which is also a less
known topic. This is a possible explanation as to why a higher recall and more correct
documented facts was achieved in task 1, compared to task 2 where therefore more errors
are expected.

7.7.3

H2: Application Consistency - Support for Novice and Experts

In this section an analysis o f achieved level o f application consistency for the different
participant groups is presented. To identify any statistical significance difference between
the application consistency results o f the expert and novice group, an unpaired two-tailed
t-test was undertaken. The tests are based on the precision and recall results for each
documentation task using the ontology-based representation. Table 34 displays the mean
results for both groups.

Table 34 t-tests fo r recall and precision difference between novice and experts per task
fo r application consistency fo r experiment stage one

Recall
Precision

M ean for
E xperts
0.82
0.76

M ean for
Novices
0.82
0.87

T = 0.0041, p = 0.9967 > a
T = 1.7015, p = 0.0956 > a

Statistical
Significance
NOT ONE
NOT ONE

Recall
Precision

0.75
0.82

0.74
0.8

T = 0.2074, p = 0.8366 > a
T = 0.3379, p = 0.7371 > a

NOT ONE
NOT ONE

Test Subject
Ontology
language
scenario
Matching
process
scenario

P-value (a = 0.05)

These results indicate that there is no statistical significant difference between the mean
recall and the mean precision values for experts and novices both in task 1 and in task 2.
Please note the difference between the precision reached by experts and novices for task
1 is slightly higher but still not statistically significant enough for an alpha o f 0.05.
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The

data provides evidence that the ontology-based representation o f the 0M 2R model may

Since the p-value is 0.0956, i.e. greater than 0.05, it can be concluded that there is no difference between the means.
To say that there is a difference is taking a 9.56 % risk o f being wrong.
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equally support experts and novices to create application consistent meta-data. However,
it is difficult to draw a general conclusion fi'om these results as the participants were
given clear instructions in a lab environment. As discussed earlier in order to mitigate this
effect, the provided instructions for some fields were intentionally vague, and so it is
worth focusing on the results related to those fields in particular. ''''
Table 35 provides a comparison o f the mean recall values o f the total experiment
focussed only on the meta-data fields with vague instructions.
Table 35 Recall results fo r vague form ulated instructions
M etric

T otal P articipants

E xpert
p articipants

Novice

Average recall

0.78

0.785

0.776

Ontology language scenario - Mean recall for
vague instructions

0.775

0.79

0.76

Matching process scenario - Mean recall for
vague instructions

0.685

0.65

0.72

For task 2 the recall for both groups is lower (experts 0.65 and novices 0.72) than the
overall average for experiment stage one. These lower results are likely as a result o f the
increased level o f difficulty involved in completing the meta-data fields. Why the experts
have such low recall for task 2 in comparison to the novice at this stage is not clear.
This aspect o f the experiment perhaps reflects a more realistic scenario, as in real life
instruction or available information will most likely be vague. Thus this data can also be
considered to provide additional evidence in support o f HI hypothesis that the ontologybased 0M 2R model can better support participants in creating consistent meta-data
documentation o f mappings.

7.7.4

H2: Logical Consistency - Support for Novice and Experts

In this section the support for logical consistency is considered. To identify any statistical
significant difference between the logical consistencies result o f the expert and novice
group unpaired two-tailed t-tests were calculated. The tests are based on the precision and

'

The first documentation task contained two meta-data fields with vague instructions and the second task four meta
data field.
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recall results for each documentation task (language and mapping) for the ontology-based
representation stage o f the experiment. Table 36 presents the results.

Table 36 Unpaired two-tailed t-testsfor recall and precision difference between novice
and experts per task fo r logic consistency fo r experiment stage one

Recall
Precision

Mean for
Experts
0.98
0.84

Mean for
Novices
0.84
0.83

T = 1.6428, p = 0.1072 > a
T = 0.0951, p = 0.9247 > a

Statistical
Significance
NOT ONE
NOT ONE

Recall
Precision

0.84
0.88

0.8
0.86

T = 0.1978, p = 0.8441 > a
T = 0.2032, p = 0.8399 > a

NOT ONE
NOT ONE

Test Subject
O ntology
language
scenario
M atching
process
scenario

P-value (a = 0.05)

The data indicates that there is no statistical significant difference between the recall and
the precision metrics for experts and novices in task 1 and task 2. Please note the
difference between the precision reached by experts and novices for task 1 is slightly
higher but still not statistically significant enough for alpha = 0.05. As a result the data
indicates that the ontology-based 0 M 2R model is able to support experts and novices in
creating logical consistent documentation on a similar level.

7.7.5

Application and Logical Consistency - subjective participant
feedback

Another aspect o f the experiment was the subjective questionnaire where participants had
to share their opinion on the support for application and logical consistency the model
can offer.
In a first step the participants had to agree (5) or disagree 0) with the statement that the
model can support the creation o f application consistent documentation. The ontologybased model received a mean o f 3.6 and the index-based model received a rating o f 3.1.
Both ratings suggest that the majority o f participants tended to agree with the statement.
The similar high rating for both model representations is not unexpected as an indexbased presentation is a very common way to access m eta-data models and most people
would be familiar with such structures and know it strengths. The lower level o f approval
o f 3.1, compared to 3.6 in the experiment stage one, provides some evidence to support
the claim that an ontology-based approach can provide a better support for application
consistency.
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Naturally these subjective ratings need to be considered with caution as the participants
have no prior knowledge o f the 0 M 2 R model itself, and were introduced to the model for
the first time in the experiment. In addition, the experiment is strictly controlled and the
participants are provided with a model editor which allows very little freedom in its use.
In short the experiment is limited to meta-data documentation following a fixed, tighdy
controlled set o f instructions. An application o f the model in a real life scenario may
produce a different result as naturally not all information needed during such a task is
always available and typically the documentation scenario would not be as clear as in this
experiment.
In the second step participants have been asked to agree (5) or disagree (0) to the
statement that the model can support the creation o f logically consistent documentation.
Across all participants the mean o f the answers was 3.25 out o f a maximum o f 4 for the
index-based representation in experiment stage two. In contrast the mean o f the answers
was 3.8 for the ontology-based representation in experiment stage one. The visual
highlighting is a simple to use feature and makes creation o f logical consistent
documentation very easy. This might explain the slightly higher confidence rating in the
experiment stage one where this feature was available. The lower level o f approval in the
experiment stage two provides some evidence to support the claim that an onto logy-based
approach can provide a better support for logical consistency. However, again the weight
o f this evidence is low, given that as discussed earlier the num ber o f participants is low in
the second stage o f the experiment (24 compared to 48).
Overall the questionnaire in this experiment showed that the participants agree that an
ontology-based model can better support the creation o f meta-data that is logical
consistent, than an index-based model representation.

7.7.6

U sability

The usability results cannot be interpreted in isolation as the tools used are customObuilt
for this experiment. The results show that the users perceived the usability aspects o f the
ontology-based tool slightly higher than the index-based tool. Both experiment tools use
the same layout and design. However, the ontology-based tool used the information
stored to provide more sophisticated and useful editing features (65.1 vs 64.65 out o f
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100). This indicates that in average the users considered the ontology-based editor
slightly more user friendly than the index-based tool. As the difference is very small (0.9
points out o f 100) a general conclusion cannot be drawn. This leads to the question as to
how this SUS result can be compared to the meta-data system.
According to a study in 2011

a SUS o f 68 is considered average and as such both tools

received a SUS below average. If those SUS scores are compared to the result o f two
other semantic mapping tools (73 for CoGZ and 46 for PROM PT [Fa09]) it can be
observed that they are placed in the middle o f the field. Compared to the SUS score for
CoGZ the results are lower.
This insight is not a surprise as the tool was from a usability aspect, very basic and
provided only few functions. The design, colour schema and implementation were
focussed on the functions rather than on everyday usage. Despite the low sample size the
SUS result collected in both experiments can be interpreted as a positive signal. It
provides some evidences that even a simple and basic tool can enable an intuitive access
to the model. However, overall the SUS does not provide sufficient evidence to judge if
an ontology-based or index-based model representation is more user friendly. This seems
to depend on the actual implementation more than the model used.

7.8

Conclusion

This experiment provides evidence towards the stated hypothesis 1 that support for the
creation o f consistent meta-data documentation is better if the 0 M 2 R model is expressed
using an ontology rather than an index-based structure. It is worth highlighting that in this
experiment the ontology-based 0 M 2 R provided a considerably superior support for
logical consistency, with a mean recall being recorded o f 0.18 for an index-based
representation, compared to a 0.86 for an ontology-based representation.
The subjective questionnaire supports this claim as participants largely agree with the
statement that using 0M 2R will support creation o f application and logically consistent

See http://www.measuringusability.com /sus.php for full details
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m eta-data o f mappings.” ^ However, the actual outcome o f the documentation process is
barely logical consistent according to the gold standard. This represents a discrepancy
which reinforces the general challenge o f using complex and interlinked documentation
models [Ed07], Generally documentation can offer users information about the meta-data
fields and their application, but as the state o f the art study in section 3.2 has shown, users
are usually left without support when it comes to logical consistency. This can lead to the
observed subjective overrated confidence as a user has typically no way to validate his
results with regards to logical consistency. This experiment shows however that the
benefits o f an ontology-based OM 2R model that supports a manual and automated logical
validation o f meta-data, can improve the overall consistency level o f the mapping
documentation.
The experiment could not identify any significant differences in the support for the
creation o f consistent documentation between experienced and novice users. This
provides some evidence to confirm H2 in terms o f that 0 M 2 R model may support real
life applications, where users with diverse experience levels are expected.
A limitation of this experiment is that it is based on two custom -built editing tools which
could bias the results. For example, the users had no freedom in terms o f editing
workflow, access to the full 0M 2R model or a choice o f a more appropriate editing tool.
For example, a user might have navigated the instance o f the 0 M 2 R model better in a
dedicated ontology editor such as Protege. However, the general lack o f specialised
mapping tools with a focus on documentation made these developments unavoidable in
order to offer the user at least a basic interface to use the model. The custom-built tools
allow experts but also novice users to use the 0 M 2R by focusing on the model content
and remove the challenge to create a valid notation manually. To further mitigate this
impact, a simple and straight forward design was chosen for both tools to put again the
emphasis on the model fields and to allow a comparison o f the results.
In the experiment the ontology-based editor could offer a 2.2 time better recall for
application consistency and 4.6 time better recall for logical consistency compared to an
'

For example experiment stage 1 (section 5.5) users show a high level o f confidence (3.25 out o f a max o f 4) that the
model can support logical consistency.
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index-based representation o f the model. This was achieved utilizing the available
semantic information but the offered functionalities (e.g. different view types and active
highlighting o f options) are only an example o f how such information can be presented.
Other more sophisticated ways are feasible as to how the expressive information can be
made available to users to assist them in the documentation process. For example, a graph
based visualisation to highlight the relationships between all elements, automated
completion o f search terms and so on.
The second limitation o f this experiment is the controlled setup and scenario. These were
intentionally documented in a complete manner in order to allow the application o f a gold
standard. However, an application o f the model in a real life scenario might produce a
different result as naturally not all details about the ontology mapping lifecycle and in
particular

the

involved

matching

algorithms

are

available.

Furthermore,

the

documentation scenario would most likely not be as clear as in the experiment. The
vaguely formulated facts in the task descriptions were used to mitigate this limitation o f a
controlled experiment and to make it more challenging for the user. 20 % o f each task
were deliberately formulated vaguely. The recall results in both tasks show that an
ontology-based representation provided better results. For example with the ontologybased model a mean o f 1.54 correct formulated facts were achieved out o f 2 compared to
0.29 for the index-based model. However, more detailed studies are necessary to identify
if the user actually used the offered meta-data or rather used, for example, external
resources.
In order to investigate the application o f the 0 M 2 R model in more realistic scenarios,
two practical use-case studies were undertaken and are presented in the following chapter
8 and 9.
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8

Case Study - 0M2R for OAEI

The Ontology Alignment Initiative (OAEI) conducts annual evaluation campaigns of
ontology matching methods [E u llb ]. This section presents a case study which
investigates how the 0 M 2 R can be applied beneficially for the publication o f meta-data
o f m atching challenges in the OAEI. The chapter contains an introduction, the
m ethodology used and an analysis o f the meta-data used by the OAEI and how the
0 M 2 R model could be applied.

8.1

Introduction

In recent years the number o f methods that are being proposed for matching (in this
domain often referred to as alignment) [Eu07] o f ontologies have increased considerably
[M a i2, S h i2]. This creates the need to establish a consensus on the evaluation o f these
methods [S h i2]. The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) [E u lla ]
organizes campaigns to evaluate ontology matching methods every year. The OAEI
offers different matching challenges which provide a collection o f ontologies and
reference ontology m atchings."’ These enable a comprehensive evaluation o f the tools
and algorithms in a controlled environment. These challenges and the reference ontology
matchings evolve from year to year to provide a more effective test environment [Eul la,
E u llb ]. The OAEI represents one o f the few organisations which have an immediate
need to retrieve, analyse and manage ontology matchings in high detail and on a large
scale over tim e."* It can be argued that the OAEI applies reuse o f ontology matchings as
they are used by different participants for different challenges in multiple test rounds over
the years.
This motivates the need for suitable meta-data to document the offered reference
ontology matchings, so as to assist OAEI organisers in managing changes, the
participants in understanding the challenge details and third party researchers in
analysing the results. Currently the OAEI does not use any structured m eta-data model to
For example in 2012 the OAEI provided seven distinct challenges. Each challenge contains up to 58 individual
alignment tasks [Eul lb],
"* The first OAEI challenge was conducted in 2004.
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document the lifecycle details o f ontology matchings. Section 7.8 has shown evidence
that the 0 M 2 R can be used to document the ontology matchings consistently and as such
assist retrieval and mapping reuse.

This leads to the main question for this case study:

Can the 0M2R model be applied fo r the OAEl beneficially to document
alignment challenges consistently to support online consumption, retrieval and
further analysis?
This case study will provide some quantification on the likely benefits in terms o f helping
challenge administrators and participants

consistently create annotated challenge

documentation and ontology matching results that are explicit and easy to interpret. The
case study described here was first published in the 7th International W orkshop on
Ontology Matching (OM-2012) [Thl2], The following section outlines the methodology
used.

8.2

Methodology

[E u llb ] states the goal o f the OAEI as “assessing strengths and weaknesses o f
alignment/matching

systems;

comparing

performance

of

techniques;

increase

communication among algorithm developers” . To achieve this goal the various
stakeholders in this domain have different requirements regarding the documentation of
alignment challenges. Table 37 provides an overview o f these which can provide insight
into the requirements for meta-data [E u lla ],

0M 2R has a wider scope as it focuses on mappings but the OAEl is limited to alignments [FelO], In our
terminology alignments are machine-generated correspondence candidates. These represent an essential step in the
creation o f m appings that are confirmed correspondences created in the mapping phase. Thus the 0 M 2R covers the
documentation o f alignments and therefore can be applied to the OAEl domain.
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Table 37 Overview o f the OAEI stakeholder activity
O A E I S ta k e h o ld e rs
OA EI Event O rganizer
O A EI C hallenge O rganizer

C hallenge Participants

third Party Research

A ctivity
This group is responsible for the overall m anagem ent o f the
events, the subm issions and the result publication every year.
T hey m aintain the individual challenges by creating and
docum enting the specific alignm ent tasks and reference
alignm ent files.
This group uses their m atching m ethod to com plete the
individual alignm ent task. They subm it their results as
alignm ent files or since 2011 as application bundles.
They utilise the published alignm ent results and m etrics to
learn m ore about the m atching m ethod, their effectiveness and
evolving trends.

The overview shows that the focus o f the OAEI organizers and participants is on the
effective onhne pubhcation o f the relevant challenge details and the change management
o f the ontology matchings [Eu08]. The interest o f third party researchers is on support for
retrieval and analysis o f the reference and submitted ontology matchings. To allow for
adequate measurements and identification o f trends [B u lla ] it is vital that they know
precisely how each challenge was conducted and what matching algorithms were applied.
This results in a need for a detailed and consistent documentation o f the ontology
matchings across all stages o f the matching lifecycle. Based on these stakeholder
requirements, two evaluation dimensions for this case study are defined by the author o f
this thesis”
The first dimension the characteristic of the meta-data model (D l) is evaluated. This
includes the number o f supported meta-data field s which provides an indication o f the
complexity o f the model. Furthermore, the representation concept fo r the meta-data is
discussed which can range from an unstructured text based approach to an explicit
structured meta-data model.
The second dimension focusses on the meta-data support for the creation o f consistent
documentation (D2). This is difficult to measure and compare as it can be conceptual,
tool or process based. In order to guide the comparison this case study will be limited to
aspects relevant fo r application consistency which relates to the correctness and
completeness o f the documentation. In addition, aspects fo r logical consistency are
discussed which relate to the avoidance o f inconsistent statements in documentation.
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To allow such an evaluation, the analysis will focus upon specific individual available
meta-data fields in detail. The core interest of the 0M 2R model is the discovery of
matchings and the use of matchings over time. This is reflected in the scope for this
experiment. More specifically, the following meta-data fields will be evaluated as they
have been identified in previous experiments (see chapter 7) as relevant for mapping
retrieval and re-use: ontology names, descriptions, unique identifier, ontology language
and change management details.
This study will be based on the analysis of one representative alignment challenge in
order to allow a detailed evaluation of the meta-data supported by the OAEI. The selected
challenge needs to be documented extensively to allow the identification of offered meta
data fields and the documentation. It should have also been used in previous OAEI
initiative to be able to consider changes over time.
In the recent OAEI challenge of 2012 the following alignment challenges (so called data
sets) were offered; Benchmark, Anatomy, Conference, Multifarm, Library, Large
Biomedical Ontologies, Instance matching [Eul lb]. If the previous four OAEI evaluation
rounds (covering the years 2012, 2011.5, 2011, 2010) are considered, only the following
challenges have been used in all four rounds: Benchmark, Anatomy and Conference. If
the available documentation for these three challenges for the 2012 round are compared,
it can be noted that the webpage for the benchmark challenge contains the most detailed
documentation.'^® As a result the Benchmark alignment challenge offers the highest
amount o f information with historic application.'^' The author of this thesis selected this
challenge as it provided the most insight. A copy o f the web page which documents the
Benchmark challenge can be found in this thesis DVD in the folder F OAEI Case Study.

The amount o f information offered for each challenge is determined by the word count o f the docum enting web
page. The benchmark web page contains 3505 words compared to 702 for the anatomy 702 and 544 for the
conference challenge. Please note the benchmark challenge o f 2013 will not be considered as it was considerable
reduce in complexity to only 2 challenges. Thus it provides considerably reduced insights into m eta-data use.
Please see for details: http://oaei.ontologym atching.org/20l2/benchm arks/index.html.
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8.3

Data - Current OAEI Approach

This section discusses the evaluation dimensions for the current meta-data approach used
by the OAEI.
8.3.1

D1 - Characteristic of the meta-data model used by the OAEI

Since 2004 the OAEI has defined that each alignment challenge is to document a single
web page to provide the scaffolding needed for participants [E ullb], The page must
include a short textual description of the dataset and evaluation modalities. An evaluation
o f the select challenge of OAEI 2012 [Eul2b] showed that the majority of information is
provided as unstnictured text segments and lists on the HTML page. Only few reference
ontologies provide embedded meta-data information themselves. The web page per
challenge task represents the main source for meta-data for participants and analysts. It
can be observed that the OAEI does not utilise any structured meta-data model but rather
a text based ad hoc documentation which varies in structure and content between the
different challenges (see 8.2 section for details).
In the example of the OAEI “Benchmark” challenge, 12 specific meta-data elements can
be identified.

Table 38 provides an overview o f these fields. The column

“Representation” indicates if the field is presented in an explicit field (e.g. embedded in
the addressed ontology) or mentioned in the text segments only. The column also shows
if the information is available for all (A) all ontologies, or only for some (S).
Table 38 Overview o f the OAEI stakeholder activity
Reorcseatatten

M eta -D a ta Tield
N am e o f ontologies

Text (A) Field (S)

D escription o f ontologies
Location o f ontology
Creation date
U nique identifier for ontologies
C om plexity o f the ontology
Design o f the ontologies
N otation o f Ontologies
Formal Language o f Ontologies
C reator
M atching Location
Formal Language o f the M atching
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Text (S) Field (S)
T e x t(A )
Field (S)
Field (A)
T e x t(S )
T e x t(S )
T e x t(S )
T e x t(S )
T e x t(S )
Field (S)
T e x t(A )
T est (S)

This table shows that the coverage of ontology mapping lifecycle details is low as the
current meta-data focusses primarily on ontology identification, with only one field
provided for the matching phase.
8.3.2

D2 - Support for creation of consistency documentation in the OAEI

To gain an insight into the current support for creation o f consistent meta-data
documentation, it is helpful to focus on individual meta-data fields deemed relevant for
retrieval and mapping reuse. For example, to participate in a challenge a user needs to
identify the addressed ontologies. The Benchmark web page offers a brief textual
description for this purpose. In it the source ontology is referred to with different names
such as “reference ontology”, “bibliographic ontology” but also in the task section as
“test”. The web page lists 58 specific alignment tasks where the target ontology is
specified. Please see in table 39 two examples displayed for such individual task
descriptions [Eul lb]:
104) C o n c e p t t e s t: L a n g u a g e restriction - This te s t c o m p a re s th e ontology with its restriction in OWL Lite
(w h ere u n av ailab le c o n strain ts ... O ntology : [RDF/XML] [HTML] A lig n m e n t: [RDF/XML]
201 [-2-4-6-8]) S y s te m a tic : No n a m e s - E ac h label or identifier is re p la ce d by a ra n d o m o n e . O ntology :
fRDF/XML] [HTML] A lig n m e n t: fRDF/XML] [HTML]_________________________________________________________

Table 39 Alignment Task Description o f the Benchmark Challenge
It can be noted that the amount of descriptive information for the target ontologies is not
consistent for each task, e.g. see example for test 104 vs. 201. It can be observed the tasks
listed on the lower sections of the web page contain less information than on the top.
Only 25 % of the target ontologies provided in this challenge have meta-data embedded
in their source code, e.g. <dc:description>, <rdfs:label> for task 225. It can also be
observed that such embedded information cannot be found in all target ontologies, e.g.
such information is missing for task 250 and 303.
Human names are a dominant key for identification, but in the Semantic World an
unambiguous identifier for ontologies is essential to allow automated processing. In the
challenge the base url o f each ontology is used for this purpose which is unique for each
challenge and each data set, e.g. <rdf:RDF xml:base="http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
2012/ benchmarks/ 250/onto.rdf#"> for task 250. Until 2010 the web page claims the
same ontology was used for this dataset. However, contradicting this assertion is that
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each o f the ontologies has a unique identifier and is therefore from the perspective of
automated process potentially different.
Language related information o f the addressed ontologies is also crucial for processing
and compatibility issues o f matching tools [Shi 2]. The OAEI provides information about
notation and the formal language in text form on the challenge web page. For example
the web page states that the reference ontology is available in RDF/XML. The formal
language is mentioned in the text but not consistently and in some cases missing, e.g. see
description for alignment task 236.
Information about the changes to reference ontologies is particularly relevant for
performance evaluation over time as they can bias the results. The OAEl provides only
brief and unspecific textual references for such changes. For example, in 2011 the
challenge web page states that the reference ontology for the benchmark data set has been
altered and “it no longer the very same dataset that has been used from 2004 to 2010”
[Eul lb]. No further details are provided.
Not one o f the 58 ontology matchings in the benchmark challenge provides any
information about the method or tool used to generate them. Even the standard field
defined in the applied alignment format which could refer to a class is not used in OAEI
2012 benchmark.
With regards to application consistency, it can be observed that no formal or structured
meta-data model is used by the OAEI. As the above examples demonstrate, the resulting
documentation is inconsistent (e.g. different names are used) and not detailed (e.g.
missing change details) in terms o f lifecycle coverage. The missing formal meta-data
model makes it very hard to apply tools for automated checks for logical consistency. In
addition, the existing contradicting statements in the documentation are a further obstacle
to logical consistency.
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8.4

Analysis - Application of the OM2R for the OAEI

This section discusses how the 0 M 2 R meta-data model can be applied for the OAEI.

8.4.1

D1: Characteristic of the meta-data model of the OM2R applied
for the OAEI

The primary focus o f the OAEI is on online consumption by humans as the majority of
meta-data are presented in text form and tables. In contrast to the OAEI, the 0 M 2 R
model is designed with retrieval and automated processing in mind. The 0 M 2R model is
expressed as an ontology and therefore all m eta-data information is stored as explicit and
meaningful triples, e.g. om2;source_ontology hasNotaton rdf/xml = object o f interest typed relation - meta-data field option. In addition, the current documentation used by the
OAEI is limited to document the details on individual alignment challenges. This is well
suited for challenge participants but limits the view for third party researchers and
organizers. The benefit o f the 0M 2R model is that multiple alignments can be
documented in one 0 M 2 R model instance. This is particularly relevant for challenges
such as Benchmark which are designed to be stable over time but underwent some
change over time which can be clearly documented in the 0M 2R .
Table 40 provides a comparison o f all meta-data supported in the OAEI and the OM2R
model. The fields used are limited to the identification, characterisation and matching
phases as these lead up to the creation o f alignments which are the focus o f the OAEI.

The table shows which fields are provided by the OAEI and the corresponding fields in the OM2R. The column
“OAEI Fields” indicates if the meta-data related information is presented by the OAEI in an explicit field (e.g.
embedded in the ontology) or was mentioned in an unstructured text segment. The column also tells i f the
information is available for all (A) addressed target and source ontologies or only for some (S).
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Table 40 Comparison o f 0M 2R meta-data fields with those provided by the OAEl
M eta -D a ta field
Name o f ontologies
Description o f ontologies
Location o f ontology
Creation date
Unique identifier for ontologies
Ontology version
Complexity o f the ontology
Design o f the ontologies
Notation o f ontologies
Formal language o f ontologies
Creator
M atching location
Formal language o f the matching
Notation o f the m atching
M atching m ethod
M atching tool
M atching algorithm

Algorithm is based on
Applied threshold
M atching scopc
M atching requirements

O A E l F ields
Text (A )
Field (S)
Text (S)
Field (S)
T e x t(A )
Field (S)
Field (A)
M issing
Text (S)
Text (S)
T e x t(S )
Text (S)
T e x t(S )
Field CS)
Text (A)
Test (S)
M issing
M issing
M issing
M issing

M issing
M issing
M issing
M issing

O M 2 R - M eta -D a ta Fields
SourceO ntology :0m 2r:hum an_readable_nam e;
“ Biology Top Level O ntology”
Om2r:description
O m 2r:hasLocation (type url)
O m 2r:hasCreationD ate (type date)
O m 2r:hasldentifier
O m 2r;hasV ersion (URJ)
Om 2r:hasClassC ount 73, hasInstanceC ount 3, hasPropertyC lass 3
O m 2r:hasD esign om 2r:deep hierarchy.
O m 2r:hasN otation RD F/XM L
O m 2r:hasForm alLanauge OW L
O M 2r:C reator
M atching O m 2r:hasLocation: w w w (URL)
O m 2r;hasform alM atchingLanguage: EDOAL
Om2: hasN otation: RDF/XM L.
O m 2r:hasM ethod (m anual, autom atic, mixed)
O m2r:isTool A lignm entServer
Algorithm :encodedIn: Java,
Algorithm ihasJavaClass: org.stringCom p,
Algorithm :hasSource: freecode.org/a.zip
O m 2r:isB asedO n rdfs:label, rdfsxlass
O m 2r:has A pplied Threshold
O m 2r:hasScope (com plete or partial*
O m 2r:hasM atchR equirem ents (text)

This table shows that the OM 2R model provides a more detailed meta-data model with a
wide range o f explicit meta-data fields to document the matching lifecycle. More
specifically, the OM2R supports 25 explicitly expressed meta-data fields in contrast to
only 12 mostly unstructured meta-data elements in the OAEl.

8.4.2

D2: Support for creation of consistency documentation with
the 0M2R in the OAEl

With regards to application consistency the advantage o f the 0 M 2 R model is the
ontology template which provides the explicit meta-data fields but also specific field
content options which a user can select during the editing process. This can make the
creation o f documentation o f mappings easier and potentially more correct as users can
simply select from the given options. Furthermore, in contrast to the OAEl approach each
0 M 2 R meta-data field is linked to a definition which helps users easily understand the
intended meaning o f the individual fields [Fu93, Ba99]. This helps OAEl participants but
also third party researchers to understand the given documentation over time. The 0M 2 R
is expressed as an ontology and can therefore be extended in a flexible manner to
accommodate new matching methods. This is particularly vital for the OAEl w hose very
purpose is to showcase new matching methods every year.
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The OAEI offers no support for logical consistency in their documentation. The 0M 2R
can help as it contains explicit relations between the given field options in the model, e.g.
compatible relation between language and notation. Such a rich structure can be used by
tools to recommend compatible combinations of meta-data fields. The 0M 2R model is
formally detailed in a machine-interpretable notation such as OWL. This allows the
potential for reasoning and as such for automated logical consistency check and re-use of
alignments for other purposes in the future [FelO, Brl2].
The use o f human generated names and inconsistent descriptions for ontologies in the
OAEI are suitable for online consumption by users. However, a more consistent approach
is needed to support automated mapping retrieval, analysis and processing. The 0M 2R
model addresses this by providing the explicit fields Ontology Name and Ontology’
Description field. Thanks to the ontology based representation additional meta-data can
be expressed easily and meaningful if needed. For example, hasAlternativeName and
hasNaturalLanguage "German
To help users in interpreting and reusing the provided resources, more explicit
information can be helpful. For example reasoning can only be applied to OWL DL and
not OWL Lite, thus stating the language as OWL would be too broad. The 0M 2R model
addresses this issue with the fields Ontology Formal Language. As there are a number of
such

languages

this

field

specifies

the

language,

e.g.

:hasFormal Language:

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl. In case of OWL it is important to specify the
sublanguage, too e.g. :subLanguage: OWL-DL using Ontology Notation. Beside the
ontology language, the specific exchange notation used to represent the addressed
ontology can be specified which is essential for tool support and exchange, e.g.
TargetOntology :hasNotation: RDF/XML.
In addition, it is worth highlighting that the 0M 2R model provides a set of 8 explicit
fields to document the actual matching process which is in the end the prime interest of
the OAEI.
Documentation of change to ontology matchings can be effective if the approach is
flexible and not too difficult. The core requirement in this context is the ability to identify
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a specific alignment version. Similar to the OAEI a URI is used but to avoid any
misinterpretations, instead of the base URI an explicit field call Ontology Identifier is
used to store a unique identifier. This targets the needs for automated application and the
0M 2R model offers the field Ontology Version which provides details about the specific
version for human editors.

8.5

Conclusion

This case study has shown that the OAEI meta-data approach is currently unstructured,
inconsistent and fragmented. It has been shown that the 0M 2R model provides a wider
range of explicit meta-data fields to enable the documentation of the matching lifecycle
in more detail. More specifically, the 0M 2R supports 25 explicit fields, in contrast to the
12 mostly unstructured meta-data elements in the OAEI.
To evaluate the support of application consistency the representation of 5 specific meta
data fields were analysed. Specific examples demonstrated that the OM2R model can
make the editing and the interpretation of the intended meaning easier, less ambiguous
and provide a better structure for human and automated consumption. It could also be
argued that logical consistency can be improved with the OM2R based on its rich relation
and reasoning support.
The analysis undertaken in the case study supports the claim that the OM2R model can
be applied for the OAEI initiative and help organizers create more consistent and detailed
documentation of challenge mappings for the benefits of participants and researchers. It
is also clear that the ontology based approach can help avoid misinterpretation and bias
which are critical for the scientific focus of the OAEI performance evaluation. The ability
o f the model to be extended flexibly is of benefit to OAEI as matching methods evolve
constantly from year to year.
As the 0M 2R model is highly focussed on the specific documentation needs of
alignments and the current approach has disadvantages, it is likely that OAEI will find
the 0M 2R model attractive. It is helpfiil that that the 0M 2R model can be used In
addition, to the recommended Ontology Alignment Format. Thus, no tools or processes
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need to be changed and together with the embedded documentation a practical roll out o f
the model in the OAEI is expected to be relatively easy. First interest in this usage o f the
0M 2R was expressed by the OAEI organisers during the OM -2012 workshop
presentation [Thl2],
A limitation o f this case study is the fact that only the benchmark challenge o f the OAEI
initiative o f 2012 was evaluated in detail. Other challenges in different years m ight
provide different meta-data. However, spot checks by the author o f this thesis o f other
challenges in 2012 and 2013 have indicated that this is not the case. A challenge for the
practical application o f the 0 M 2 R model to the OAEI dataset would be that considerable
effort that would be needed to document the high number o f existing ontology matchings
for the benchmark challenge (58 ontology matchings) together with the lack o f existing
meta-data in any form. It may be more practical for OAEI community to apply the 0M 2R
approach to more recent challenges or new challenges.
To provide further evidence that the 0 M 2R model can be applied in real life scenarios a
second case study focusing on federation is presented in the next chapter.
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10

Case Study - 0M2R for Managed Semantic
Interoperability for Federations

This chapter assesses whether the 0 M 2 R model could be applied beneficially to the
management o f ontology mappings within federations. The research described here was
first published in the Computer Networks Journal [FelO],

10.1

Motivation to Apply 0M2R for Federations

Research to date in semantic interoperability has a strong focus on the generation o f
ontology mappings. This side-lines the problems o f dealing with the dynamism o f both
the data and the corresponding mappings which are characteristics o f real-world
integration problems [M a i2]. Once multiple autonomous sources, such as those in a
federation, are considered this variability increases even further over time [W al2].
An aim o f federation research [Bel Ic, Fa 12] is to help users consume data from multiple
heterogeneous resources with a minimum o f re-integration effort over time [W al2]. As a
consequence, management o f relationships needs to be made explicit as opposed to being
deeply integrated in the application or service management component. The relationships
need to be separated from any information describing the mappings required to use
shared capabilities and managed on their own [FelO]. In the light o f on-going changes
this separation can bring benefits to the process o f maintaining local data integration with
remote information capabilities. As most change takes place within known relationships
and existing federal contexts, there is a large potential for managed reuse o f mappings.
The Federal Relationship M anager (FRM) is an implementation o f this relationship
focussed

federation

approach

[W al2].

The FRM

offers mapping retrieval and

m anagement based on federation context [B e l3]. More specifically, the FRM can suggest
relevant ontology mappings automatically when a new capability is imported, by
searching the set o f available mappings and knowing the federal relationship context of
the request. Thus the FRM has a strong focus on reuse o f these mappings in an ever
changing environment o f online data consumption.
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The FRM is based on meta-data describing the federation context and in particular the
available ontology mappings. Figure 48 provides a UML diagram of the FRM activities
which are defined in this mapping management process [Brl3]. Each activity
(highlighted in italic) is discussed in more detail below the graphic
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Figure 48 Managed Semantic Interoperability Process (based on Figure from [B el 3])
The first FRM activity is monitoring where the FRM checks regularly for changes in its
managed federation models. For example new capabilities being shared, shared
capabilities being modified or relationships modified. The result is a capability set that
requires an associated set of mappings to be identified (via federation context-based
mapping candidate identification) or a mapping candidate set (that must be evaluated and
grounded).
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The second activity is the FRM federation context-based mapping candidate
identification which aims to determine the set of potentially relevant mappings for a
given federation context due to a federation-level change. A federation context model
must be queried for each of the capabilities to determine the set of relevant mappings.
The core of this activity is the discovery of existing relevant ontology mappings. This is
the first use-case where the 0M 2R can be applied beneficially.
The third FRM activity described here is the mapping candidate evaluation and
grounding which is used to evaluate and refine mapping candidates into concrete
mappings. These may be simple mappings (equivalence, broader, narrower) expressed in
OWL or complex mappings that require some form of data transformation to be
performed. The work published in [Brl3] specifies a process for the automated
refinement of appropriate simple mappings into complex mappings and generating
groundings for those mappings. This activity o f evaluation of mappings is the second usecase for the OM2R model.
Currently in the FRM, ontology mappings and their descriptive meta-data are represented
in the Ontology Alignment Format or as extended EDOAL ontologies. The main focus is
the representation of specific correspondences between the elements in the linked
ontologies. Meta-data documenting the mappings are limited (see section 2.7 state o f the
art) and very limited support for the creation of consistent documentation is offered.

10.2

Hypothesis

This leads to the hypothesis for this case study:
The 0M 2R model can be used to improve the documentation o f ontology mappings
fo r Federal Relationship Manager (FRM) activities such as mapping discovery and
evaluation.

If changed or new mapping candidates are detected by this activity then they are handed over to the mapping
candidate evaluation and grounding activity, otherwise the system resumes the monitoring state.
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Please note the main focus o f this use-case is placed on the meta-data model needed to
document ontology mappings meta-data for activities in the federation. The actual
implementation and meta-data specific editing tools were out o f scope.

10.3

Methodology

To investigate the stated hypothesis it was necessary to identify the requirements for
ontology mapping meta-data in federation based on a literature research. Based on these
requirements the activities in the FRM management process are discussed to define usecases where the 0 M 2R can be applied beneficially. Based on these use-cases the 0 M 2R
model is analysed along two dimensions.
In a first dimension the focus is placed on the representation of ontology mapping
meta-data in federations (D l). In other words how is the meta-data represented in the
federation regarding ontology mappings to support mapping retrieval and reuse? This
provides the high level view where the 0M 2R model can be placed in the overall
federation process.
In a second dimension the characteristic o f the meta-data model for ontology
mappings (D2) is evaluated. This includes a discussion o f the individual m eta-data fields
o f the OM2R model that can specifically support the use-cases defined for the FRM. A
main feature o f the FRM is the automated process to enable mapping identification for
reuse between capabilities in the federation. Thus as part o f this analysis dimension, it is
considered if the m eta-data in the 0 M 2 R can be generated automatically to support this
FRM feature.

10.4

Meta-data Requirements of Federal Relationship Manager

The FRM is designed to manage dynamic relationships between autonomous domains
within and across organisations [B el3,W al2]. FRM is based on capabilities and domains.
Capabilities are abstractions o f services or resources to be shared between domains'^'*.
Domains are considered independent entities which share capabilities among each other
Capabilities are shared in capability authorities and arranged in a graph such that some capabilities are identified as
narrower or broader reflections o f some underlying resources such as a file system.
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whereby federations are a sub-type o f a domain [B el3 b ].‘^^ The FRM keeps tracic o f both
the capability model and the domain model as distributed graphs. Together these graphbased models create a so called federation context and a model for this purpose was
developed based in RDF(S) [B rl3],
This federation context model is independent from the actual mappings. This allows the
FRM to relate mappings to FRM federations, domains, relationships and capabilities. The
relationship meta-data can be generated automatically and maintained for all mappings.
Semi-automation is available for the process o f maintaining data integration in the
presence o f change.
Figure 49 provides a summary o f an FRM application scenario as defined in [B rl3]
where the FRM is used as a service quality management application.
•

FRM regularly gathers structured service m onitoring inform ation from m ultiple b u siness partners such
as resellers, suppliers, and custom ers.

•

Each inform ation dom ains exist within a sp ecific federation relationship with actors, terms o f
engagem ent and data access.

•

O ver tim e the number and nature o f these relationships change as the business environm ent evolved ,
e.g. new resellers are found and supplies are changed.

•

Organisational changes are reflected in the data consum ption behaviour

•

E volvin g internal m od els are selectiv ely com bined with external inform ation to extract business
intelligen ce e.g. a reseller connects his paym ent system to the accounting department
o f his main
custom er.______________________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 49 F RM application scenario
In this scenario relevant data sources are represented in the federation context as
capabilities. Interactions are enabled by a set o f mappings between the local and external
models to allow a transformation o f instances o f one schema or ontology into another.
Over time changes are expected on multiple levels such as providing services
(represented as capabilities) and relationships. There are challenges for maintaining a
system such as this, especially in an efficient manner that re-uses the existing effort in
building mappings, as mapping can be purpose built (mapping o f a specific supplier with
a reseller) or simply reuse o f existing standard mappings (such as a EDIFACT approach
in B2B relations).
Domains are organized in form o f a graph which shows the types o f relationships between them, e.g. peer to peer
(enabling direct 1:1 sharing o f capabilities between organisations) and federal (enabling sharing o f capabilities
between N domains).
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Two key requirements can be identified for the FRM: The first requirement is that the
management o f change must be on the level o f a relationship - explicit abstraction of
information resources services, mappings and their federal relationships. The second is
that reuse o f mappings must be maximised and that integration o f new sources with at
least partially familiar contexts must be eased [Be 13]. In other words the relationship
mappings and applications are constantly changing. In addition, new mappings are
created or older ones reused in different federation context situations.
Consequently the meta-data model for documenting the mappings needs to allow for
flexible extension as the usage o f ontology mappings are subject to change over time
depending on the federation context changes that may result in new or changes to meta
data fields.
In such a dynamic environment the mapping related meta-data will be used by multiple
applications or human stakeholders (in a semi-automated federation process) with
different objectives. To accommodate such usage patterns the meta-data for the ontology
mappings needs to be consistent and clearly documented to help the involved
stakeholders to understand the intended meaning o f the individual fields correctly [Ba99].
The FRM processes the federation context automatically to identify suitable mapping
sets. This make it necessary for meta-data used for mapping discovery to be available in a
machine-interpretable notation such as OW L and can be automatically generated as much
as possible to support the automated FRM process.
Table 41 defines the two use-cases o f the 0 M 2 R model for the FRM which will be
analysed in more detail in section 10.6.
Table 41 Meta-Data Requirements fo r the FRM
M otivation
Dynamic environment leads to ciianging
meta-data over time
Application and logical consistency needed to
multiple stakeholders over time

M eta-D ata R equirem ents
Flexible extension o f meta-data model
Consistent meta-data

Support correct interpretation o f intended
meaning

Explicit and clear documentation o f meta-data
model
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As the next step the specific use-cases for the OM 2R model in the federation were
derived.

10.5

Use-cases for 0M2R based on FRM activity

Table 42 summarizes these two use-cases for the 0 M 2 R model being applied to the FRM
which will be analysed in more detail in the next section.
Table 42 Use-cases o f the 0M 2R fo r the FDM
U se-C ase Title
Discovery o f Ontology Mappings

Evaluation o f Ontology Mappings

10.6

Definition
This use-case focusses on the process o f identifying relevant
existing ontology mappings for a capability
This use-case addresses the process o f evaluation o f identified
mappings for the suitability to map relations between capabilities

Analysis

In this section the application o f the 0M 2R model for federations is discussed. The first
step shows how the OM 2R model can extend the layer model o f the FRM. Furthermore,
it is presented how the 0M 2R allows a flexible extension o f the meta-data model as well
as supporting the creation o f consistent and clearly documented meta-data to
accommodate the FDM meta-data requirements. In addition, the 0 M 2 R meta-data is then
discussed in more detail and shows that 62 % o f the 0 M 2 R model can be generated
automatically or deduced. This assists the population o f the m eta-data to address the
dynamic character o f federation and in support o f the automated FRM activities.

10.6.1 D1: Representation of Mapping Meta-Data in Federations
Currently all ontology mappings in the FRM are represented in the Ontology Alignment
Format or as extended EDOAL ontologies. The main focus is the representation o f
specific correspondences between the elements in the linked ontologies. Consequently all
ontology mappings between two ontologies are represented in individual EDOAL
ontology files.
[B rl3] presented an approach to extend the existing model hierarchy with an additional
layer that focusses explicidy on ontology mapping related m eta-data by using the OM2R
model. The resulting extended layer model for the federal relationship management is
shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 50 Layer-model fo r federal mappings based on a Figure found in [B rl3 ]
The core o f the FDM approach is the abiUty to identify how individual mappings are
related to FRM federations, domains, relationships and capabilities. This creates a need to
bridge between the FRM models o f these entities and the actual alignment ontology (or
its extension EDOAL). The OM 2R model can be used to provide such a bridge and to
serve as a model to document the general mapping management related m eta-data with
an emphasis on mapping lifecycle support - thus linking the specific meta-data with
alignment correspondences and external resources such as capabilities in the federation
context model.
As the 0 M 2 R model is expressed as an ontology, all meta-data information is stored as
explicit and meaningful triples. This has the advantage that the 0M 2R model can be
extended flexibly with new meaningful documentation elements. In addition, it can be
enriched further with explicit relations between the models to address new reusesituations. The changes can be made in the model, independent from particular
implementation. As demonstrated in experiment 3, an editing tool will be able to process
the model to generate a suitable user-interface which can adapt to on-going changes in
the FRM easily. In this way the 0 M 2 R model can support the fundamental federation
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approach where relationships need to be managed explicitly as opposed to being deeply
integrated in an application or service management component.
Federation has a dynamic character and a focus on reuse. To accommodate these features,
meta-data related to ontology mappings need to be consistent to address the needs o f
multiple stakeholders who will use and reuse the mapping and as such evolve the m eta
data [Ba99]. Experiment 3 has already provided evidence to show that the 0 M 2 R model
can help a user to create documentation for ontology mappings that are application and
logically consistent.
The 0M 2R model provides extensive documentation o f the individual element embedded
in the model. This supports users in interpreting the meaning and usage o f the fields
correctly. Manual editing is supported by providing specific field options for each m eta
data field that a user may choose from and highlighting o f compatible relations, e.g. field
formal languages are OWL, RDF(S) and so on.
Current documentation o f mappings in EDOAL is limited to one mapping set of
correspondences between two data sets at a time. This is suitable for application of
m appings but limits management and retrieval options. The benefit o f the OM2R
approach is that multiple alignments can be documented in one OM 2R model. This is
particularly relevant for the FRM - it can find application o f a mapping in capabilities and
the relevant mapping for a capability. Comparison, retrieval and reasoning can be
supported better if the different mappings and their versions would be documented in one
0 M 2 R model.

10.6.2 D2: C h aracteristic of th e IVIeta-Data IVIodel
In section 9.5 two use-cases were identified where the 0 M 2 R can contribute toward the
activities o f the FRM. The discovery o f ontology mappings in the federation and the
evaluation o f identified mappings to decide about a possible reuse.
The retrieval and evaluation o f mappings in the federation is primarily automatic but can
be semi-automatic for suitable cases in the FDM. For both processes it is vital that the
model allows the documentation o f relevant meta-data for the reuse process. The
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currently used alignment formats are focussed on the actual alignments but contain only
spare life-cycle meta-data, see section 2.7 for full details. Experiment 2 in chapter 7 has
shown that the 0 M 2 R provides a detailed meta-data model relevant for mapping reuse
which supports directly the mapping evaluation as the FMD use-case.
The FRM processes the federation context automatically to identify suitable mapping
sets. This makes it necessary that meta-data used for mapping discovery is available in a
machine-interpretable notation so that it can be processed and automatically generated as
much as possible to support the automated FRM process. In contrast to the current
Ontology Alignment Format, which is expressed in RDF(S),

the 0 M 2R which is

represented in OW L DL, can support automated reasoning and automated processing.
Experiment 1 has shown that the 0 M 2 R is able to improve precision and recall for
automated mapping discovery processes which are key for the first use-case o f the FDM.
For the automated processes in the FDM it is vital that the generation o f the meta-data
can be automated to reduce the manual work-load and speed up the documentation
process. 0 M 2R is situated one layer above the actual alignment representation. These
meta-data fields in the alignment format can be identified and used to pre-populate the
0M 2R automatically which can reduce the documentation effort for the documentation
creator. Relations in the model can also be used to deduce field options from other
previous entered information or extracted information. More specifically, the 0M 2R
offers explicit relations (e.g. compatible) between fields which a suitable interface can
interpret and use, e.g. to recommend compatible field combinations'^^.
Table 43 provides an overview o f the individual 0 M 2 R meta-data fields which are
relevant for the individual activity state above. The column “Generation” indicates if the
meta-data information needs to be entered manually or if it can be extracted from the
alignment representation (if suitable m eta-data is available), or can be deduced based on

For example if the specific matching algorithm can be identified by parsing the alignment format meta-data, it is
possible to deduce the used matching tool (alignment server 3.1) and matching generation type (autom ated) simply
based on the compatible relation expressed in the OM2R. This may not always be possible to the full extent but at
least allows a reduction o f the number o f valid options for a meta-data field.
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relations expressed in the 0M 2R model (e.g. a specific matching algorithm is linked to
matching tool linked to matching generation type) as shown above.
Table 43 Overview o f 0M 2R meta-data fields to support FDM use-cases
M eta -D a ta Held
|
G e n e ra tio n
| O M 2 R - M eta -D a ta Fields
1) D iscovery o f O ntology M ap p in g s (each fleid is av ailab le fo r ta rg e t an d so u rce ontology)
M anual / Extract
Name o f ontologies
SourceO ntology :0m 2r:hum an_readable_nam e;
“ B iology T op Level O ntology”
Description o f ontologies
M anual / Extract
O M 2R :description
Location o f ontology
M anual
O M 2R :hasLocation (type url)
M anual
Creation date o f ontologies
O M 2R :hasC reationD ate (type date)
M anual / Extract
C reator o f ontologies
O M 2R :hasC reator + details
U nique identifier for ontologies
M anual / Extract
0 M 2R :hasIdentifier
N otation o f ontologies
M anual / D educed
O M 2R :hasN otation RD F/XM L
Formal language o f ontologies
M anual / D educed
O M 2R :hasForm alL anauge OW L
Formal language o f the m atching
M anual
O M 2R :hasform alM atchingLanguage: EDOAL
N otation o f the matching
M anual / Extract
0 M 2 R : hasN otation: RDF/XML.
2) E v a lu a tio n o f O ntology M apping
C om plexity o f the ontology
A uto generated
O M 2R :hasC lassC ount 73, hasInstanceCount 3
hasPropertyC lass 3
Design o f the ontologies
M anual
0M 2R :hasD esign om 2r:deep hierarchy.
M atching method
M anual / Deduced
0M 2R :hasM ethod (m anual, autom atic, mixed)
M atching process
M anual
O M 2R ;hasProccssStep
M atching tool
M anual / Deduced
O M 2R :isTool A lignm entServer
M atching algorithm
M anual / Extract
O M 2R :A lgorithm :encodedln: Java,
0 M 2 R A lgorithm ihasJavaClass: org.stringCom p,
0 M 2 R A lgorithm :hasSource: freecode.org/a.zip
A lgorithm is based on
M anual / Deduced
O M 2R :isB asedO n rdfs:label, rdfsxlass
Applied threshold
M anual / Deduced
O M 2R :has A pplied Threshold
M atching scopc
M anual / Deduced
O M 2R :hasScope (com plete or partial^
M atching requirements
M anual
0M 2R :hasM atchR equirem ents (text)
Location o f matching
M anual
O M 2R :hasLocation (type url)
Creation date o f m atching
M anual
O M 2R :hasCreationD ate (type date)
C reator o f m atching
M anual / Extract
O M 2R :hasC reator + details
M apping requirem ents
M anual / Extract
0 M 2R :hasM apping Requirements
M apping process
M anual
O M 2R :hasProcessStep
Creation date o f m apping
M anual
O M 2R :hasCreationD ate (type date)
Creator o f m apping
M anual / Extract
O M 2R :hasC reator + details
Formal language o f the m apping
M anual
O M 2R ;hasform alM atchingLanguage: EDOAL
N otation o f the m apping
M anual / Extract
0 M 2 R : hasN otation: RDF/XML.

Table 43 shows that the OM2R model offers detailed documentation with 38 dedicated
meta-data fields’^’ and field options for documenting the ontology mapping lifecycle
compared to only 23 which the ontology alignment notation current offers. 63 % (24 of
the total o f 38) o f the meta-data fields can be populated automatically or deduced based
on other selections. This supports the automatic processing in the FRM activities for
mapping retrieval and evaluation. Please find in annex F more detailed discussion o f the
applied fields o f the 0M 2R.

Please note the fields such as ontology name, source are counted twice as they are available for the source and target
ontology. This is necessary to make the num ber comparable to the ontology alignment notation where a similar
approach is used.
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10.7 Conclusion
In this case-study ontology mapping discovery and retrieval were identified as the two
use-cases where the 0 M 2 R model can be applied beneficially for the FRM. The OM 2R is
able to address all identified m eta-data requirements o f the FRM with a focus on flexible
extension and explicit documentation. Experiment 3 has demonstrated the ability o f the
0M 2R model to support consistent documentation which is vital in the dynamic and
reuse situations that will be necessary to support within federations over time.
The 0 M 2 R model is designed to support an effective online consumption o f ontology
mapping meta-data. However, the focus o f the FRM is on an automated process for
managing and using mappings to improve efficiency and speed. Section 9.6.2 has shown
that the 0 M 2 R model can support this goal as 63 % o f the meta-data fields can be pre
populated by harvesting existing fields from the alignment format or by deduction from
existing selections (62 %).
One limitation o f this case study is the analysis was focussed on the FRM activities
which are a particular implementation o f the federation approach. Other federation
approaches might require different meta-data. However, as the 0M 2R model is
represented as an ontology and can be extended on a model level, it can evolve without
changes to tool being necessary. As such, the 0M 2R model is very capable to cope with
new federation developments or changed requirements.
Overall the case study has shown that the 0 M 2 R can be a useful addition to the
federation approach and help to implement the key requirement to manage relations and
their m eta-data independent from particular implementation. The 0M 2R can contribute
towards a sharing o f a common understanding o f the ontology mappings creation and
application lifecycle and as such can help to promote and support the reuse o f mappings
in the context o f federations.
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11

Conclusion, Contribution and Future Work

This section presents how the individual research objectives stated in section 1.2 were
achieved in this thesis. Furthermore, the contribution o f the 0M 2R model towards the
ontology mapping and the Linked Data communities are discussed. The chapter
concludes with an outlook on further work towards improved mapping meta-data creation
and final remarks.

11.1

Achievements / Objectives

In this subsection the achievements towards the research objectives are discussed.

11.1.1 Achievement for R 0 1 : Identify the requirements for meta-data
documentation for applications such as mapping reuse
The first research objective o f this thesis was the identification o f requirements for meta
data documentation for ontology mapping to support mapping reuse and discovery. A
first study was conducted in 2009 where 22 mapping representation formats were
evaluated based on their use in 13 mapping tools and common matching languages
[Th09]. In 2012 another study o f meta-data usage for documenting ontology matching in
the OAEI was completed (see chapter 8 for details). In 2013 a final evaluation o f five
tools and four common matching languages were conducted as part o f the state o f the art
review for this thesis (see section 2.3).
These three studies provided an overview o f the current state o f the art o f m eta-data use
for ontology mappings. They highlight the common features: heterogeneity o f meta-data,
lack o f coverage o f the ontology mapping lifecycle, inconsistent use and an absence of
documentation o f the meta-data model. This helped to derive the key requirements for
mapping

documentation:

expressive,

consistent,

relevant

documentation with support for ontology mapping retrieval.
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and

easy

to

interpret

It is worth noting that all evaluated tools are designed with ontology matching
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•

in mind

rather than ontology mapping'^^. This focus on matching related tools was unavoidable as
currently no dedicated ontology mapping creation tool exists but plenty o f match
candidate generators (see section 2.4).

11.1.2 Achievement for R02: Design of a m eta-data model for
ontology mapping
The second research objective o f this thesis was the design o f a meta-data model for
ontology mapping documentation that can support the creation o f consistency and
relevancy. To address these quality aspects four requirements for the 0 M 2R model were
derived based on an analysis o f common meta-data challenges (see section 3.2) and the
state o f the art review (see chapter 2). Furthermore, a domain analysis which focussed on
the extended ontology mapping lifecycle provided other requirements (see section 3.4).
In section 3.5 six design feature were discussed which were designed to support the
model meeting these requirements. As a result an ontology-based meta-data model
(0M 2R ) was designed with 32 meta-data fields (see section annex H). The second
experiment (see section 6.1) created a relevance ranking o f the proposed meta-data fields
in the 0 M 2 R model. This helped to improve the 0M 2R model. Section 3.8 shows the
details o f the evolution o f the 0M 2R model.

11.1.3 Achievement for R03: Evaluation of the 0M2R model
The third research objective was to evaluate the support the meta-data model provides for
the creation o f consistent and relevant documentation for ontology mappings. To address
this objective three experiments were completed.
Experiment one provided evidence that the 0M 2R model can improve mapping retrieval
effectiveness and efficiency compared to retrieval processes based on the existing m eta
data model such as Ontology Alignment Format (see section 5.7). More specifically, an
OM 2R based retrieval tool returned more relevant mappings (higher recall ratings in 15
To provide a consistent terminology within this thesis, ontology matching is defined as the process o f identifying
equivalence candidate correspondences between ontology elements (such as class, properties) based on an automated
algorithm or manual evaluation as defined in [Eu04].
Ontology mappings are defined as a process of relating the vocabulary o f two ontologies sharing a domain in such a
way that the structure of ontological signatures and their intended interpretations are respected [Ka03],
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out o f 16 discovery tasks) and the resuhs were more accurate (higher precision ratings in
10 out o f 16 discovery tasks).
Relevance is a vital quality aspect o f m eta-data models (see section 3.2.1). The 0M 2R
addresses this aspect in its three evolution stages. The greatest impact on the 0M 2R
model evolution had the result o f the relevance rating experiment (see section 6.7). In this
second experiment users provided feedback to indicate that all proposed meta-data fields
o f the OM 2R model are relevant. However, the extent o f relevancy varied from strong
agreement (normalized 44 out o f 49 participants) to (5.3 out o f 49) for some fields. This
resulted in an improvement o f the 0M 2R model, e.g. fields where combined (matching
objective and requirements) and others more specialised (the name field for ontologies
were split into three more detailed meta-data fields).
Experiment three provided evidence that the model can support application and logical
consistency on a high level, i.e. the experiment showed that the participants achieved an
86 % recall for logical consistency and 78 % recall for application consistency (see
section 7.5.2 and 7.5.3). Furthermore, the experiment collected evidence to support the
claim that an ontology based model representation o f the 0 M 2 R model can provide a
higher support for application and logical consistency compared to an index based
representation. More specifically, a recall for logical consistency support o f 16 % for an
index based representation was measured compared to 86 % for an ontology based
structure o f the OM2R (see section 7.7.2). These results support the design decisions to
represent the 0 M 2 R model as an ontology (D l) and to focus on meaningfiil relation
between fields (D2), e.g. the compatible relations allows the recommendation o f valid
field combinations to the user (see section 4.4.2).
The third experiment could not identify any significant differences in the support for the
creation o f consistent documentation between experienced and novice users (see section
7.7.3 and 7.7.4. This provides evidence to the claim that the 0 M 2R model can support
real life applications where users with a diverse experience levels are expected. This
claim is further supported by two case studies which demonstrate how the 0 M 2 R model
can be applied to the OAEI (see chapter 8) and for federation (see chapter 9).
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A limitation o f experiment three (see section 7.4.1) is the lack o f available real life
ontology mappings with suitable meta-data that describe how the m appings were
c r e a t e d . I t was therefore necessary for the author o f this thesis to create the sample
ontologies and mappings for this experiment. To mitigate the resulting bias all used
ontologies in this experiment where based on scenarios and input provided by the
research project FAME [Brl2].

11.1.4 Achievement Towards Research Question
The conducted experiments and case-studies provide evidence to show that the 0M 2R
model can support ontology engineers in the creation o f consistent and relevant ontology
mapping documentation (see section 6.7 and 7.8). Evaluations provided evidence to
indicate that the 0 M 2 R model can improve mapping discovery (see section 5.7). To sum
up the author o f this thesis has confidence that the 0 M 2 R model can support users in
ontology mapping retrieval with more explicit, detailed, predictable and easy to interpret
meta-data about the mapping creation lifecycle.

11.2

Contribution

Table 44 provides an overview o f all publications created by the author o f this thesis in
relation to 0 M 2 R model, with some brief remarks about what they are about and their
relationships to the thesis. The listing is ordered by publication year.

An example m apping from DBpedia to IMDb can be found on http://mappings.dbpedia.org/index.php/
Mapping_bg:IMDb_title.
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Table 44 Literature Overview o f Hendrik Thomas in relation to the OM2R model
Y ear
2008

2009

2009

2009

2009

2010

2011

T ype
Reference

Details
Hendrik Thomas, Bemd M arkscheffel, Tobias Redmann, From Subjects to Concept Clouds
- Why semantic mapping is necessary, 1st International Conference on Knowledge
Federation, Inter U niversity Centre Dubrovnik, Croatia, October 20-22, 2008, 2008

Research
Objective

R1 - Identify the requirements for meta-data documentation for applications such as
mapping reuse.

Summary
Reference

The paper highlights the need for Semantic Mappings in the digital library domain to
handle federation
Bem d Markscheffel, Hendrik Thomas, Tobias Redmann, Developing Topic Maps
Applications: Lessons Learned fl'om a Digital Library Project, lADIS International
Conference e-Society 2009, Barcelona, Spain, February 25-28, 2009,2009, p p 5 1 - 59

Research
Objective

R2 - Design a meta-data model for ontology mapping documentation that can support the
creation o f consistent and relevant ontology mapping documentation.

Summary

The paper presents an approach how Topic Maps can be utilised to management
information integration in digital libraries with a focus on mappings and related meta-data

Reference

Thomas, H., O'Sullivan, D., Brennan, R.: Evaluation o f Ontology Mapping
Representations. In: W orkshop on Matching and Meaning, Part o f the as part o f the AISB
2009 Convention, April 9th 2009. Edinburgh, Scotland 2009

Research
Objective

Rl - Identify the requirements for meta-data documentation for applications such as
mapping reuse.

Summary

The paper presents the results o f a state o f the art study o f 22 common mapping
representations with a focus on the supported meta-data, processes and their limitations

Reference

Thomas, H., O'Sullivan, D., Brennan, R.: Ontology Mapping Representations: a Pragmatic
Evaluation. In: 21st International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge
Engineering. SEKE 2009, 1 - 3 July 3, Boston, 2009, pp. 228 - 232.

Research
Objective

Rl - Identify the requirements for meta-data documentation for applications such as
mapping reuse.

Summary

Research
Objective

The paper presents results o f a state o f the art study o f 22 common mapping representations
used in 13 mapping and matching tools to show current supported meta-data and their
characteristics.
Thomas. Hendrik: Ontology Mapping Management. Poster for European Summer School
on Ontological Engineering and the Semantic Web 2009, Cereedilla, Spanien, 5th - 12th
June 2009.
R2 - Design a meta-data model for ontology mapping documentation that can support the
creation o f consistent and relevant ontology mapping documentation.

Summary

Presentation o f the OM 2R model design with a focus on process and layer approach

Reference

Kevin Feeney, Rob Brennan, John Keeney, Hendrik Thomas, Dave Lewis, Aidan Boran,
Declan O'Sullivan, Enabling decentralised management through federation. Computer
Networks Journal (Elsevier), 54, (16), 2010, p2825-2839

Research
Objective

R3: Evaluate that the meta-data model can support the creation o f consistent and relevant
documentation for ontology mappings in support o f applications such as m apping reuse.

Summary

The paper presents a concept to enable decentralised m anagem ent through federation. The
OM 2R is presented as a model to document meta-data for ontology mappings.

Reference

Thomas, H., Brennan, R. O'Sullivan, D.: MooM - a Prototype Framework for Management
o f Ontology Mappings. In: Proceedings o f the 25th IEEE International Conference on
Advanced Information Networking and Applications, Singapore, 22-25 March, 2011, IEEE,
pp 548 - 555.
R2 - Design a meta-data model for ontology mapping documentation that can support the
creation o f consistent and relevant ontology mapping documentation.

Reference

Research
Objective
Summary

The paper presented the requirements for meta-data management for ontology mapping and
a prototype tool implementation
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Y ear

Type

Details

2011

Reference

Rob Brennan, Kevin Feeney, Brian Walshe, Hendrik Thomas, Declan O'Sullivan, Explicit
Federal Relationship M anagement to Support Semantic Integration, 1st IFIP/IEEE
W orkshop on Managing Federations and Cooperative Management, Dublin, 2third May
2011, IEEE, 201 l , p p l 148-1156

Research
Objective

R3: Evaluate that the meta-data model can support the creation o f consistent and relevant
documentation for ontology mappings in support o f applications such as mapping reuse.

Summary

The paper highlights how the 0M 2R can be utilised to management meta-data for ontology
mappings in federations

Reference

Thomas, H., Brennan, R,, O'Sullivan, D.: Using the 0M 2R m eta-data model for ontology
mapping reuse for the ontology alignment challenge - a case study. In proceedings o f the
7th International W orkshop on Ontology M atching (OM-2012) collocated with the 11th
International Semantic Web Conference (ISW C-2012) Vol 946, http://ceur-ws.orgA^ol-946/
Boston, MA, USA, November 11,2012.

Research
Objective

R3: Evaluate that the meta-data model can support the creation o f consistent and relevant
documentation for ontology mappings in support o f applications such as mapping reuse.

Summary

This paper presents a case-study to show how the 0 M 2R can be applied beneficially to
represent and m anagem ent meta-data for ontology matchings in the OAEl

2012

The key contribution o f this thesis is the development o f a meta-data model (0M 2R ) for
documentation o f ontology mappings for applications such as mapping retrieval towards
reuse. The OM2R model is designed as an independent meta-data layer and can therefore
be used in parallel with existing tools and mapping representations. 0M 2R can support
the documentation process by providing ontology engineers an expressive representation,
embedded self-describing fields, process representation, editing workflows and relevant
fields to support mapping retrieval. Thanks to the 0 M 2R ontology based structure the
model can be extended flexibly to address new developments and individual mapping
reuse scenarios. This is essential as current mapping applications and particular mapping
reuse is rare.
The evidence collected in experiment three indicates that the 0M 2R will help ontology
engineers to create more consistent documentation.

This relates to application

consistency in terms o f correct and complete documentation. More specifically,
experiment three showed that an ontology-based editor could offer a 2.2 time better recall
for application consistency and 4.6 time better recall for logical consistency compared to
a tool based on an index-based representation o f the model (see segment 7.8). The
evidence suggests a particular good support o f logical consistency to avoid inconsistent
statements (see section 7.7.2).
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Overall the 0 M 2 R will provide ontology engineers with a meta-data model to create
relevant, consistent, explicit and easy to interpret meta-data about the ontology mapping
lifecycle.
Thanks to the embedded meta-data documentation in the 0 M 2 R model it can support
third party researchers and mapping users in understanding the intended meaning o f the
m eta-data fields and their relation between each other. Experiment three has shown that
the 0 M 2R model can support domain experts and novice users on a similar level (see
section 7.7.3 and 7.7.4), which again assists to more consistent documentation creation in
a real life scenario.
The Linked Data community [UmlO] will benefit from this work as well. The fast growth
o f current linked datasets increases the need for better interoperability support to allow
easy and flexible consumption o f data from heterogeneous sources [Hel 1]. An example
o f the Linked Data community efforts toward this need is the R2R Framework for
Translating RDF data from the Web to a target vocabulary [BilO].
The focus o f this community is on automated processes. The OM2R model can address
this particular requirement as it offers an explicit and as such easy process-able
representation o f the meta-data and rich

set o f relations between them.

The

implementation independent nature o f the 0 M 2 R model makes it use and reused flexibly
and easy. It allows the formulation o f very precise retrieval queries, e.g. experiment one
demonstrated how SPARQL queries can be used for mapping retrieval (see section 5.7).
The formal language OW L DL used for the 0M 2R supports reasoning which can
improve further the automated identification o f relevant mapping candidates. An example
for such an application can be found in the case study on federation presented in chapter
9. Overall the 0 M 2 R model will assist mapping retrieval and thus make data
consumption and linkage to other repositories easier to maximize network effects.
A m inor contribution is a practical guide for the “Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative” (OAEI) [E u lla ] that shows how the current limitations o f documenting
ontology alignments can be improved. The 0M 2R model can help participants o f the
OAEI to document their matching submissions by provides a standard template and a
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detailed model for the documentation. It also assists third party researchers to understand
the meaning o f the documentation fields for a rigor analysis. Most o f all it will benefit the
OAEI organisers as the OM 2R can improve relevance and consistency o f the
documentation and thus make the identification o f trends over time easier. The case
study, first presented at [T hl2], show cases that the 0 M 2 R model does not have to focus
on a complete ontology mapping. It can be used throughout the lifecycle and be used
beneficial to document only the identification and matching phase.
Overall, the author o f this thesis argues that the 0 M 2R as an improved m eta-data model
can help to leverage the experience gained in the OAEI to extend its focus from a pure
testing platform [Eul la] to a large scale alignments repository [Eul lb]. Thus the 0M 2R
model can provide active and practical help to the way matching and mappings are
documented retrieval and potentially reused on a large scale over time.

11.3

Future Work

The OM 2R is a well designed a meta-data model. It provides the foundation for future
research efforts which need to focus on the practical application o f the model to
document existing ontology mappings. So far the OM 2R model has been applied by a
number o f users but only in controlled lab environments (see chapter 5, 6, 7). Only the
case study for the OAEI relates to a live usage domain (see chapter 8). A clear objective
for a follow up research needs to be the motivation o f communities related to mapping
and matching to utilise this model.
For this purpose the author o f this thesis has already suggested a research-collaboration
with the OAEI. The first step for such an effort was made with the case-study published
in [Thl2]. The aim o f the OAEI and o f the matching community is shifting more and
more towards the management related aspects [S h i2], As a next step the author hopes to
motivate the OAEI to invite their participants to submit their matching results with a
corresponding 0 M 2 R instance. The explicit research focus o f OAEI and the positive
feedback gained in a research conference [Thl2] makes this possible. The OAEI can be
used in parallel to the existing processes and as such make the integration easier. Overall
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this collaboration could provide valuable insights and help to improve the model further
on the basis o f practical experiences.
Another promising application area for the 0 M 2 R is the Linked Data community. The
R2R Framework is an example to represent and generate mappings o f Web dataset to a
target vocabulary [BilO].'^' Currently the framework focusses on the actual mapping
pairs and provides only very limited meta-data, e.g. r2r:targetDataset specifies the target
data s o u r c e . T h e 0M 2R tool could be used to offer more details on how the mapping
was created and used. This would assist greatly in the mapping discovery for the Linked
Data community as demonstrated in section 5.7.
The research presented in this thesis also highlighted that an adequate tool support is
needed to utilise the extensive and expressive information available in the OM 2R model
to its full potential. The OM2R editor created for experiment three demonstrates how
such benefits can be achieved e.g. embedded meta-data and recommendation o f
compatible field combinations (see section 4.4.2). However, the tools were designed with
the purpose in mind to evaluate the individual experiment hypothesis. The editing tool
offered limited functions and a basic interface design. Experiment three included a SUS
question on usability aspects o f the editing tool. The 0 M 2 R editor achieved a score o f
65.1 out o f 100. This is lower than the average score o f 68 identified in a study on
m atching tools in 2011'^^ (see section 7.7.6). It is worth noting that despite these low
usability results, the achieved support for relevance and consistency is considerable
which are based in the model content rather on the specific implementation. However,
this still implies further research on tools is needed to investigate the full potential o f how
the expressive mapping meta-data offered by the OM 2R model can be used to support
m eta-data creation and mapping reuse.
To address the current limitations o f the 0M 2R tools the author suggests the
development o f an open source web based editor which allows an on the fly generation o f
OM 2R model instances. Such a tool can only be successful if it is combined with an
More information can be found on http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/r2r/
More information can be found on http://w ifo5-03.infonnatik.uni-m annheim .de/bizer/r2r/
See http://www.measuringusabiiity.com/sus.php for fiill details
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online repository where OM2R model instances can be uploaded, stored and retrieved.
Thus the next research should combine a user friendly meta-data creation with easy
consumption o f the meta-data.
Another promising research direction is the aim to make the meta-data on ontology
mapping more adaptive and less static. The expression o f the 0M 2R model as an OWL
DL provides the basis for reasoning. It needs to be investigated further how reasoning can
be used to populate the meta-data to the extent that the meta-data can monitor changes to
the application o f the mappings automatically.

11.4

Final Remarks

The OM 2R model offers ontology engineers an easy and implementation neutral m eta
data model to document the creation lifecycle o f ontology mappings. This helps to
prepare the Semantic Web and Linked Data community for the future where knowledge
integration will be an increasingly common and vital task where more descriptive
information on ontology mappings will be needed for retrieval and reuse decisions. The
0 M 2R

model gives the creators the ability to create relevant and consistent

documentation o f mappings which is vital in such a heterogeneous and ever changing
domain.
It is the hope o f the author o f this thesis that the OM 2R model will make sharing and
reusing o f ontology mappings easier and more popular thanks to a shared understanding
o f the ontology mapping creation and better supported mapping retrieval.
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DVD Structure
The following section outlines the structure and content of the DVD attached to this
thesis.

• Folder A Experiment 1 Automated retrieval experiment offers
o

the raw data o f the experiment results,

o

setup related information like the used sample ontologies and

o

the source code o f the tool used for mapping retrieval.

• Folder B Experiment 2 Relevance ranking o f the 0M 2R contains
o

a copy o f the experiment interface,

o

the raw experiment results and

o

the approved application for the ethical commission

• Folder C Experiment 3 Evaluation o f the OM2R fo r consistency support provides

•

o

a copy o f the experiment interface,

o

the raw experiment results,

o

the approved application for the ethical commission and

o

details where the experiment and the 0M 2R editor can be accessed online.

Folder D 0M 2R Model offers
o

the 0M 2R model as an OWL DL ontology expressed in the RDF/XML
notation and

o

the 0M 2R project files to view the model and an automated generated
interface in Protege 3.

•

Folder E Thesis offers this thesis as a Word and PDF document

•

Folder F OAEI Case-Study contains a copy of the homepage which documents
the benchmark alignment challenge and all offered meta-data.
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Appendices
The appendices present support information for this thesis.

• Appendix A offers an overview o f the meta-data fields which are defined for the
common Ontology Alignment format.
• Appendix B discusses in detail how the 0 M 2R can be used to document OAEI
challenges with a focus on the identification and matching phase o f the lifecycle.
• Appendix C

shows the questionnaire form that was used to identify common

mapping discover tasks.
• Appendix D provides the result o f the questionnaire on mapping discover tasks
which are used in section 3.4.4 to deduce design requirements for the 0M 2R .
• Appendix E

lists the 0 M 2 R ontology version 1 that was used for the first

experiment on mapping discovery, see section 5.4.4.
• Appendix F includes supporting information how the 0 M 2 R can be applied to
support federation
• Appendix G discusses the impact o f the design decision to represent the 0M 2R
model as an OWL DL ontology and not an OWL 2 ontology
• Appendix H contains a copy o f the 0M 2R L model expressed as a OW L DL
ontology
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Appendix A.

Ontology Alignment Format Meta-Data

T h e s p e c if ic a tio n o f th e O n to lo g y A lig n m e n t F o r m a t lis ts th e fo llo w in g s ta n d a r d m e ta 
d a ta field :

h ttp ;//k n o w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .o r g /h e te r o g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# x m l
B O O L E A N te llin g i f th e f ile c a n b e r e a d a s X M L
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# le v e l
S T R IN G
h ttp ://k n o w le d g e w e b . s e m a n tic w e b . o r g /h e te r o g e n e i ty / a lig n m e n t# ty p e
S T R IN G id e n tif y in g th e ty p e o f a lig n m e n t ( 1 : 1, 1:*, ? :+ ...)
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# u r il
U R I th e u ri o f th e firs t o n to lo g y
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 rg /h e te r0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# u ri2
U R I th e u ri o f th e s e c o n d o n to lo g y
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# 0 n t0 l
U R L th e lo c a tio n o f th e f irs t o n to lo g y
h ttp ://k n o w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .O r g /h e te r o g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# o n to 2
U R L th e lo c a tio n o f th e s e c o n d o n to lo g y
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# s e m a n tic s
S T R IN G th e in te n d e d in te r p re ta tio n o f a c o r r e s p o n d e n c e
T h e f o llo w in g m e ta - d a ta e x te n s io n s f o r lis te d in th e s p e c ific a tio n :
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# id
U R I id e n tif y in g th e a lig n m e n t.
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# m e th 0 d
C L A S S N A M E o f th e g e n e r a tin g m a tc h in g m e th o d ( o r o p e ra tio n ).
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# m e th 0 d V e r s i0 n
S T R IN G id e n tif y in g th e m e th o d v e rs io n .
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# r e la ti0 n
U R I id e n tif y in g th e c la s s n a m e im p le m e n tin g th e r e la tio n s tru c tu re .
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 rg /h e te r0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# c 0 n f 1 d e n c e
U R I id e n tif y in g th e c la s s n a m e im p le m e n tin g th e c o n f id e n c e s tru c tu re .
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# d e r iv e d F r 0 m
U R I th e a lig n m e n t f ro m w h ic h th is o n e is is s u e d , i f a p p lic a b le
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# p a r a m e te r s
S T R IN G th e p a r a m e te r s u s e d w ith th e g e n e r a tin g m e th o d
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# c e r tif ic a te
S T R IN G a c e r tif ic a te f ro m a n is s u in g so u rc e
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# tim e
D U R A T IO N o f th e m a tc h in g p ro c e s s .
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# lim ita ti0 n s
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S T R I N G th e v a H d ity r a n g e o f th e c o r r e s p o n d e n c e
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# p r 0 p e r tie s
S T R IN G th e p r o p e rtie s s a tis f ie d b y a n a lig n m e n t o r c o rre s p o n d e n c e s
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# p r e tty
S T R IN G a s h o r t d e s c rip tiv e n a m e o f th e a lig n m e n t.
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# la b e ll
S T R I N G a s h o r t d e s c rip tiv e n a m e fo r th e firs t a lig n e d e n tity (in c o r re s p o n d e n c e s ).
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# la b e i2
S T R I N G a s h o r t d e s c r ip tiv e n a m e f o r th e s e c o n d a lig n e d e n tity (in
c o rre sp o n d e n c e s).
h ttp ://k n 0 w le d g e w e b .s e m a n tic w e b .0 r g /h e te r 0 g e n e ity /a lig n m e n t# p r 0 v e n a n c e
S T R IN G id e n tif y th e to o ls a n d v e rs io n s w h o c r e a te d th e a lig n m e n ts ( c o n c a te n a te d
by)
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Appendix B.

Application of OIVI2R for the OAEi

In this appendix it is discussed how the 0M 2R meta-data fields can be applied
beneficially for the OAEI. For this purpose the individual lifecycle phase are analysed.

1. Meta-data fields for the Characterisation phase
The first two use-cases (1+2) focus on the identification of the ontologies which are
addressed in the mapping. Two stakeholders have to be considered, i.e. human users and
automated processes such (e.g. online match system like www.sameAs.org'^'*). Names
are the most common identifier for users [Pe06] but names can be a difficult to handle as
entities can have more than one name. However, in some cases entities have no
commonly accepted name and can only be identified via a textual d e f i n i t i o n . T h e
0M 2R

addresses

these

requirements

with

the

meta-data

field

omlr:has_Human_Readable_Name and om2r:has_description. Please note an entity can
have more than one names or description and one name can be defined as a default name.
In contrast names are not ambiguous enough for automated processing and therefore the
0M 2R provides the fields om2r:hasJUnquie_ldentifier which allows the specification of
a unique URI. These three fields are obvious quite generic and not limited to description
of ontologies. Thus in the 0M 2R model these fields can be used to describe the resulting
mapping but also any other model element. Thus these three fields provide the necessary
information to understand the intended meaning of the model element and are considered
as the embedded 0M 2R documentation.
Use-Case 2 defines a more specific scenario where a user needs to find mappings
between specific elements contains in an ontology. Therefore a reference to an ontology
as a whole is not detailed enough. To resolve this task it is necessary to parse the
ontologies. For this purpose OM2R offers the field om2r:has_location which provides an
URL where the file can be downloaded. The relevance of this information is
The web page sameAs.org offers a service to help a user find co-references between different data set based on the
owl statement owl.sameAs.
For example aqua planning describes an effect if a car loses traction if a street is wet. This is a common name but
there is no name so far for the same situation if the street is wet due to spilt milk and not water.
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demonstrated by the fact that all other mapping representation formats provide similar
information, e.g. INRIA;
The state of art study in chapter 2 has shown that only sparse information regarding the
author of an ontology is provided. In the light o f a possible reuse o f a mapping it is
important to be able to contact the author to negotiated reuse permissions or to manage
change of interlinked mappings [Bel2, Brl3c]. A simply name to identify the author as
proposed by the INRA format is not unambiguous enough [Eh07], The OAEI addresses
this need by providing the following field om2r:mapping_creator. Please note, existing
ontology templates such as FOAF for contact details can be used to help identify the
creator more accurately if such information is available e.g. omIr. dcFirstName Hendrik.
Another aspect which can help to identify a specific version of an ontology is the
om2r:creation_date which defines the explicit time and date of the creation of the
ontology in the OM2R. As various date formats exist, an explicit and unambiguous
representation is needed. Thus internally the creation date will be represented as follows
in the 0M2R: om2r:creation_date :hasYear: 2010, om2r:creation_date:hasMonth: 5,
om2r:creation_date:hasDay: 4.
In the next step of the lifecycle the ontologies are characterised to assess the complexity
and challenges for the upcoming matching. Vital components are language related
aspects. Use-case 3 and 4 cover the case where only ontologies expressed in a certain
formal language or notation are needed. This is not limited to the actual targeted
ontologies but also vital for the mapping representation (use-case 5) as the used mapping
representation format can determine what equivalence relations are supported, e.g. simple
equivalence mappings or more complex mappings (narrow, broader etc.). Some of the
mapping representation formats provide details about the language of the addressed
ontologies (e.g. INRIA) but usually only as a textual reference. This is often not
sufficient as one needs to know the specific formal language used, e.g. reasoning can
only be applied to OWL DL not OWL Lite, thus stating the formal language as OWL is
too broad.
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The 0M 2R addressees this need with the field om2r:formal_language. As there are a
number o f such

languages

om2r:hasFormalLanguage

for ontologies,

this

field

specifies

language:http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl.

the

language

Beside

the

ontology language, the specific exchange notation used to represent the address ontology
can

be

specified

which

is

essential

for

tool

usage

and

exchange,

e.g.

om2r;TargetOntology om2r:hasNotation RDF/XML.

2. Meta-data fields for the Matching phase
Matching is the core process step in the ontology mapping lifecycle for the OAEI and a
focus of most of the current tools [S hi2]. Matching is a complex process [S ul2] and
details about the applied methods are required to understand how mapping candidates
were identified. This is vital to decide if the resulting mappings can be applied in a
different context. The 0M 2R offers the following fields to document details about the
matching process (use-case 6 to 12) from a top-down approach. It starts with the field
om2r:matching_method which defines what general method used to identify the mapping
candidates, e.g. either automated process, manual selection or mixed approach.
Depending on this choice the OM2R provides more and more details further down the
model, e.g. matching tool leads to matching algorithm. This allows a user to focus on a
needed level of detail depending on the specific retrieval or mapping reuse-case. Figure
48 shows the provided meta-data fields
A u to m a te d selection o f m ap p in g can d id ate s
O m 2 r:M a tc h ln g _ T o o l: Specified the tool which w as used to generate the alignm ent, .e.g. hasM atchingTool
O m 2 r:M a tc h in g _ A lg o rith m : If an autom ated selection w as applied, this section provides a descriptive, hum an-readable label to
identify the m atching algorithm used. For exam ple: m atching :basedOn: Levenshtein distance, Levenshtein distance :isDefmedIn:
http://en.w ikipedia.org/w iki/Levenshtein_distance
O m 2 r:M a tc h in g A lg o rith m Im p lem e n ta tio n : A descriptive, hum an-readable label to identify the specific im plem entation o f the
algorithm . C ould be a U R L o r a specific JAV A class name such as org.jena.stringCom parsion. Also helpful is to provide a U R L to
dow nload the source code. For example: A lgorithm :encodedln: Java, A lgorithm :hasJavaClass: org.jena.stringCom parsion, A lgorithm
:hasSource: http://ww w .frcecode.org/123.zip
O m 2 r:A p p lied _ T h re sh o ld : D efines the specific value o f the sim ilarity measure which needs to be passed in order to justify a
m atching pair based on the assum ptions o f the individual algorithm ,e.g. om 2r:has_A pplied_Threshold
O m 2 r:M a tc h in g _ S c o p e: D efines the scope or area the m atching is applied. In particular if all elem ents are matched to each other or
only a particular subset, e.g. om 2r:hasScope - com plete or partial
O m 2 r:E le m en t_ M a tc h in g _ is_ b ase d _ o n : D efines the elem ents which are analyzed by the algorithm to identify the m atching pairs,
e.g. RDFSLabclForClass_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 51 0M 2R Fields to describe the manual and automated matching process
These fields focus on the actual matching selection but more information is needed in
regards to the context and objective in which the matching was applied. This concludes in
specific requirements for a given matching which can be documented in the field
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om2r:has_Matching_Requirements (Use-case 14). Again this is vital to judge the
reusability from an application rather than an implementation perspective.

3. Meta-data fields for the Mapping Phase
This phase focusses on the creation of mappings in terms of confirming the mapping
candidates which were identified in the previous matching process. For this purpose the
OM2R provides the field om2r:has_Mapping_Requirements which documents details
about the rules or conditions which were applied. This is particular relevant for the
planning

of

the

mapping

approach

which

can

be

described

in

the

field

om2r:mapping_process. The identified committed and approved mappings can then be
rendered into different mapping formats in order to enable processing and sharing. Thus
the field om2r:notation and om2r:fonnal_mapping_language are provided. Similar to the
ontology identification phase, the author and the creation time of the mappings can be
described, i.e. om2r:creation_date and om2r:editor.

4. Meta-data field for the Management Phase
Once the mapping has been created they are used, shared and thus require management,
e.g. see section 9.3 where an example is shown how a reference mappings in the
evaluation challenge o f the OAEI has changed over the years. This creates the need to
find mappings in a particular version (use-case 14). To address this, each mapping is
linked to a source element in the model that contains the link to access the file and a last
change date.
If a mapping reuse-case is considered it is important to know what other application are
using a mapping actively. This is vital to handle the impact of cascading changes to
mapping sources. The 0M 2R offers for this the field om2r:application_using_mapping.
This is complemented by the field om2r:change_notification which provides details
about the process (if any) used to notify users on changes in the mapping file. For
example, a RSS feed could be used. With such different applications it is likely that
different requirements come into play and the 0M 2R model is likely to evolve over time
to address them. Therefore each 0M 2R field is linked to a version to clearly state what
version of the OM2R model it belongs too.
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Appendix C.

Questionnaire on Mapping Discovery

Please find below a copy of the questionnaire send out as part of experiment 1 (see
chapter 5 used to identify common mapping discovery task:
Questionnaire on Ontology Mapping Discovery’ Tasks

Research question;

What are common ontology mapping discovery tasks?

Based on an analysis of the ontology mapping lifecycle the following mapping tasks have
been identified. As an expert on ontology matching and mapping we would such as to ask
you to:
1. Rate the list of mapping discovery tasks below for likely frequency and
relevancy to mapping applications.
2. Please tell us about any other common mapping discovery tasks.
A.) Tasks related to ontologies and mappings
Find mappings between specific source and target ontologies or ontology
elements

Motivation: to support information exchange between two specific knowledge
models
Example: [source: t c d _ f e d e r a t o n . owl, target: u s d _ f e d e r a t i o n . owl]
[]
[ ]

Highly relevant
Frequent[ ]

[ ]

Medium relevant

Occasional

[

]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:

Find mappings for a particular ontology or an ontology element

Motivation: identify interoperable ontologies which could be reused in order
to reduce the modeling efforts
Example: search for available mappings for f a m e _ s e c u r ity . owl or for the
class <h t t p : / / fam e. i e / f e d e r a t i o n # s e c u r i t y _ l e v e l >
[ ]
[ ]

Highly relevant
Frequent[ ]

[ ]

Medium relevant

Occasional

[

]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:

Find mappings between a specific source ontology to any target ontology with
specified characteristics, e.g. ontology language

Motivation: the intended reuse scenario dictates what ontologies can be
reused, e.g. if reasoning is required only ontologies expressed in OWL DL
or OWL Lite can be reused
Example: search mappings for f a m e _ s e c u r ity .o w l with any OWL DL
based ontologies
[ ]
[ ]

Highly relevant
Frequent[ ]

[ ]

Medium relevant

Occasional

[

]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:

Find mappings expressed in particular mapping format

Motivation: depending the application only a specific mapping format maybe
supported
Example: find mappings expressed in SWRL or the RDF INRIA format
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[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

Frequent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[ ]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
Find mappings for specific correspondence types
Motivation: depending on reuse scenario simple equivalence mappings or
more complex mappings (narrow, broader etc.) may be required
Example: find broader mapping between tcd_han.owl and usd_han.owl
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

Frequent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
B.) Tasks related to the mapping generation process
Find mappings created either automated, manually or in a combination
Motivation: fundamental differences automated and manual creation, thus the
reuse scenario defines what is appropriate
Example: find only manually created mappings for a given ontology
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

Frequent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
Find mappings created by a specific matching type
Motivation: many different matching approach are possible, e.g. Shvaiko and
Euzenat 2004 provided a general classification and this could be used as a
search criteria
Example: search mappings based on structural or terminological matching
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

F requent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[ ]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments;
Find mappings created by a specific matching algorithm implementation
Motivation: narrow search down to a specific matching implementation
Example: find mapping created by Ontology Alignment API and in particular
the classStructureAlignment method
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

Frequent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[ ]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
Find mappings created by a given matching algorithm configuration
Motivation: depending on the applied parameters or thresholds an algorithm
can produce quite different matching results
Example: find mappings created with a given algorithm with a given
configuration
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

Frequent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[ ]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
Find automated created mappings based on matches with a high confidence level
Motivation: most automated matching applications provide a confidence level
which can be used to filter the results
Example: find mapping based on matched with an confidence level >= 80 %
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

F requent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant

Comments:
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[ ]

[ ]
Rare

Irrelevant

Find manually created m appings depending on the involved users
Motivation: depending on skills and backgrounds different involved users can
create different mapping, thus may not be suitable for reuse scenarios (e.g.
product engineers vs. customers)
example: search manual mapping created by TCD students
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

F requent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[ ]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
C.) Tasks based on management related meta-data
Find mappings created by a particular author
Motivation: trust a specific author or what to manage your own mappings
Example: find mapping create by Declan O ’Sullivan
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

Frequent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
Find m appings for a p a rtic u la r ontology version
Motivation: ontologies are evolving and therefore mapping must constantly be
checked if they are still valid. Thus identifying an ontology-based an URI
is not specific enough, e.g. creation or update time are needed
Example: find mapping for the newest version o f an ontology
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

Frequent[ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant
[]

[ ]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
Find a specific version o f a mapping
Motivation: mapping are also evolving and need to be managed
Examples: find newest mapping between two given ontologies
[ ]

Highly relevant

[ ]

[ ]

Frequent [ ]

O ccasional

M edium relevant [ ]
[]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
Find mappings created for a particular context
Motivation: the reason why a particular mapping is required has a major
impact on the mapping creation process. Thus a reuse o f this mapping may
only be appropriate in a similar or compatible context.
Example: find mappings relevant for the FAME project Scenario E
[ ]

H ighly relevant

[ ]

M edium relevant [ ]

[ ]

Frequent[ ]

O ccasional

[]

Irrelevant

Rare

Comments:
D.) Please add fu rth e r relevant / fre q u e n t m apping discovery tasks
■ I think “context” is a catch all for any remaining tasks b u t...
■ M apping discovery based on mappings created for the day and month o f the year.
■ M apping discovery based on previous or similar events.
■

The results o f this survey will be used for the PhD project o f Hendrik Thomas only and
will be made available fo r the participant on request. This work is partially funded
through the FAME project under the SFI award NO. 08/SRC/I1408.
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Appendix D.

Results of the questionnaire on mapping

discovery tasks
Figure 52 presents the results o f the questionnaire used to verify the proposed common
mapping task. Please see section 3.4.3 for more details. In this questionnaire the
participants were asked to rate the collection o f m apping discovery tasks for their likely
frequency o f occurrence (possible answers: 2 = 100 % frequent, 1 = 50 % - occasional, 0
= 0 % - rare) and relevance to mapping applications (possible answers: 2 = 100 % highly relevant, 1 = 50 %- medium relevant, 0 = 0 % - irrelevant). The results in the
graph are presented as normalized value in percentage to allow an easier comparison
between both scales. The blue bar indicates the mean relevance rating and the red bar the
mean for likely occurrence frequency.

IS M appings c re a te d by a Particular a u th o r?
a nnapping
M appings fo r a p a rticu lar onto lo g y v ersio n ?

11 M anually c re a te d m appings d e p e n d in g o n th e involved u sers^
10. A utom ated c re a te d m appings b a sed on m atch es with a high
9 M appings c re a te d e ith e r a u to m a te d , m anually o r in a com bination^
8 M appings c re a te d by a given m atching algorithm co n fig u ratio n ?
7. M appings c re a te d by a specific n o tc h in g algorithm im p lem en tatio n ^
6 M appings c re a te d by a specific m atching ty p e^
S. M appings fo r specific c o rre s p o n d e n c e ty p es^
4 M appings b e tv /e e n so u rc e to ta rg e t ontology with c h aracteristics^
3 . M appings e x p re s s e d in p a r^ c u la r n%appmg fornnat?
2 M appings for a particu lar ontology / ontology elerrNent^
1. M appings b e tw e e n so u rc e & ta rg e t o n to lo g ies / elen^ents^
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 52 Results o f the Questionnaire on Ontology Mapping Discovery
The participants suggested the following other relevant mapping discovery task:
•

Mapping discovery based on mappings created for the day and month o f the year.

•

Mapping discovery created by a specific author

•

Mapping discovery based on previous or sim ilar events.

•

Find mappings based on popularity - number o f times they have been reused.

•

Improve mapping findings by grouping similar mappings together.
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Appendix E.

Example of the OM2R ontology used In

the first experiment
<?xm l v e rsio n -1 .0 '? >
<rdf:R D F xm lns='http://fam e.org/m oom #'
xm l:base='http://w w w .anim als.fake/anim als#'
xm lns:rdfs='http://w w w .w 3.org/2000/01/rdf-schem a#'
xm lns;dc= 'http://purl. 0rg /d c/elem en ts/l, 1/'
xm lns:rdf='http://w w w .w 3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#'>
<rdfs:C lass rdf:about='http://fam e.org/m oom #m etadata_set' />
<rdf;D escription rdf;about='http://fam e.org/m oom #m apping_m etadata_r>
<source_ontology>http://kdeg-vm -7.cs.tcd.ie/experim entl/tcd_fam e_vl.ow l< /source_ontology>
< source_ontology_version> 1</source_ontology_version>
<target_ontology>http://kdeg-vm 7.cs.tcd.ie/experim entl/telefonica_fam e_ow lfull.ow l</target_ontology>
< target_ontology_version> 1</target_ontology_version>
< target_ontology_version> 1</target_ontology_version>
<source_ontology_language rdf; resource='h ttp ://fam e,org/m oom #ow l_dr/>
< target_ontology_language rdf;resource='http;//fam e.org/m oom #ow l_fuir/>
< m apping>http://kdeg-vm 7.cs.tcd.ie/m oom drupa]/experim entl/tcd_vl_telefonfic_editD ist.rdf< /m apping>
<source_ontology_uri>http://phaedrus.cs.tcd.ie/m oom drupal/fam e/psi/telefonica_fam e_ow lfull.ow l</sourc
e_ontology_uri>
< target_ontology_uri>http://phaedrus.cs.tcd.ie/m oom drupal/fam e/psi/telefonica_fam e_ow lfiill.D w l</target_
ontology_uri>
<m apping_language rdf;resource='http;//fam e.org/m oom #IN R IA R D F'/>
<m atching_gen_type rdf:resource='http;//fam e.org/m oom #autom ated'/>
<m atching_type rdf:resource='http://fam e.org/m oom #term inologicar/>
< m apping_author_fh>D eclan</m apping_author_fh>
<m apping_author_ln> 0'S ullivan</m apping_author_ln>
< m atching_type>term inoiogical</m atching_type>
<m atching_im pl>fr.inria]pes.exm o.align.im pl.m ethod.E ditD istN am eA lignm ent</m atching_im pI>
< m atching_user>N ot one</m atching_user>
< m atching_conf>strlevel=1</m atching_conf>
< m apping_context>FA M E </m apping_context>
< m apping_creation_tim e>2009-06-01</m apping_creation_tim e>
<m apping_version> 1</m apping_version>
<rdf;type rdf;resource='http;//w w w .w 3.org/2000/01/rdf-schem a#C lass'/>
<rdfs:subC lassO f rdf:resource='http://fam e.org/m oom #m etadata_set'/>
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Appendix F.

Application of OM2R for Federation

In this appendix it is discuss how the 0M 2R m eta-data fields can be apphed beneficially
for the federation use-case. For this purpose the two key tasks o f the federation process
presented in section 9.1 analysed.

1. 0M2R for Federations - Use-Case Mapping Discovery
A key task for the FRM

phase “Federation context-based mapping candidate

identification” is to discovery relevant mappings. 0 M 2 R supports this activity with the
fields: (Target and Source) Ontology Name and (Target and Source) Ontology
Description field. These fields are designed primarily for human data consumption and
makes management o f mapping easier if done manually. However, these descriptors can
also be used for an automated discovery by using a string comparison which is common
for m atching algorithms. The addressed ontologies (target and source) can meta-data
embedded in their source code, e.g. <dc:description>, <rdfs:label>. These can be used to
populate the above mentioned 0 M 2 R fields automatically.
The discovery process in the FRM is automated and an unambiguous identifier for the
ontologies is essential to identify what ontology are subject o f a mapping. To avoid any
miss interpretations the 0 M 2R provides an explicit field Ontology Identifier where such
a unique identifier can be stored. The 0 M 2 R field Ontology Location and Mapping
Source allows users and automated system to retrieve the specific download location of
the addressed source codes. The identifier can be harvested from the alignment format as
well as the source location.
Important again for the FDM are the language related aspects o f the ontology files due to
compatibility issues with the processing tools. This is particular vital for the federation
contact as various tool with different language processing capabilities share resource and
services in the federation. 0 M 2 R offers the fields Ontology Formal Language and
Notation for this purpose and to make such information explicit. Similar information is
also relevant for the actual matching process.
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2. 0M2R for Federations - Use-Case Mapping Evaluation
As part o f the federation context-based mapping candidate identification process step, the
FDM needs to decide if an identified mapping is suitable for a given set o f capabilities
A key focus is naturally the actual correspondences contained in the matching files. The
FDM uses a semi-automated process but depending o f the amount o f contain
correspondences a manual review is not possible in many cases. This brings the actual
process which was used to create the mapping into focus. The decision made there can
provide an indication if the mapping is suitable form a qualitative and quantitative
perspective, e.g. manual matching by domain export vs. automated matching based on
strings alignment format provides a corresponding meta-data field such as <method> and
<parameters>136 which provide ne detail and are very high level.
In addition, matching creation is usually conducted in more than one step. The process
can be documented in the 0M 2R by explicit modelling the individual steps which can
then be linked to further details, e.g. for step! the matching type automated was used but
in step 2 a manual approach. Mapping particular process can be documented in a similar
approach such as in matchings. Furthermore, the OM2R provides a field Matching
Requirements for details o f the specific requirements which needed to be fiilfilled to
apply the matching. These can be relevant for an evaluation depending on the reuse
scenario.

Please see the following URL for more details http.V/alignapi.gforge.inria.fT/labels.html
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Appendix G. Impact of expressing the OM2R model in
OWL DL vs. OWL 2
This appendix discusses the impHcation o f the design decision to represent the 0M 2R
model in an OW L DL ontology rather an OW L 2 ontology. In this thesis 0 M 2R is
expressed an OWL DL ontology. A key design decision of the model was that every
element in the 0M 2R model should have some descriptive meta-data attached. In 0M 2R
a simplex modelling style for meta-data documentation is defined with the following data
properties

are:

om2r:has_description,

om2r:has_unquie_identifier,

om2r:has_human_Readable_Name. The default name is indicated in the string with a
tailing * in the string value. This is considered a work-a-round but sufficient for the
0 M 2R

editors

and

common

ontology

editors

such

as

Protege.

However, the

implementation choice o f using OW L-DL has the limitation that these data properties can
only be filled in for instances but not classes. However, the requirement R2 demands that
all elements including class have a meta-data attached. In the OM2R a work-a-round in
applied where for every class a specific instance is created. The name o f this instance
matches the one given to the class but with a lower capital and a leading “c_” character.
In OWL Version 2 this issue is handled with a concept call punning'^^ which refers to the
fact that 0W L 2 DL relaxes the separation between classes and instances, e.g., “Eagle, to
be used for both a class, the class o f all Eagles, and an individual, the individual
representing the species Eagle belonging to the (meta) class o f all plant and animal
species” . This means in OWL Version 2 it would be possible to assign the m eta-data data
properties to a class as well. In OW L DL version 1 this is not possible.
To sum up the impact o f choosing OW L 2 instead o f OW L DL is low and limited to the
way meta-data is expressed for classes. In OW L 2 the data properties can be linked
directly to the class in OW L DL a proxy instance is used. No fiirther implications can be
identified as all class and relation used in the OWL DL version of the 0 M 2 R model can
be implement the same way in OWL 2.
' ’^http://www.w3.org/TRyowI2-new-features/#Simple_metamcKleling_capabilities
http://ontogenesis.knowledgeblog.org/1076
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A ppendix H.

OWL DL versio n of th e OIVI2R m odel

In this appendix the final version o f the OM2R model is expressed as in the OWL 2
Manchester syntax’^* as it provides the most compact form to show the complete model.
Prefix: : <http://www.modellmapping.Org/om2rdenio.owl#>
Prefix: pi: <http://www.owl-ontologies.eom/assert.owl#>
Prefix: j.O: <http://www.jnodellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owlm2r:>
Prefix: ow l : <http://www.w 3 .org/2002/07/owl#>
Prefix: rdf: <http://www.w3.Org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
Prefix: xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/naniespace>
Prefix: xsd: <http://www.w 3 .org/2001/XMLSchema#>
Prefix: xsp: <http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2005/08/07/xsp.owl#>
Prefix: rdfs: <http://www.w3.Org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
Prefix: swrl: <http://www.w3.Org/2003/ll/swrl#>
Prefix: swrlb: <http://www.w 3 .org/2003/ll/swrlb#>
Prefix: protege: <h t t p ://protege.Stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#>
Ontology: <http://www.modelImapping.org/om2r>
Annotations:
o w l :versionlnfo "om2r version 3"''^xsd:string,
rdfs:comment "This onology provides the meta-data model for documenting ontology mappings with a
focus to support ontology mapping retrieval and reuse. To enable this support the model focues
on the ontology mapping lifecycel which includes the following phaes
1 Ontology Identification Phase
2 Matching Phase
3 Mapping Phase
4 Mapping Managemenf'^en,
rdfs: label "0M2R Version 3*'@en
AnnotationProperty: o w l :versionlnfo
AnnotationProperty: rdfs:isDefinedBy
AnnotationProperty: rdfs:label
AnnotationProperty: rdfs:comment
Datatype: rd f :PlainLiteral
Datatype: xs d :anyURI
Datatype: xsd:date
Datatype: xsd:int
Datatype: xsd:string
Datatype: xsd:dateTime
ObjectProperty: was_applied_to_algortyhm
Range:
Matching_Algorithm
ObjectProperty: has matching_requirments
Domain:
Matching_Process_Steps
Range:
Matching_Requirments
ObjectProperty: hasAppliedThreshold
Domain:
Matching_Process_Steps
Range:
AppliedThreshold
ObjectProperty: ha s m a p p i n g requirments
Domain:
Ma p p i n g p r o c e s s s t e p s
Range:
Mapping_Requirements
ObjectProperty: has_matching_scope
Domain:
Matching_Process Steps
Range:
Matching_Scope
ObjectProperty: has_process_details
Domain:
MappingProcess Steps
Range:
Mapping_Process_Details
ObjectProperty: belongs_to_process_step
E>omain:
Mapping_Process_Details

Please see the following link for more information on this syntax http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-manchester-syntax/
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or Matching_Process_Details
R a nge:
Mapping_Process_Steps
or Matching_Process_Steps
ObjectProperty: coinpatible_to
Domain;
Formal_Language
or Matching_Algorithm
or Matching_Method
or Matching_Tool
or Notation
R a nge:
Element_the_matching_is_based_on
or E‘ormal_Language
or Matching_Algorithm
or Matching_Tool
or Notation
ObjectProperty: has_mapping_process_step
Domain:
Mapping_Process
R a nge:
Mapping_Process_Steps
ObjectProperty: ElementTheAlgorymlsBasedOn
Domain:
Matching_Process_Steps
Range:
Elementthematchingis basedon
ObjectProperty: date of mapping creation
Domain:
Mapping
or Ontology
Ra nge:
Creation_Date
ObjectProperty: hasApplicationThatUsesTheMapping
Domain:
Mapping
Ra nge:
ApplicationThatUseTheTheMapping
ObjectProperty: is Addressing
Domain:
Mapping
Ra nge:
Ontology
ObjectProperty: belongs_to_matching_process
Domain:
Matching Process Steps
Ra nge:
Matching_Process
ObjectProperty: has_matching_algorithm
Domain:
Matching _Process_Steps
Ra nge:
MatchingAlgorithm
ObjectProperty: has_process_step
Domain:
Matching_Process
R a nge:
Matching_Process_Steps
ObjectProperty: has_creator
Domain:
Mapping_Process_Steps
Range:
Mapping_Creator
ObjectProperty: h a s s o u r c e
Domain:
ApplicationThatUseTheTheMapping
or ChangeNotification
or Mapping
or Matching Algorithm
or Matching_Tool
or Ontology
Ra nge:
Source
ObjectProperty: ha s v e r s i o n
Domain:
ClassRepresentator
or Matching_Tool
or M odelElements
or 0M2R Model
or OntolooyMapping LifecycleEntities
Ra nge:
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0M2R_model_version
ObjectProperty: is_Step
Dojnain:
Lifecycle_Process_Steps
or Matching_Process_Steps
Range:
Steps
ObjectProperty: has_matching_method
Domain:
Matching_Process_Steps
Range:
MatchingMethod
ObjectProperty: has_formal_language_mapping
Domain:
Mapping
Range:
Mapping_Formal_Language
ObjectProperty: has_formal_language
Domain:
Ontology
Range:
Formal_Language
ObjectProperty: belongs_to_step
Domain:
Model_Elements
R ange:
Lifecycle_Process_Steps
ObjectProperty: hasnotation
Domain:
Mapping
or Ontology
Range:
Notation
ObjectProperty: hasChangeNotification
Domain:
Mapping
Range:
ChangeNotification
ObjectProperty: has_language
ObjectProperty: is_Target
Annotations;
rdfs:comment "defines if the ontology is source or target for the mapping"''‘'xsd:string
Domain:
Ontology
Range:
Mapping_Targets
ObjectProperty: has matchingtool
Domain:
Matching_Process_Steps
Range:
Matching_Tool
ObjectProperty: has_domain
Domain:
Ontology
Range:
Domain
DataProperty: dcAddress
Domain:
Mapping_Creator
DataProperty: textValue
Domain:
Mapping_Requirements
or Matching_Requirments
or ProcessDescription
Range:
xsd:string
DataProperty: hasMonth
Domain:
Creation Date
DataProperty: dcFirstName
Domain:
Mapping_Creator
DataProperty: hasYear
Domain:
Creation_Date
DataProperty: hasHumanReadableName
Domain:
Abstract
or Class_Representator
or ModelElements
or 0M2R Model
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or Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities
Range:
xsd:string
DataProperty: hasUniqueIdentifier
D omain:
Abstract
or Model_Elements
or 0M2R_Model
or Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities
DataProperty: hasDescription
Domain:
Abstract
or Model_Elements
or 0M2R_Model
or Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entitles
DataProperty: hasTimeZone
D omain:
Creation Date
DataProperty: dcLastName
Domain:
Mapping_Creator
DataProperty: has editingpriority
Domain:
Class Representator
or Model Elements
or Ontolooy_Mapping LifecycleEntities
Ran g e :
xsd:int
DataProperty: lastCheckedDateAndTime
Domain:
Source
Ran g e :
x s d :dateTime
DataProperty: dataValue
Domain:
Creation_ Date
Ran g e :
xsd:date
DataProperty: hasDay
Domain:
Creation_Date
DataProperty: urlValue
Domain:
Source
DataProperty: dcEmail
Domain:
Mappi n g Creator
Class: Matching_Requirments
SubClassOf:
Matching_Process_Details
Cla s s : Matching_Details
SubClassOf:
Model_Elements
Class: Matching Tool
SubClassOf:
Matching_Process_Details
Cla s s : Creation_Date
SubClassOf:
Descriptors
C la s s : ApplicationThatUseTheTheMapping
SubClassOf:
Management Details
Class: Language
SubClassOf:
Model_Elements
Class: Notation
SubClassOf:
Language
Cla s s : Mapping_Process_Steps
SubClassOf:
Mapping_Details
Class: Mapping_Creator
SubClassOf:
Mapping_Process_Details
Class: Descriptors
SubClassOf:
Mode1_E1eme n t s
Cla s s : Mapping_Details
SubClassOf:
Model_Elements
Cla s s : Matching_Process_Steps

SubClassOf:
Matching_Details
Class: Matching_Process
Annotations:
rdfs:conunent "Acts as a proxy for the process used to identify matching pair betwen the target and the
source ontology."^''xsd:string
SubClassOf:
Matching_Details
Class: ChangeNotification
SubClassOf:
Management_Details
Class: Abstract
Class; Matching_Method
SubClassOf:
Matching_Process_Details
Class: Mapping_Targets
SubClassOf:
Abstract
Class: Model_Elements
Class: Mapping_Formal_Language
SubClassOf:
Language
Class: Element_the_matching_is based_on
SubClassOf:
Matching_Process_Details
Class: Domain
SubClassOf:
Descriptors
Class: Mapping_Process
SubClassOf:
Mapping_Details
Class: MatchingProcessDetails
SubClassOf:
Matching_Details
Class: Steps
SubClassOf:
Abstract
Class: Matching_Algorithnfi
SubClassOf:
Matching_Process_Details
Class: Matching Scope
SubClassOf:
Matching_Process_Details
Class: Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities
Class: 0M2R_model_version
SubClassOf:
Abstract
Class: Ontology
Annotations:
rdfs:isDefinedBy <http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Demo Book_Ontology>
SubClassOf:
Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities
Class: Management_Details
SubClassOf:
Model_Elements
Class: Lifecycle_Process_Steps
SubClassOf:
Abstract
Class: Mapping
SubClassOf:
Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities
Class: Process_Description
SubClassOf:
Mapping_Process_Details
Class: 0M2R Model
Class: Mapping_Process_Details
SubClassOf:
Mapping_Details
Class: Source
SubClassOf:
Descriptors
Class: MappingRequirements
SubClassOf:
Mapping_Process_Details
Class: Class_Representator
SubClassOf:
Abstract
Class: AppliedThreshold
SubClassOf:
Matching_Process_Details
Class: FormalLanguage
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SubClassOf:
Language
Individual; c_hasChangeNotification
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_hasChangeNotification "''‘'xsd:string,
hasDescription "links a mapping to particular method to communicate changes"''''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_hasChangeNotification"^''xsd:string
Individual: c has_process_details
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasUniqueldentifier
"h t t p ://www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_has_process_details"^'‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_has process details "‘
^''xsd:string,
hasDescription "relation of a process to its process details"'^'*xsd: string
Individual: c_compatible_to
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version 0M2R_version_3,
hasDescription
"Relations
between
logical
consistent
compatible
meta-data
field
combinations"'^''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
""'■''xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_compatible_to"'"‘xsd:string,
has editing priority "0"'‘^xsd:int
Individual: c Mapping_Process_Details
Types:
Mapping_Process_Details,
Class_Representator
Facts:
b e l o n g s t o step Mapping_Step,
has_version 0M2R versions,
hasDescription "Mapping Process details"'‘'“x s d :string,
has_editing_priority "2"'''‘xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName "Mapping Process Details"''''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
""'■''xsd:string
Individual: c_hasDay
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_hasDay" '“^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c hasDay"''''xsd:string,
hasDescription "links a day to a date"'‘''xsd:string
Individual: c_dcFirstName
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_dcFirstName"'“^xsd:string,
hasDescription "links the first name to a person"‘
^‘^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_dcFirstName"'‘'‘xsd:string
Individual: c_Process_Description
Types:
Process_Description,
Class_Representator
Facts:
belongs_to_process_step Step_l_mapping_process,
belongs_to step Mapping_Step,
ha s v e r s i o n
0M2R_version_3,
hasUniqueldentifier "http:/ /www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Process_Description"'‘''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "l"''''xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName
"mapping process description"'^'^xsd:string,
hasDescription
"Specifics of the mapping proces"''''xsd:string
Individual: c C r e a t i o n D a t e
Types:
Creation_Date,
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"Date of a creaton"''‘'xsd:string,
hasDescription "Date of a creation"''''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Creation_Date"^'‘x s d :string
Individual: c_Management_Details
Types:
Management_Details.
Class_Representator
Facts:
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has_ v e r s i o n
OM2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step
Mapping_Management_Step,
ha s U n i q u e l d e n t i f ier
" h t t p ://w w w . m o d e l I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#c_Manag e m e n t _ D e t a i l s " ' “'‘x s d :string,
has_editing_priority
"500"^'‘xsd: int,
has D e s c r i p t i o n
" P rovides d etails for m a p p i n g m a n a g e m e n t ov e r time"'“^ x s d :string,
ha s H u m a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
" M apping M a n a g e m e n t D e t a i l s " ^ ^ x s d : s t r i n g
Individual: M a t c h i n g R e q u i r m e n t s _ f o r _ s t e p 2
Types:
Matching_Requirments
Facts:
belongs t o p r o c e s s s t e p
St e p 2 _ m a t c h i n g process,
belongs_to_step
Matching^Step,
textValue
" M atching mu s t be fast"'''‘xsd:string,
h a s U n i q u e l d e n t i f ier
"http: / /www .model I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#c_Matching_Requirments"'^''xsd:string,
hasD e s c r i p t i o n
"Re p r e s e n t s m a t c h i n g requirements"'''^xsd;string,
haseditingpriority
"l"'‘^ x s d :int,
hasHumanReadableName
" M a tching Requirements"'*'^xsd: string
Individual; Matching_Step
Annotations:
rd fs:commen t "In f o r m a t i o n h o w c o n f i r m e d m a p p i n g are s e l e c t e d from the m a p p i n g c a n d i d a t e s " ‘''^xsd:string
Types:
Lifecycle_Process_ Steps
Facts:
isStep
Step 2 ,
h asD e s c r i p t i o n
" M a tching Process st e p of the o n t o l o g y m a p p i n g lifecycle"'“^ x s d :string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"h t t p :/ / w w w . m o d e l I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .o w l # M a t c h i n g Process_Step"^''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
" M atching P rocess step"'*''xsd:string
I n d i v i d u a l : c h a s M a p p i n g r e q u i r m e n t s C l a s s Repre s e n t a t o r _ 1 4
Types:
Class Repre s e n t a t o r
Facts:
hasUn i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
" h t t p :/ /w w w . m o d e l I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .o w l # c _ h a s _ M a p p i n g _ r e q u i r m e n t s C l a s s _ R e p r e s e n t a t o r _ 1 4 " ‘'■^xsd
:string,
hasDescription
"links ma p p i n g to s p e c i f i c m a p p i n g requirments"^''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
" r elation c_has_Mapping_requirments"'^''xsd:string
Individual: c_has_version
Types:
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
has version
0M 2 R version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_has_version"'*'‘xsd: string,
h as D e s c r i p t i o n
"links om2r model e l e m e n t to a p a r t i c u l a r v e r s i o n of the model"''''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"h t t p :/ / w w w . m o d e l l m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#c_has_ version"'‘^ x s d :string
Individual: c h a s M a p p i n g P r o c e s s S t e p
Types:
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
h a s _versio n
OM2R_version_3,
hasU n i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
"http: / /w w w . m o d e l l m a p p i n g .org/om2rdemo.owl#c_has_Mapping_Process_Step"''''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c has M a p p i n g P rocess _Step"‘
^''xsd:string,
hasD e s c r i p t i o n
"links pr o c e s s de t a i l s to m a p p i n g pr o c e s s step"''''xsd:string
Individual: c_is_Target
Types:
Class _ R e p r e s e n t a t o r
Facts:
h a s_versio n
OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c is Target"'^''xsd:string,
h asD e s c r i p t i o n
"links on t o l o g y to a target like source"'“'xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
" h t t p :/ /w w w . m o d e l I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#c_is_Target"■'''xsd: string
Individual: c_ChangeNotification
Types:
ChangeNo t i f i c a t i o n
Facts:
belongs_to_step
Mappi n g _ M a n a g e m e n t _ S t e p ,
hasD e s c r i p t i o n
" S ystems us e d to n o t i f y us e r ab o u t c hanges to the m a p p i n g " ‘
^''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
""'''“x s d :string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Change N o t i f i c a t i o n Method"'*''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority
"l"^'“xsd: int
Individual: c_belongs_to_matching_process
Types:
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
hasversion
0 M 2 R _ v e r s i o n 3,
h as D e s c r i p t i o n
" Defines r e l ations b e t w e e n m a t c h i n g steps an d the m a t h c i n g process"'''‘xsd:string,
h asU n i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
"h t t p :/ / w w w . m o d e l I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#c_bel o n g s _ t o _ m a t c h i n g _ p r o c e s s " ' ' ^ x s d :s t r i n g ,
hasHumanReadableName
" r e l a t i o n _ b e l o n g s t o _ m a t c h i n g _ p r o c e s s " ‘''‘xsd: string
Individual: Step_4
Types:
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Steps
Facts:
hasDescription "Step 4 in a process"'''‘xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Step 4 "'^''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Step 4"^''xsd:string
Individual: Demo_Book_Ontology
Ty pes:
Ontology
Facts:
is_Target Source_Ontology,
date of mappingcreation
creation_data_2014-02-03,
h a s v e r s i o n 0M2R version 3,
has notation OWL_DL,
has_domain Book,
hassource
Demo_Ontology_Book_URL,
has_formal_language RDF_XML,
hasDescription "Book ontology"'''‘xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Demo_Book_ Ontology"'^''xsd: string,
has_editing_priority "l"''''xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName
"Book ontology"'^''xsd:string
Individual: Step_3
Types:
Steps
Facts:
hasDescription "Step 3 of a process"'"''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Step 3"'''‘xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www .modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl #Step_3"'‘'‘x s d :string
Individual: c mapping_formal languages
Typ e s :
Mapping _Formal_Language,
Descriptors
Facts:
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
hasDescription "Formal mapping languages"'‘'“xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: //WW W . model Imapping. or g/om2rdemo. owl #c_mapping_formal_languages"'''^xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Formal mapping languages"'"'xsd:string,
has_editing_priority
"200"'“'xsd:int
Individual: Library
Typ e s :
Domain
Facts:
belongstostep
Identification_Step,
textValue "This ontology represents element relevant for libraries"‘
^'‘xsd:string
Individual: StrucSubsDistAlignment
Types:
Matching Algorithm
Facts:
belongs_to_process_step Step_l_mapping_process,
hassource
StrucSubsDistAlignment_Source,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
hasHumanReadableName "StrucSubsDistAlignment" ''^xsd:string,
hasDescription "Algorithm based on StrucSubsDistAlignment"'‘''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority " 10"'^''xsd:int,
hasUniqueldentifier ""'“^xsd:string
Individual: 0M2RM_Model
Types:
OM2R_Model
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"0M2R model for documenting ontology mappings to support mapping retrieval and
reuse "''■^xsd:string,
hasDescription
"This onology provides the meta-data model for documenting ontology mappings with a
focus to support ontology mapping retrieval and reuse. To enable this support the model focues
on the ontology mapping lifecycel which includes the following phaes 1 Ontology Identification
Phase 2 Matching Phase 3 Mapping Phase 4 Mapping Management"'‘''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#OM2RM_Model"'‘''xsd: string
Individual: c_ontology_formal_languages
Facts:
hasHumanReadableName
"Ontology "^'‘xsd:string
Individual: c_0M2R_Model
T yp e s :
0M2R_Model,
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
has version 0M2R versions,
hasDescription "Represent the different versions of the model"^‘'xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "h t t p ://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_0M2R_Model"^''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "0M2R model "'''‘x s d :string
Individual: c_Lifecycle_Process Steps
Typ e s :
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Lifecycle_P r o c e s s _ S t e p s ,
Class_Rep r e s e n t a t o r
Facts:
h a s_versio n
0M2R_version_3,
h asDescr i p t i o n
"Re p r e s e n t s the p r o c e s s steps of the o ntoloyg map p o n g lifecycle"^'^xsci:string,
h asHum a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
"Process steps of the o n t o l o g y map p i n g lif e c y c l e process"'‘'*xsd:string,
hasUn i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
"h t tp : / / W W W . m o d e l l m a p p i n g . o r g / o m 2 r d e m o . o w l # c _ L i f e c y c l e _ P r o c e s s _ S t e p s " ' ' ^ x s d : s t r i n g
Individual: c_ElementTheAlgorymlsBasedOn
Types:
Class R e pre s e n t a t o r
Facts:
h a s _versio n
OM2R_version_3,
h as D e s c r i p t i o n
"links the a l g o r i t h m to a p a r t i c u l a r e lement it is ba s e d o n " ‘'‘' x s d :string,
h asU n i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
"http: //W W W . m o d e l l m a p p i n g . o r g / o m 2 r d e m o . owl # c _ E l e m e n t T h e A l g o r y m I s B a s e d O n " ' ‘''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
" r elation c ElementTheAlgorymIsBasedOn"'''‘x s d : string
Individual: Step_2
Types:
Steps
Facts:
has D e s c r i p t i o n
"Step 2 in a process"'‘''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"h t t p :/ / w w w .m o d e l I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#Step_2"^'^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Step 2"'‘'‘xsd : s t r i n g
I n d i v i d u a l : Step_l
Types:
Steps
Facts:
hasDescr i p t i o n
"Step 1 in a process"'‘''xsd:string,
hasHu m a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
"Step l"'''"xsd:string,
hasUn i q u e l d e n t i f ier
" h t t p :/ / w w w .model I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .o w l l S t e p l " ‘
^''xsd:string
Individual: R D F X M L
Types:
Notation
Facts:
belongs_to_step
IdentificationStep,
compati b l e _ t o
OWL_Lite,
compati b l e _ t o
OWL_FULL,
compatible to
OW L DL,
compati b l e _ t o
0WL_2,
h a s D e s crip t i o n
"RDF/XM"*'''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority
"200"'''‘xsd: int,
hasHum a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
"RDF/XM"''''xsd:string,
hasUn i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
"h t t p :/ / w w w .w 3 . o r g / T R / R E C - r d f - s y n t a x / "^'“x s d :string
Individual: Step_2_matching_process
Types:
Matching_Process_ Steps
Facts:
hasAppliedThreshold
percent75,
ha s _ m a t c h i n g _ r e q u i r m e n t s
Matching_Requirments_for_step2,
has _matchi n g _ m e t h o d
AutomaticMatching,
belongs to m a t c h i n g p r o c e s s
Matching process_between_books_and_library_ontology,
h a s m a t c h i n g _scope
Partial_Match,
has_matching_algorithm
S t r u c S u b s DistAlignment,
h a s _ m a tchi n g _ t o o l
Ontology_Alignment_API_Version_42,
isStep
Step_2,
belongstostep
MatchingStep,
Ele m e n t T h e A l g o r y m l s B a s e d O n
Element_rdfs_class,
h a s _versio n
0 M 2 R version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
" Second step in the m a t c h i n g process"^''xsd:string,
hasUni q u e l d e n t i f ier
" h t t p :/ / w w w .model I m apping .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl #Step_2_matching_process"'''‘xsd: string
has D e s c r i p t i o n
" Second Step in the mat c h i n g process"''''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority
"2"''^xsd: int
I n d i v i d u a l : c _ M a t c h i n g R e q u irments
Types:
Matching_Req u i r m e n t s ,
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
has versio n
OM2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step
Matching_Step,
has D e s c r i p t i o n
" R e p resents m a t c h i n g requirements"'^‘' x s d :string,
has_editing_priority
"l"''‘' x s d :int,
hasHumanReadableName
" M a tching Requirements"^'"xsd:string,
hasUn i q u e l d e n t i f ier
"http: / /www .model I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl #c_Matchin g _ R e q u i r m e n t s
'‘xsd: string
I n d i v i d u a l : Tur t l e
Types:
Notation
Facts;
compati b l e _ t o
0WL_2,
compatibleto
OWL FULL,
compatible to
OWL_Lite,
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belongs_to_ step IdentificationStep/
compatible_to OWL_DL,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http://www.w 3 .org/TR/2014 /REC-turtle-20140225/"'*''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "400"'‘^xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableNaine " *Turtle"'''‘xsd: string,
hasDescription
"Turtle"^''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Turtle (Terse RDF Triple Language) is a serialization format for Resource
Description Framework (RDF) graphs. A subset of Tim Berners-Lee and Dan Connolly's Notations
(N3) language, it was defined by Dave Beckett, and is a superset of the minimal N-Triples
format. Unlike full N3, Turtle doesn't go beyond RDF's graph model. SPARQL uses a similar N3
subset to Turtle for its graph patterns, but using N3's brace syntax for delimiting subgraphs.
Turtle was accepted as a first working draft by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) RDF Working
Group on 9 August 2011.[1]
Turtle is popular among Semantic Web developers as a human-friendly
alternative to RDF/XML. A significant proportion of RDF toolkits include Turtle parsing and
serializing capability. Some examples are Redland, Sesame, Jena and RDFLib. "'^''xsdcstring
Individual: c_is_Step
T yp e s :
Class_Representator
Facts:
hasversion
0M2R version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_is_Step"'“'xsd:string,
hasDescription "links lifecycle step to a ordered step like step l"''''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http://www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_is_Step"''''xsd:string
Individual: Step 1 mapping process
Types:
MappingProcessSteps
Facts:
h a s p r o c e s s details mapping processdescription lib_to_book,
has mappingrequirments Book_to_Lib_Mapping_Requirements,
hasversion
0M2R version^,
hascreator
HendrikThomas,
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
has_editing_priority "l"''''xsd: int,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl# Step 1 mapping_process"'‘'“x s d :stri ng,
hasHumanReadableName "Mapping process step l"^^xsd:string,
hasDescription
"Step 1 in the mapping process"''''xsd:string
Individual: c_hasApplicationThatUsesTheMapping
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
has version 0M2R version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c hasApplicationThatUsesTheMapping"'“^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_hasApplicationThatUsesTheMapping"''''xsd: string,
hasDescription
"links a mapping to a particular application that uses the mapping"'''*xsd:string
Individual: c_Domain
Types:
Domain
Facts:
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
hasDescription "Domain of interest"'''‘xs d :string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www.modellmapping .org/om2rdemo .owl#c_Domain"'‘'‘xsd: string,
has editing priority
"l"'^''xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName
"Domain of interest"'''^xsd:string
Individual: Demo M a p p i n g U R L
Types:
Source
Facts:
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl# Demo_Mapping_URL"'''‘xsd: string,
hasDescription "URL to get the mapping for lib to book ontology"'^'^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"URL to dlownload the mapping"‘
^^xsd:string,
has editing priority
"l"'^'‘xsd: int,
urlValue "http://www.learninginformationlibrary.com/pool/booktolibmapping"'‘^xsd:string,
lastCheckedDateAndTime
"2011-09-27T14:19:32"'^‘^xsd: dateTime
Individual: Complete_Match
Types:
Matching_Scope
Facts:
belongs_to_process_step Step 2_matching_process,
beiongs_to_step Matching_Step,
belongs_to_process_step Step_l_matching_process,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www .modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Complete_Match"''"^xsd: string,
has editing priority "l"''''xsd:int,
hasDescription
"All ontology elements are addressed in the match"'“^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Complete Match"'^''xsd: string
Individual: Book
Types:
Domain
Facts:
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textValue
"This ontology represents element relevant for books, representing a personal knowledge
collection of a researcher"'''‘xsd:string
Individual: Target_Ontology
Types:
Mapping_Targets
Facts:
belongs_to_step Identification_Step
Individual: c_Matching_Algorithm
Types:
Class_Representator,
MatchingAlgorithm
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
hasHumanReadableName "Matching_Algorithm"''''xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier "h t t p ://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Matching_Algorithm"'“^xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "100"^‘'xsd:int,
hasDescription
"Specific algoritm used by the tool to find matching candidates"'‘''xsd: string
Individual: StringDistAlignment
Types:
Matching_Algorithm
Facts:
hassource
StringDis_Source,
compatible_to Element_rdf_label,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
hasUniqueldentifier
"ttp://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#fr.inrialpes.exmo.align.impl.method.StringDistAlignmen
t"''''xsd: string,
has_editing_priority "10" '"'xsd:int,
hasDescription "StringDistAlignment"''^xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"StringDistAlignment"'“'^xsd: string
Individual: Step_l_matching_process
Types:
Matching_Process_Steps
Facts:
ElementTheAlgorymlsEasedOn Element_rdf_label,
hasmatchingtool
Ontology_Alignment_API_Version_42,
has_matching_scope CompleteMatch,
ha s m a t c h i n g a l g o r i t h m
StringDistAlignment,
hasma t c h i n g method Automatic Matching,
belongs to_matching_process Matching_process between books _and library ontology,
has_matching_requirments Matching_Requirments_83,
is_Step Step_l,
hasAppliedThreshold percentlOO,
b e l o n g s t o s t e p MatchingStep,
has_editing_priority "l"''^xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName "First step in the matching process"'''‘x s d :string,
hasDescription
"First step in the matching process"'“'xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: / /www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Step_l_matching_process"‘'''xsd:string
Individual: c m a p p i n g
Types:
Mapping,
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasDescription "Model element where the instance represent the mappings"'“^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_mapping"'‘''xsd: anyURI,
hasHumanReadableName
"Mapping" '‘''xsd: string,
has_editing_priority
"2"''^xsd:int
Individual: LTM
Types:
Notation
Facts:
co m p a tibl eto Topic_Maps,
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
has_editing_priority
"l"'‘^xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName "Linera Topic Maps Notation"'''"xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"LTM"''''xsd: string,
hasDescription "LTM" '^''xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.ontopia.net/download/Itm.html"^'‘xsd:string
Individual; c_hasHumanReadableName
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version 0M2R version_3,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_hasHumanReadableName"'“'xsd:string,
hasDescription
"om2r
embedded
meta-data
documentation
links
element
to
human
readable
name"''‘^xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www. model Imapping,org/om2rdemo.owl #c_ hasHumanReadableName"''^'xsd:string
Individual: c has notation

Typ e s :
Class_Representator
Facts:
h a s v e r s i o n 0M2R version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_has_notation"''''xsd;string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://ww w .modellmapping.org/om2rdeino.owl#c_has_notation"'‘''xsd: string,
hasDescription "links object to a particular notation"'^''xsd:string
Individual: Alignment_API_Source
Typ e s :
Source
Facts:
b e l o n g s t o s t e p Matching_Step,
urlvalue "http: //alignapi .gforge.inria.fr/"''''xsd: string,
hasDescription "Source to find the alignment API"'^'‘xs d :string,
h a s e d i tingpriority
"1" ''^'xsd:int,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http;/ /www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Alignment_APl_Source" '■'‘xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName "Source for the Alignment API"'''‘xsd:string,
lastCheckedDateAndTime "2011-09-27T15:18:16"''‘
^xsd: dateTime
Individual: c_matching_scope
Typ e s :
Class_Representator,
Matching_Scope
Facts:
belongs_to_step Matching Step,
hasHumanReadableName
"Matching Scope"'‘''xsd:string,
has_edi ting_priori ty "9" ^''xsd:int,
hasDescription "Defines the scope of the current matching process"'''‘xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www. modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_matching_scope"'' “'xsd: string
Individual: c_has_matching scope
Typ e s :
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www. model lmapping.org/om2rdemo. owl #c_has_matching_ scope"''^'xsd:string,
hasDescription "relation matching to a particular matching scope"'''‘x s d :string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_has matching_scope"‘'''xsd:string
Individual: c_source_ontology
Types:
Ontology,
Class Representator
Facts:
hasversion
OM2R_version_3,
is Target SourceOntology,
hasHumanReadableName "Source Ontology"'''‘x s d :string,
hasDescription
"Represents ontologies that are the source of an mapping"'^''xsd:string,
has editing_priority "300"^'‘xsd: int,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www .modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl #c source ontology" '^''xsd: string
Individual: c_Model_Elements
Types:
Model_Elements,
ClassRepresentator
Fac t s :
belongs_to_step MappingManagementStep,
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
b e l o n g s t o s t e p MappingStep,
h a s v e rsion 0M2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
has_editing_priori ty "l"'‘''xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName "Model elements of the 0M2R model"''‘'xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier ""^''xsd: string,
hasDescription
"Represents the general model elements of the 0M2R"‘
^'^xsd:string
Individual: c_dcLastName
Typ e s :
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasDescription "links last name of a person"'*^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_dcLastName"^‘'xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_dcLastName"''''xsd:string
Individual: c_Matching Method
Types:
Matching_Method,
Class_Representator
Facts:
has version 0M2R versions,
hasHumanReadableName "Matching process"'‘'‘x s d :string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl #c_Matching_Method"'“''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "100"'''‘xsd: int,
hasDescription "General type of the matching process"'"^xsd:string
Individual: Mafra
Typ e s :
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Matching_Tool
Facts:
belongs_to_step MatchingStep
Individual: c_target_ontology
Types:
Ontology,
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
isTarget
Target_Ontology,
has editing_priority "200"‘
^'‘xsd:int,
hasUniqueldentifier "http: //www.modellmapping.org/om2rdeitio. owl#c_target_ontology"''''xsd:string,
hasDescription
"Represents an ontology that is the target of a mapping"'''‘x s d :string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Target ontology"^^'xsd: string
Individual: OWL_FULL
Types:
Formal_Language
Facts:
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
compatible_to RDF_XML,
compatible_to N3,
hasDescription "OWL Full"'''‘xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http: //www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/"'■''xsd: string,
has editing priority "100"'''‘xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName "OWL Full"'"''xsd:string
Individual: c_has_jnatching requirments
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
hasHumanReadableName "relation c has matching_requirments "'‘''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: // W W W .modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_has matching_requirments"''‘
^xsd: string,
hasDescription "matching linked to matching requirments"'“^xsd:string
Individual: Trinity_Library Searcher
Types:
ApplicationThatUseTheTheMapping
Facts:
belongs_to_step Mapping_Management Step,
has_source Trinity Searcher_Source,
has editing_priority "l"''^xsd: int,
hasDescription
"Library retrieval system used by Trinity College Library"'^''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"h t t p :/ / W W W . modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Trinity_Library_Searcher"'•^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Trinity Library Searcher System"'‘'^xsd:string
Individual: c_Mapping_Requirements
Types:
Class_Representator,
Mapping_Requi remen ts
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
hasHumanReadableName "Mapping requirements"'^''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http: //www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Mapping_ Requirements "'^''xsd: string,
hasDescription
"Defined specific requirments which need to be fullfiled in the mapping"''''xsd:string
Individual: c_belongs_to_step
Facts:
has editing priority "0"'''*xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_belongs_to_step"'''‘xsd:string
Individual: c_Matching_Process_Steps
Types:
Matching_Process_Steps,
Class_Representator
Facts:
b e l o n g s t o step Matching_Step,
has_version OM2R_version_3,
has_editing_priority "l"'''^xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName "Matching Steps"''‘^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c Matching_Process_Steps"‘
^'^xsd:string,
hasDescription "Represents matching steps"'‘'‘xsd:string
Individual: StringDisSource
Types:
Source
Facts:
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
lastCheckedDateAndTime "2011-09-27T15:13:58" '^''xsd:dateTime,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#StringDis_Source"^^xsd:string,
hasDescription "URL to download the code for the String Dinstance Algorithm"''''xsd:string,
has editing priority "l"'"''xsd:int,
urlValue "http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#StringDis_Source"''''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName "URL to download the code for the String Dinstance Algorithm"'''‘x s d :string
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Individual: O W L 2
Types:
Forma l _ L a n g u a g e
Facts:
b e l o n g s t o step
IdentificationStep,
compatible_to
RDF_XML,
compatibleto
N3,
has_editing_priority
"100"^'^xsd: int,
ha s U n i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
"http: / / w w w .w 3 .org/TR/owl2-overview/"''“' x s d :string,
hasDescription
"OWL 2'''“^ x s d :string,
hasHumanReadableName
"OWL 2 We b O n t o l o g y La n g u a g e Doc u m e n t O v e r v i e w (Second Edition) "'''‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"*OWL 2"'^'^xsd:string
Individual: A u t o m a t i c M a t c h i n g
Annotations:
r d f s:label "Automatic Matching"'^'^xsd:string,
rd fs:comment "Matching pa i r s ar e g e n e r a t e d automatically"''‘
^ xsd:string
Types:
M a t c h i n g Meth o d
Facts:
compatible_to
Ontology_Alignment_API_Version_32,
belongs_to_step
Matching_Step,
co m p a t i b l e _ t o
Ontolo g y _ A l i g n m e n t _ A P I _ V e r s i o n _ 4 2 ,
hasDescription
" A u tomat e d M a t c h i n g process"'‘'‘xsd:string,
h a s U n i q u e l d e n t i f ier
" h t t p :/ /www .model I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl# A u t o m a t i c Matching"'''‘x s d :string,
hasHumanReadableName
" a u t o m a t e d matching"'“^xsd:string,
has_editing_priority
"100"'‘'*xsd: int
Individual: c _ dcAddress
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
hasversion
0M2R version_3,
ha s D e s c r i p t i o n
"links a ad d r e s s to a person"'''“xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"r e lation c_dcAddress"''''xsd:string,
h a s U n i q u e l d e n t i f ier
" h t t p ://www .model I m a p p i n g .org/om2rdejno.o w l # c _ d c A d d r e s s " '''‘x s d :string
Individual: c has m a t c h i n g alg o r i t h m
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has ver sion
0 M 2 R version_3,
hasDescription
"links to tool to m a t c h i n g algorithm"'*''xsd:string,
ha s H u m a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
"r elation c has m a t c h i n g a l g o r i t h m "'''‘xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"h t t p : / / w w w . m o d e l I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .o w l # c _ h a s _ m a t c h i n g _ a l g o r i t h m " ' “' x s d :string
Individual: OWL_Lite
Types:
Formal Language
Facts:
be l o n g s _ t o _ s t e p
Identification_Step,
com p a t i b l e to
RDFXML,
hasDescription
"OWL lite""^^xsd:string,
h a s U n i q u e l d e n t i f ier
" h t t p :/ /www. w3 .org/TR/owl-ref/"^'''xsd: string,
has _editing_priority
"100"'*''xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName
"OWL Lite"'^'*xsd:string
I n d i v i d u a l : B o o k t o Lib M a p p i n g R e q u i r e m e n t s
Types:
Mapping_Requirements
Facts:
be l o n g s _ t o _ s t e p
Mapping_Step,
be l o n g s _ t o _ p r o c e s s _ s t e p
Step_l_map p i n g _ p r o c e s s ,
hasUniqueldentifier
" h t t p :/ / w w w .model I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .o w l # B o o k _ t o _ Lib_Mapping_Requirements"'"‘
^ xsd: string,
ha s _ e d i t i n g _ p r i o r i t y
" l"'“^xsd: int,
hasDescription
"Requirm e n t s for m a p p i n g b e t w e e n bo o k a n d library ontology"''‘^xsd:string,
te x t V a l u e
"Mapping needs to be v e r i f i e d b y e xperts to en s u r e quality"'^'‘x s d :string,
ha s H u m a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
"Req u i r m e n t s
for
mapping
bet w e e n
book
and
library
o n tology
D e f a u l t R D F S D a t a t y p e ( h t t p :/ / w w w .w 3 .o r g / 2 0 0 1 / X M L S c h e m a # s t r i n g
of
[DefaultRDFSNamedC l a s s (http: / /www. w3 .or g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f - schema# Data type) )) "'•'"xsd: string
Individual: mapping_process_description_lib_to_book
Types:
Proc e s s _ D e s c r i p t i o n
Facts:
belongs_to_process_step
Step_l_map p i n g _ p r o c e s s ,
belongs_to_step
Mapping_Step,
hasDescription
"Process d e s c r i p t i o n " ‘
^''xsd:string,
te x t V a l u e
" C andidates r e v i e w e d by experts"''^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
" h t t p :/ / w w w .model I m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#c_ m a p p i n g _ p r o c e s s _ d e s c r i p t i o n l i b _ to_book" “''‘x s d :strin
hasHumanReadableName
"Process d e s c r i p t i i o n of lib to b o o k library"^'^xsd:string
I n d i v i d u a l : De m o _ L i b r a r y _ O n t o l o g y
Types:
Ontology
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Facts;
date_of_mapping_creation creation_data_2014-02-03,
h a s v e r s i o n OM2R_version_3,
has_formal_language RDF_XML,
has_notation OWL_DL,
hasdomain
Library,
is_Target Target^Ontology,
hassource
Demo_Ontology_Library_URL,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Demo_Library_Ontology"^'‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Library Ontology"'^‘^xsd:string,
hasDescription "Ontology used in libraries"'^‘'xsd:string,
has_editing_priority
"2"'*''xsd: int
Individual: Ontology_Alignment_API_Version_32
Types:
Matching_Tool
Facts:
compatible_to StrucSubsDistAlignment,
hasversion
OM2R_version_3,
has_source Alignment_API_Source,
c ompatibleto
StringDistAlignment,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
belongstoprocessstep
Step 1 jnatching_process,
hasDescription "Ontology Alignment API 4.2"^^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "Ontology alignment API 3.2"''''xsd:string,
has_editing_priori ty " l"'‘’'xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName
"Ontology Alignment API Version 4 .2"'^'‘xsd: string
Individual: c_0M2R_Modell
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3
Individual: Demo_Book_vs_Library_Mapping
Types:
Mapping
Facts:
has^source Demo_Mapping_URL,
has_formal_language_mapping Inria,
isAddressing
Demo_Library_Ontology,
hasversion
0M2R version_3,
date_of mapping_creation creation data_2014-02-03,
hasApplicationThatUsesTheMapping Trinity_Library_Searcher,
has matchingmethod Automatic_Matching,
is_Addressing Demo_Book_0ntology,
h asno t a t i o n R D F XML,
hasChangeNotification Trinity_Library_RSS,
hasDescription "Mapping betwen the book and library ontology"^''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "l"'*'‘xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName
"Demo Book vs Library Mapping"'“''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Demo_Book_vs_Library_Mapping"'‘'‘xsd: string
Individual: Manuel_Matching
Annotations:
rdfs:comment "Matching was conducted by human manually"‘
^^xsd:string,
rdfs;label "Manuel Matching"''''xsd;string
Types:
Matching_Method
Facts:
belongs_to_step Matching^Step,
hasDescription "Manual Process"''''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "http;/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Manuel_Matching"'''^xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "100"'^‘^xsd: int,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Manuel_Matching"^‘
^xsd:string
Individual: Demo_Ontology_Library_URL
Types:
Source
Facts:
belongs_to_step ldentification_Step,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http:/ /www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Demo_Ontology_Library URL"‘
^''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"URL to get the library ontology"‘
^'‘xsd;string,
hasDescription "URL to get the library ontology"'^''xsd:string,
urlValue "http://www.learninginformationlibrary .com/pool/1 ibrary"''''xsd; string,
textValue "http://www.modelImapping.org/library.owl"''^xsd:string,
lastCheckedDateAndTime "2011-09-22T17 ;04 :42"''''xsd:dateTime,
has_editing_priority "l"‘
^''xsd: int
Individual: percentlOO
Types:
AppliedThreshold
Facts:
belongs_to_process_step Step_l_matching_process,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
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has editing priority "l"''‘'xsd: int,
hasDescription "100% full matching required, e.g. identical naines"''''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"100%"''^xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_AppliedThreshold"''^xsd:string
Individual: c h a s Y e a r
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasDescription
"links a year to date"'‘''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c hasYear"'^''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: //www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl #c_has Year '"xsd:string
Individual: c h a s M o n t h
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
hasversion
0M2R version_3,
hasDescription
"links month to a date"^''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_hasMonth"''*^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_hasMonth"'‘'‘xsd: string
Individual: c_Matching_Tool
Types:
Matching_Tool,
Class Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step MatchingStep,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http://www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Matching_Tool"'‘''xsd: string,
has_editing_priority "l"‘'''xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName "Matching tools"''''xsd:string,
hasDescription
"Tools that are used to identify mapping candidates • matchings"'''^xsd:string
Individual: c_has_matching tool
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
has version 0M2R version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_has_matching_tool"'^''xsd:string,
hasDescription
"matching process linked to matching tool"'''‘xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: //www. modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl #c_has_ma tching_tool"'^''xsd: string
Individual: c 0M2R model version
Types:
0M2R_model_version,
Class_Representator
Facts:
has version 0M2R version^,
hasHumanReadableName "0M2R model"'■''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_OM2R model version"^'*xsd:string,
hasDescription "Represents the model version of the 0M2R"^'^xsd:string
Individual: c_has_Language
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
hasversion
0M2R version_3,
hasDescription "links to natural language, e.g English"‘'^'xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_has_Language"'''*xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation has language"''''xsd: string
Individual: c Matching_Process
Types:
Matching_Process
Facts:
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
hasDescription "Represents a specific instance oif a matching procress"‘
^'‘x s d :string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Matching process"'‘''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "50"^''xsd: int,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Matching_Process"‘
^''xsd:string
Individual: c_Mapping_Process
Types:
Mapping_Process,
Class Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
has_editing_priority "l"'''‘xsd: inL,
hasHumanReadableName "Mapping process"‘
^'*xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier
"http:/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdeino.owl#c_Mapping_Process"''‘^xsd:string,
hasDescription
"Represent the speciific mapping processes"^^xsd:string
Individual: c M a p p i n g C r e a t o r
Types:
Class_Representator,
Mapping_Creator
Facts:
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belongs_to_process_step Step_l_niapping process,
ha s v e r s i o n
OM2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
hasDescription "Details of the human creator of the mapping"'‘^xsd;string,
has editing_priority "l"'''"xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName "Mapping Creator"'‘''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Mapping_Creator"'^''xsd: string
Individual: Mapping_Management_Step
Types:
Lifecycle_Process_Steps
Facts:
is_Step Step_4,
hasHumanReadableName "Management Process "''^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: / /WWW.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo. owl#Mapping_Management_Process_Step"'''"xsd: string,
hasDescription "Management Process step of the ontology mapping lifecycle"'‘''xsd:string
Individual: c_notation
Types:
Class_Representator,
Notation
Facts:
hasversion
0M2R versions,
belongstostep
Identification Step,
hasDescription
"Notation" “''^xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c notation" ''‘^xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName "Not at ion "'“''xsd: string,
has_editing_priority "100"‘
^''xsd: int
Individual: c h a s c r e a t o r
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
hasversion
OM2R_version_3,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl #c_has_creator"''''xsd:string,
hasDescription "links object to is creator"''‘'xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relatiom has creator"^''xsd:string
Individual: c_Class_Placeholder
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
hasversion
0M2R version 3,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Class_Placeholder" '“^xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "l"'*''xsd: int,
hasDescription
"This is a wor a round to enable relation to be added to a class in OWL
DL"''''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Collect all instance that represents the class rather an instance of the
class "'‘'‘xsd: string
Individual: Mixed Matching
Annotations:
rdfs:comment "Matching was conducted by humans and automated processes"^^xsd:string,
rdfs:label "Mixed Matching"'''*xsd:string
Types:
Matching_Method
Facts:
compatible_to Ontology_Alignment_API_Version_42,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
compatible_to Ontology_Alignment_API_Version_32,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Mixed Matching" '“'^xsd: string,
hasDescription "Process where automated and manual process is combined"^''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Mixed matching process"'*''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "100"'''^xsd: int
Individual: c M a t c h i n g P r o c e s s D e t a i l s
Types:
Matching_Process Details,
Class_Representator
Facts:
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName "Matching process details"''‘'xsd:string,
hasDescription "Describes details of the applied matching process"''^xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "100"'‘^xsd: int,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: / /www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Matching_Process_Details"''''xsd:string
Individual: Demo_Ontology_Book_URL
Types:
Source
Facts:
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
has_editing_priority "1"^"xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName "URL to get the book ontology"^^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Demo_Ontology_Book_URL"'‘''xsd:string,
textValue
"http: / /www. modellmapping. org/book. owl"''^'xsd: string.
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hasDescription
"URL to get the book "^'“xsd:string,
lastCheckedDateAndTime "2011-09-14X17:04:39"^''xsd:dateTime,
ur lvalue "http://www.1earning! nformationlibrary.com/pool/book"‘
^''xsd:string
Individual: c_hasDescription
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version 0M2R_version_3,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www .modellmapping.org/om2rdeino.owl #c_has Descript ion"'*''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_hasDescription"'“^xsd:string,
hasDescription
"om2r
embedded
meta-data
documentation
links
element
to
human
readable
description "'“^xsd: string
Individual: SourceOntology
Types:
Mapping_Targets
Facts:
belongs_to_step Identification_Step
Individual: Ontology A l i g n m e n t A P I V e r s i o n 42
Types:
Matching_Tool
Facts:
be l o ngs_tostep MatchingStep,
compatible_to StringDistAlignment,
has_source Alignment_API_Source,
h a s v e r sion 0M2R version_3,
belongs_to_process_step Step l jnatching process,
has_editing_priority
"l"'''^xsd: int,
hasDescription "Ontology Alignment API 4 .2"'''‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Ontology Alignment API Version 4 .2"'^''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "Ontology alignment API 4 .2"‘
^'^xsd:string
Individual: chasTimeZone
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has version 0M2R version 3,
hasUniqueldentifier "http: / /www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_hasTimeZone"''^'xsd:string,
hasDescription
"links time zone to a date"'‘''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_hasTimeZone"'''^xsd:string
Individual: c_has_source
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c has_source"'*'‘x s d :string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http:/ /w w w .modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_has_source"‘''"xsd: string,
hasDescription
"links object to a particular source where to find the source code"'''‘xsd:string
Individual: Mapping between_book_and_lib_ontology
Types:
Mapping_Process
Facts:
has mapping_process_step Step_l_mapping_process,
belongs_to_ step Mapping_Step,
hasHumanReadableName "Mapping between_book and lib_ ontology"'‘'“x s d :string,
has_editing_priority "l"'''‘xsd: int,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http:/ /www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Mapping_between_book_and_lib_ontology"‘
^''xsd: string,
hasDescription "Specific maping between_book_and_lib_ontology"''''xsd:string
Individual: T o p i c M a p s
Types:
Formal_Language
Facts:
belongstostep
IdentificationStep,
compatible_to LTM,
compatible_to XTM,
hasUniqueldentifier "http:/ /www. topicmaps.org/"'''‘xsd: string,
has_editing_priority "100"''^xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName
"Topic Maps"''''xsd:string,
hasDescription "Topic Maps"'‘^xsd:string
Individual: c ApplicationThatUseTheMapping
Types:
Class_Representator,
ApplicationThatUseTheTheMapping
Facts:
belongs_to_step Mapping_Management_Step,
hasversion
0M2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"Known Application that use the mapping"'^''xsd:string,
hasDescription
"Known Application that use the mapping, this knowledge is important to understand
the implication of change to the mapping"''^'xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "500"'’''xsd: int,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://w w w .modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_ApplicationThatUseTheMapping"''‘'xsd:string
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Individual: c_has_editing_priority
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version 0M2R_version_3,
hasDescription
"defnes a number which indicate a editing priority number"''^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_has_editing_priority"‘''‘xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: //www.modelImapping.org/oin2rdemo.owl#c_has_editing_priority"'‘''xsd:string
Individual: creation_data_2014-02-03
Types:
Creation Date
Facts:
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
hasTimeZone
"Auckland"'"''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http:/ /www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#2014 -02-03"'■''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName "3rd Feb 2014"‘^''xsd:string,
hasDay " 3" ^''xsd: string,
hasYear "2014"'''‘xsd:string,
hasMonth
"2"'^^xsd: string
Individual: c d c E m a i l
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasDescription
"links email to a person"^''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: / /www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_dcEmail"'“'•xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_dcEmail"‘'''xsd:string
Individual: chasUniqueldentifier
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasDescription
"om2r embedded meta-data documentation links element to a unique identifier
"'■''xsdrstring,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c hasUniqueldent if ier"''^'xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_hasUniqueIdentifier"^^xsd:string
Individual: Hendrik_Thomas
Types:
Mapping_Creator
Facts;
belongs to_process_step Step 1 mapping_process,
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
has_editing_priority
"l"''^xsd: int,
dcFirstName "Hendrk"‘'^'xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Hendrik Thomas"''''xsd:string,
hasDescription
"User Hendrik Thomas who created the mapping"''^xsd:string,
dcLastName
"Thomas"'''‘xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: / /www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Hendrik_Thomas"'‘'‘xsd: string,
dcEmail
""'''^xsd:string
Individual: XTM
Types:
Notation
Facts:
compatible_to Topic_Maps,
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
has_editing_priority
"300"'*^xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName
"XML Topic Maps"''''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"*XTM"'‘''xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http: / /www. topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0/"''''xsd:string,
hasDescription "XML Topic Maps"'''^xsd:string
Individual: c_urlValue
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_urlValue"^''xsd:string,
hasDescription
"links URL to a element"'“^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_urlValue"'''‘xsd:string
Individual: c h a s D o m a i n
Types;
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasDescription "links an object to its content domain, e.g. library"'^'^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation domain"'''‘xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_has_Domain"'''‘x s d :string
Individual: c_Language
Types:
Language,
Class_Representator
Facts:
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hasversion
0M2R version_3,
has_editing_priority
int,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Language"'“^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Language" "'^xsd:string,
hasDescription "Language information"^'*xsd:string
Individual: c_AppliedThreshold
Types:
AppliedThreshold
Facts:
belongs t o s t e p MatchingStep,
has editing priority "l"'‘''xsd:int,
hasDescription
"Applied Threshold defines the level of corropspondes a matching needs to satisfay to
be accept by the algorithm used"‘
^ ^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_AppliedThreshold"''^xsd;string,
hasHumanReadableNaiue "Applied Threshold"'^‘'xsd:string
Individual: percent75
Types:
AppliedThreshold
Facts:
belongs_to_process_step Step_2_matching_process,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_AppliedThreshold"''''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName " 75% ""''‘xsd: string,
hasDescription "100% full matching required, e.g. identical names"''''xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "l"'‘''xsd: int
Individual: c_is_Addressing
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
has version 0M2R version 3,
hasDescription "links a mapping to ontologies"'‘''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_is_Addressing"''^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_is_Addressing"‘
^'‘xsd:string
Individual: Mafra_Source
Types:
Source
Facts:
belongs_to_step MatchingStep,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Mafra URL"'“^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Mafra"^^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"MAFRA - A MApping FRAmework for Distributed Ontologies in the Semantic
Web"'■''xsd: string,
has_editing_priority "100"^''xsd: int,
hasDescription "Mafra tool"''"^xsd:string,
ur lvalue "http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owllMaf ra_Source" '^'^xsd: string,
lastCheckedDateAndTime "2014-05-15T15:03:34 "''^'xsd:dateTime
Individual: c_has_process_step
Types:
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
hasversion
0M2R version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_has_process_step"''''xsd:string,
hasDescription "relation of lifecycle to lifecycle steps"'''‘x s d :string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c has_process_step"''''xsd:string
Individual: c_has_formal_language_mapping
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
has version OM2R_version_3,
hasDescription
"links
mapping
to
its
formal
mapping
language
used
to
represent
the
mapping" '•'‘xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c_has_formal_language_mapping"'’''xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http: //www .modelImapping .org/om2rdemo .owl#c has formal_language_inapping"^‘'xsd: string
Individual: Element_rdf_label
Types:
Element_the_matching_is_based_on
Facts:
belongs_to_step Step l matching process,
belongs_to_process_step Step_l_matching_process,
haseditingpriority
"21"''"^xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName
“RDF Labe"'“^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Element_rdf_label"'‘''xsd: string,
hasDescription "RDF Label to name elements"'^'‘xsd:string,
textValue
"rdf s :label "''■^xsd:string
Individual: c Steps
Types:
Steps,
Class Representator
Facts:
hasversion
0M2R version 3,
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hasDescription
"Prepresents the order of steps in a process"''^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http://www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl #c_Steps"''''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Process steps"''‘'xsd:string
Individual: Inria
Types:
Mapping_ Formal_Language
Facts:
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
has_editing_priority "100'"‘'‘xsd:int,
hasHumanReadableName "Inria"^^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "*Ontology Alignment Format"'“^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo .owl#Inria"'''*xsd: string,
hasDescription "Format for representing ontology matchings"^''xsd;string
Individual: c_lastCheckedDateAndTime
Types:
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
has version 0M2R_ version_3,
hasDescription "links a last check date to a element"'"'‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_lastCheckedDateAndTime"''‘'xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owllclastCheckedDateAndTime" '‘'‘x s d :string
Individual: N3
Types:
Notation
Facts:
compatible_to OWL_Lite,
compatibleto 0WL_2,
belongs_to step identificationStep,
compatible_to OWL_DL,
compatible to OWL_FULL,
hasHumanReadableName " *N3"''''xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www.w3 .org/TeamSubmission/n3/"'‘''xsd:string,
hasDescription "N3"'‘''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Notations (N3): A readable RDF syntax"^^xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "1" ‘^''xsd:int
Individual: cDescriptors
Types:
Descriptors
Facts:
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
belongs to_step Mapping_Management_Step,
belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http://www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owllcDescriptors" ''"^xsd: string,
hasDescription
"Collects descriptors used in the model"'''‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Descriptors used in the 0M2R model"‘
^''xsd:string,
has editing priority "l"''''xsd: int
Individual: c_textValue
Types:
ClassRepresentator
Facts:
has version 0M2R version_3,
hasDescription "links text value to a element"'*''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http: / /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_textValue"'“'^xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_textValue"''^xsd:string
Individual: OM2R_version_l
Types:
OM2R_model_version
Facts:
hasDescription "0M2R version l"^''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "0M2R version l"^'‘x s d :string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#0M2R version_l"^''xsd:string
Individual: OWL DL
Annotations:
rdf s :comment "http:/ /www.w 3 .org/2002/07/owl."‘
^''xsd:string
Types:
Formal_Language
Facts:
compatible_to RDF_XML,
compatible_to Turtle,
compatible_to N3,
belongs_to_step Identification_Step,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www.w 3 .org/TR/owl -guide/ "'‘'‘x s d :string,
hasHumanReadableName "OWL DL"''‘'xsd:string,
hasDescription "OWL DL"'‘'‘xsd;string,
has _editing_priority "100"''''xsd: int
Individual: c_Mapping_Process_Steps
Types:
Class_ Representator,
Mapping_Process_Steps
Facts:
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belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
hasversion
OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"Mapping process"''^'xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "l"'''*xsd:int,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Mapping_Process_Steps" '“'xsd:string,
hasDescription
"Defined process steps of a given mapping"'''‘xsd:string
Individual: OM2R_version_2
Types:
0M2 R_jnode 1_ve r s i on
Facts:
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#OM2R_version_2"'"^xsd:string,
hasDescription
"0M2R version 2"''‘'xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"0M2R version 2"'"''xsd:string
Individual: OM2R_version_3
Types:
0M2R_model_version
Facts:
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#OM2R_version_3" '^''xsd: string,
hasHumanReadableName
"0M2R version 3"'•''xsd:string,
hasDescription "Version 3 of the model finalized June 2014"'‘''xsd: string
Individual: c_dateOfMappingCreation
Types:
Class Representator
Facts:
has_version 0M2R version_3,
hasDescription
"links a creation date to a mapping"'''‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "relation c_dateOfMappingCreation"'''‘x s d :string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www .model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_dateOfMappingCreation"'''‘xsd: string
Individual: Trinity_Library_RSS
Types:
ChangeNotification
Facts:
belongs_to_step Mapping ManagementStep,
has source Trinity Library RSS source,
hasHumanReadableName
"RSS feed of the Trinity Library"'■'‘xsd:string,
hasDescription "New feed of the Trinity Library"‘
^'‘xs d :string,
hasUniqueldentif ier " "'‘'■xsd:string,
has_editing_priority "l"''‘'xsd: int
Individual: c_has formal language
Types:
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation c h a s f o r m a l l a n g u a g e "'“'xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl #c_has_formal_ language" '‘'‘xsd: string,
hasDescription "links representation to formal language it is defined in"'''*xsd:string
Individual: c_Mapping_Targets
Types:
Mapping_Targets,
Class Representator
Facts:
has version OM2R_version_3,
hasDescription "Represents the target in a mapping process"'‘'^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Targets of the Mapping process"‘
^''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier
"http:/ /www. model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Mapping_Targets"'^'^xsd:string
Individual: Mapping_Step
Annotations:
rdfs:comment "Information how mappjng candidates have been identified between target and source
ontology"'''^xsd:string
Types:
Lifecycle_Process_Steps
Facts;
is_Step Step_3,
hasHumanReadableName
"Mapping Proces step"'''‘xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http:/ /www.model Imapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Mapping_Process_Step" '■''xsd:string,
hasDescription "Mapping Process step of the ontology mapping lifecycle"^''xsd:string
Individual: Trinity_Library_RSS_source
Types:
Source
Facts:
belongs_to_step Mapping_Management_Step,
lastCheckedDateAndTime "2014-05~06T19:21:34"''''xsd: dateTime,
hasDescription
"Trinity Library RSS"^'‘x s d :string,
has editing priority "l"''‘^xsd:int,
urivalue "http://trinituCollege.library.ie/newfeed"'“^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Trinity Library RSS"'•''xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modelImapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Trinity_Library_RSS_source"^'^xsd:string
Individual: Matchingprocess b e t w e e n b o o k s a n d l i b r a r y o n t o l o g y
Types:
Matching_Process,
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Class_Representator
Facts:
has_process_step
Step 2 m a t c h i n g p r o c e s s ,
has_process_step
Step_ l _ m a t c h i n g _ p r o c e s s ,
belongs_to_step
M a tching_Step,
has_editing_priority
"50**'‘'‘xsd:int/

hasDescription
"Matching
ontology"'''‘x s d :string,
hasUniqueldentifier

process

used

to

created

matcings

for

the

lib

and

book,

"h t t p :/ / w w w . m o d e l l m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .o wl#Matching_ b e t w e e n _ b o o k s _ a n d _ l i b r a r y _ o n t o l o g y " ' ‘^ x s d :str
ing,
hasHumanReadableName
" M a tching
process
used
to
created
matcings
for
the
lib
an d
bo o k
o ntology" ■^'^xsd:string
Individual; Matching_Requirments_83
Types:
M a tch i ng_R e q u i rmen t s
Facts:

belongs_to_step Matching_Step,
belongs_to_process_step Step_l_matching_process,
textValue "Matching must be fast"'''^xsd:string,
h asUn i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
"h t t p :/ / w w w . m o d e l l m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#c_Matching_Re q u i r m e n t s " ^ ' * x s d :s t r i n g ,
has_editing_priority
"l"'‘'‘x s d :i n t ,
has D e s c r i p t i o n
"Re p r e s e n t s m a t c h i n g requirements"'''^xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
" M atching Requirements"■^''xsd: string
Individual: c_Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities
Types:

Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities
Facts:
h a s _versio n
OM2R_version_3,
has_editing_priority
"l"^'“xsd: int,
ha s H u m a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
"Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities"0en,
hasU n i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
" h t t p ://w w w . m o d e l l m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#c_Ontolooy_Mapping_Lifecycle_Entities"'''‘x s d :a n y U R I ,
has D e s c r i p t i o n
" R e present the r e l e v a n t the o n t o l o g i e s and m a p p i n g s wh i c h are a d d r e s s e d in the
lifecycel"^''xsd: string
Individual: I d e n t i f i c a t i o n _ S t e p
Annotations:

rdfs:comment "Information about the ontologies which are addressed in this mapping"'"‘'xsd:string
Types:
Lifecycle_Process_Steps
Facts:
is_Step S t e p l ,
has D e s c r i p t i o n
" I d e n t i f i c a t i o n Pro c e s s step of the o n t o l o g y m a p p i n g lifecycle"'''‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
" I d e n t i f i c a t i n o n P rocess S t e p " ‘
^‘^xsd:string,
hasU n i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
" h t t p :/ /w w w . m o d e l l m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .o w l # I d e n t i f i c a t i o n P rocess S t e p " ‘
^''xsd:string
I n d i v i d u a l : Ele m e n t rdfs_class
Types:

Element_the_matchingis_based_on
Facts:
belongs_to_process_step
Step_2 _ m a t c h i n g _ p r o c e s s ,
hasHumanReadableName
" "^''xsd;string,
ha s U n i q u e l d e n t i f ier
" h t t p :/ /www. m o d e l l m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl #Element_rdfs_class"'*''xsd: string,
hasD e s c r i p t i o n
""'‘'^xsdrstring
Individual: c_Element_the_matching_is_based_on
Types:

Element_the_matching_is_based_on,
Class Representator
Facts:
belongs_to_step
Matching_Step,
ha s_versio n
OM2R_version_3,
hasUn i q u e l d e n t i f i e r
" h t t p ://w w w . m o d e l l m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .o w l # c _ E l e m e n t _ t h e m a t ching_ is_based_on"''''xsd:string,
hasHum a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
"The Ele m e n t the M a t c h i n g P rocess is b a s e d on"'“^xsd:string,
ha s _ e d i t i n g _ p r i o r i t y
"l"'''‘xsd: int,

hasDescription "Represens the elements the matching algorithm is based on"'“'xsd:string
Individual: Trinity_Searcher_Source
Types:
Source
Facts;
belongs_to_step Mapping_Management_Step,
ha s H u m a n R e a d a b l e N a m e
"Tr i n i t y L i b r a r y S e a r c h e r " ‘^''xsd:string,
las t C h e c k e d D a t e A n d T i m e
"2014-05-06T15:57:02"'''^xsd: dateTime,
ha s U n i q u e l d e n t i f ier
" h t t p :/ /www. m o d e l l m a p p i n g .o r g / o m 2 r d e m o .owl#Trinity_Searcher"'''^xsd:string,
ur lvalue
"www . t r i n i t y .org / search " ‘
^'“x s d :string
Individual: c_ f o r m a l languages
Types:

Class_Representator,
Formal_Language
Facts:
belongs_to_step

I d entification_Step,
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has_version OM2R_version_3,
hasHumanReadableName "Formal Language"'''^xsd:string,
has_editing_priority
"200"''''xsd: int,
hasDescription
"Formal Language"'‘'‘x s d :string,
hasUniqueldentif ier "http://ww w .modellmapping.org/oin2rdemo.owl#c_formal_languages"'■''xsd:string
Individual: c MappingDetails
Typ e s :
Class_Representator,
MappingDetails
Facts:
has version OM2R_version_3,
belongs_to_step Mapping_Step,
has_editing_priority "4"''‘'xsd: int,
hasHumanReadableName "Mapping process"''^xsd:string,
hasUniqueldentifier "http://www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_Mapping_Details" '“'xsd:string,
hasDescription "Represent the mapping process"'‘'‘xsd:string
Individual: StrucSubsDistAlignment Source
Types:
Source
Facts;
belongs to step Matching_Step,
hasDescription
"Url to get the code for the Struc Subs Dist Alignment"''''xsd;string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http:/ /w w w .modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#StrucSubsDistAlignment Source"'''“x s d :string,
hasHumanReadableName
"Url to get the code for the Struc Subs Dist Alignment"'‘'‘xsd:string,
lastCheckedDateAndTime "2011-09-27X15:33:55"''^xsd:dateTime,
has editing priority
"l"'''^xsd:int,
url Value "http:/ /w w w .modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#StrucSubsDistAlignment_ Source "''^'xsd:string
Individual: Partial_Match
Annotations:
rdfs:comment ""'■''xsd:string
Types:
Matching_Scope
Facts:
belongstostep
MatchingStep,
has editing priority "1"^'‘x s d :int,
hasDescription
"Partial matching which means not all ontology elements are addressed in
matching"'''‘xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName "Partical Matching"''^'xsd: string,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://www.modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#Partial_Match"'"'xsd:string
Individual: c_belongs_to_process_step
Typ e s :
Class_Representator
Facts:
has_version 0M2R version_3,
hasUniqueldentifier
"http://w w w .modellmapping.org/om2rdemo.owl#c_belongs_to_process_step"''''xsd:string,
hasHumanReadableName
"relation_belongs_to_process_step"'‘''xsd:string,
hasDescription "Relation of a process step to a process"''''xsd:string
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